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Abstract
Wireless mesh networking is expected to play an im portant role in the future Inter­
net. It can facilitate network coverage at less expense, making it a fitting candidate 
for multi-hop communications in distributed wireless environments. However, Wireless 
Mesh Networks (WMNs) still suffer from many problems such as channel contention, in­
terference, low efficiency of bandwidth utilization, etc. Therefore, guaranteeing Quality 
of Service (QoS) for multimedia applications while ensuring high bandwidth efficiency 
is a challenging task in WMNs. In this context, this thesis aims at solving these prob­
lems from a resource management at Medium Access Control (MAC) layer point of 
view.
The thesis first surveys the existing protocol designs for Resource Reservation (RR) in 
IEEE 802.11-based wireless networks. It advises the necessity of MAC layer protocol 
design for guaranteeing the QoS for Real-Time Sessions (RTSNs) while optimizing 
bandwidth efficiency.
Following the outcomes of the investigation, the thesis proposes an analytical framework 
to evaluate the guaranteed QoS performance of distributed hybrid MAC RR schemes 
in distributed single-hop wireless networks. After that, the thesis devises a compre­
hensive hybrid MAC RR scheme tha t consists of a distributed hybrid MAC scheduling 
mechanism and a distributed Admission Control (AC) algorithm. The hybrid MAC 
scheduling mechanism can provide contention-free channel access for RTSNs and re­
serve dedicated and periodic resources for them to ensure their QoS guaranteeing. In 
addition, the mechanism can implement concurrent transmission in the Contention-Free 
Period (CFP) in order to enhance the bandwidth usage for the reserved resources.
The distributed Admission Control Algorithm (ACA), on the other hand, can cooperate 
with the distributed hybrid MAC scheduling mechanism in order to make optimized 
RR for RTSNs with specific QoS requirements. Furthermore, the proposed distributed 
ACA can help MAC scheduler to implement resource sharing. It can permit several 
RTSNs to share an identical Transmission Opportunity (TXOP) in the CFP provided 
tha t each of the resource sharer can obtain guaranteed QoS. This can directly improve 
the efficiency of bandwidth utilization.
K ey  w ords; resource management, quality of service, wireless mesh networks, resource 
reservation, admission control, 802.11
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 W ireless M esh Networks
Wireless mesh networking has become one of the key network architectures research 
items and has the potential to play an im portant role in the next generation com­
munication systems [1], Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) can achieve self-organization 
and self-configuration dynamically. The mesh nodes can automatically establish and 
maintain mesh architecture among themselves. In WMNs, mesh connectivity is auto­
matically established through the capability of routing functions offered by both mesh 
routers and mesh clients and therefore the centralized and wired control infrastructures 
become optional [1]. There are various attractive qualities owned by WMNs, which in­
clude easy network maintenance, low-cost deployment, robustness, extended service 
coverage and so forth. It inherits many useful characteristics from both wireless ad-hoc 
networking and traditional wired networking.
Different from traditional ad-hoc networks, WMNs possess some unique features. For 
example, WMNs can consist of wireless backbone with mesh router, providing wide 
service coverage and robustness. However, the connectivity of traditional ad-hoc net­
works merely rely on the individual contribution of end-user which may not be reliable. 
On the other hand, the gateway/bridge functionalities of mesh router can enable the 
integration of various existing networks such as sensor networks, Wi-Fi and cellular net­
works. By performing dedicated routing and configuration functionalities, mesh router
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can alleviate the load of end-user, providing high-end application capabilities. Apart 
from that, WMNs also have several special features. For instance, the infrastructure 
supported by mesh router can provide continuous connectivity across the network. On 
the other hand, end-user can access multiple radios which are equipped by the mesh 
router.
Wireless mesh networking is chosen as a solution to metropolitan area network, which 
can be used to establish “smart city” . It can provide high-speed broadband wireless 
access and advanced wireless services. “Smart city” is mainly implemented by deploy­
ing wireless mesh access points for high-speed wireless coverage in some key areas, such 
as city’s pedestrian mall and college. As an example shown in Fig. 1.1, it can help 
overcome the limitations of a conventional broadband wireless access network, where all 
the communications have to traverse through a centralized station. Equipped with the 
advanced techniques such as smart antenna systems, city wide mesh-enabled wireless 
networks can provide high performance in terms of throughput, scalability, flexibil­
ity, etc. Apart from that, WMNs can also be applied in many other occasions, e.g., 
intelligent transportation systems, community and neighbourhood networks, campus 
networks and enterprise networks. They also have evolved in various technologies such 
as Wi-Fi, WiMax, sensor and ad-hoc networks [2].
In order to achieve easy deployment and low cost, the majority of deployed WMNs are 
using the IEEE 802.11 standard [3]. Although WMNs can work with other standards 
such as IEEE 802.15 and 802.16, the cheap availability of 802.11 hardware makes a 
major contribution to its rapid growth [4]. Focusing on IEEE 802.11-based WMNs, 
many solutions have been proposed for dealing with the related issues in WMNs, such 
as interference management and modeling, power control, channel/radio assignment. 
Quality of Service (QoS) scheduling, routing, etc. W ith the increasing demand of 
multimedia applications, QoS provisioning for Real-Time Sessions (RTSNs) in IEEE
802.11-based WMNs becomes a hotspot topic.
To achieve QoS provisioning for high-priority sessions such as RTSNs, efficient resource 
management is one of the most promising solutions in WMNs. Resource management 
mechanism can be classified according to which kind of resource is the target to be
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Figure 1.1: An example of “smart city” use case
administrated, for example, energy, processor time and channel bandwidth. On the 
other hand, resource management can be implemented at different layers while cross­
layer design for resource management is also viable.
Consequently, this thesis focuses on IEEE 802.11-based WMNs and provide feasible 
resource management solutions to provide guaranteed QoS for the end-to-end commu­
nication services, such as multimedia applications and other time-critical traffic sessions 
in such networks.
1.2 Research Challenges
Although WMNs enjoy many advantages as mentioned before, because of the intrin­
sic nature of wireless communications, providing QoS in WMNs is still a challenging 
research topic. There are many issues that are expected to be addressed in order to 
support QoS in WMNs. These issues are mentioned as follows:
• U nreliable and unpredictable w ireless channel conditions; wireless mesh 
networking enjoys good scalability and it can be deployed in city-wide wireless
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networks such as the “smart city” . However, due to the environmental change, 
the phenomena such as interference, shadowing and m ulti-path fading make the 
wireless channel highly unreliable. Protocols for supporting QoS may become 
vulnerable in the face of packet loss or other issues caused by error-prone char­
acters of wireless medium. For instance, resource state information for claiming 
dedicated resource reservation may not be properly decoded by the nodes tha t 
need to contribute their resources and this will cause interruption during reserved 
transmission.
• S h ared  w ireless m ed ium ; In a WMN, transmission from one node utilizes not 
only the local bandwidth but also consumes the bandwidth of neighbouring nodes 
tha t reside within the interference range. Contention-based environment will 
incur interference if multiple nodes attem pt to transm it simultaneously. Although 
Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) can alleviate 
the collision in contention-based channel, it can not assure QoS performance for 
RTSNs. Thus, how to ensure the guaranteed resources for RTSNs in such a 
condition is a challenging issue.
• M u lti-h o p  w ireless co m m un ica tions; Owning the extended coverage area 
and the decentralized topology, WMNs are expected to support multi-hop wireless 
communications for the end-to-end packet delivery among two nodes tha t locate 
outside each other’s transmission range. Different from single-hop communication 
in which resource state information of nodes can be synchronized within the 
transmission range, in multi-hop communication, the reserved resources for a 
session will not only occupy the bandwidth of the nodes within the transmission 
range, but also take the bandwidth from its interfering nodes within the CS range. 
In addition, due to the intrinsic nature of wireless medium, the possibility of 
concurrent transmissions over multiple wireless links will increase the interference. 
This will directly affect the overall network capacity.
• N o d e  m o b ility  an d  ro u te  m a in ten an ce ; As mentioned before, WMNs can 
be deployed in mobile environments such as intelligent transportation systems. 
The mobility of nodes makes the network topology change dynamically. Resource
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state information for the reserved bandwidth maintained in certain nodes will be­
come inaccurate because of this dynamic nature. In this case, routing protocols 
in WMNs may not be tolerant to the imprecise state information. On the other 
hand, for accurately synchronizing the resource state information in such an envi­
ronment, signalling message needs to be propagated frequently, which will cause 
additional overhead and affect network performance.
• N o c en tra liz ed  con tro l: Different from the conventional wireless devises, mesh
I
routers and clients can support better scalability in multi-hop communication. 
Equipped with the functions of mesh networking, mesh clients can behave like 
routers which can transfer data for their neighbours if established routes exist. 
W ithout the support of centralized devises, data can be directly forwarded along 
the established routes rather than being relayed via centralized controllers. How­
ever, distributed wireless networks have difficulties in achieving coordination and 
synchronization of resource state information of reservation among the nodes 
within shared contending region. The contention-based environment th a t per­
vades in distributed wireless networks can cause unsatisfactory performance due 
to channel contention and interference. In addition, explicit signalling and piggy­
back mechanism for synchronizing reservation information will incur additional 
overhead to the networks.
Despite of their merits, the above characteristics pose challenges to  the communication 
protocols and thus pose many new research branches in the areas of wireless network­
ing. These inherent characteristics make the traditional network protocols unsuitable 
for WMNs and thus need further research in communication protocols to provide reli­
able and high quality communication services over such networks. This triggers many 
efforts on protocol design for QoS provisioning in WMNs. Existing research works 
mainly concentrate on MAC scheduling mechanism, routing protocol, power control 
mechanism, Admission Control Algorithm (ACA), etc [5].
1.3. Motivation and Research Objective
1.3 M otivation and Research Objective
To support QoS, one effective way is to implement Resource Reservation (RR) for each 
node along a traffic route from the source to the destination. QoS RR is one of the most 
significant components in the QoS framework which is a complete system tha t provides 
distinct prioritized services to different users or applications. While other efforts are 
being made to address the above challenges, this thesis mainly focuses on providing 
guaranteed QoS performance of communication services in WMNs from the Medium 
Access Control (MAC) point of view. The MAC scheme is effective in improving the 
performance of different types of sessions via managing bandwidth allocation and im­
plementing service differentiation. The service differentiation can be done by providing 
more chances of channel access for sessions with high-priorities or reserving dedicated 
bandwidth for them.
In order to achieve the purpose of QoS guaranteeing, existing research mainly focused on 
reservation-based and contention-based MAC schemes. However, both of the schemes 
have their pros and cons for being the solution of WMN MAC. The most representa­
tive reservation-based scheme is Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). It divides 
the channel airtime into equivalent time-slots and assigns them to different sessions. 
TDMA does not suffer from MAC collisions because each node merely transm its in 
its own dedicated time-slots which does not conflict with its interfering nodes. In ad­
dition, TDMA can ensure the desired bandwidth of each session and avoid overhead 
incurred by deferral and back-off as in contention-based schemes. This can help to 
achieve the QoS assurance for multimedia sessions. However, TDMA requires tight 
synchronization which is too complicated to be implemented in distributed multi-hop 
wireless environment. In addition, even with accurate synchronization, TDMA can not 
achieve optimal time-slots schedule when network topology and bandwidth requirement 
are dynamically changing [6]. On the other hand, it suffers from low scalability and 
high complexity.
In contrast to reservation-based schemes such as TDMA, contention-based schemes, 
for instance Distributed Coordination Function (DCF), enjoy better flexibility of band­
width utilization and higher multiplexing gain. DCF is one of the most commonly used
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techniques in contention-based environment. It is a simply, robust and scalable channel 
access method, which has the advantages of distributed nature and the standardized 
implementation (i.e. IEEE 802.11) [4]. In addition, its asynchronous channel access 
does not need any tight synchronization. However, DCF has difficulties in providing 
QoS for RTSNs because of issues such as collision, deferral and back-off which attribute 
to the asynchronous channel access. It suffers from reduced throughput especially in 
multi-hop communication because of its conservative design.
As an appealing method inheriting the merits of both contention-based and reservation- 
based protocols, hybrid MAC has been popularized in several standards, aiming at 
providing guaranteed QoS for RTSNs and the fairness towards other types of sessions. 
Hybrid MAC RR schemes can provide periodic contention-free medium access via dedi­
cated bandwidth reservation for RTSNs, while utilizing contention-based medium access 
for Non-Real-Time Sessions (NRTSNs). Thus, it can reduce the deferral overhead for 
RTSNs while pledging high multiplexing gain for NRTSNs. However, several problems 
prevent hybrid MAC RR schemes from being employed in WMNs. The key issues in­
clude interference, low efficiency of spatial reuse and low bandwidth efficiency. Nodes 
that reside outside each other’s transmission range but within the Carrier-Sensing (CS) 
range may interfere with each other. Moreover, the schedule for simultaneous trans­
missions of non-interfering nodes is difficult to be implemented because of the synchro­
nization issue. In addition, bandwidth over-reservation and efficient resource sharing 
are not yet addressed. Hence, QoS guaranteeing and enhanced bandwidth efficiency in 
WMNs should be achieved by solving all these problems in hybrid MAC RR schemes.
This thesis aims to solve the above problems in order to provide guaranteed QoS for 
RTSNs and ensure the enhancement of bandwidth efficiency in WMNs. To this end, 
the thesis considers the IEEE 802.11-based WMNs and proposes a comprehensive hy­
brid MAC RR scheme with an efficient distributed ACA. Before the protocol design, 
the thesis first devises an analytical framework for investigating the guaranteed QoS 
performance of distributed hybrid MAC RR schemes in single-hop communication and 
studies the optimization of the network capacity. Then, it proposes the distributed 
hybrid MAC RR scheme, which can provide guaranteed QoS for RTSNs and pledge the 
fairness for NRTSNs in WMNs with multi-hop communication. Finally, it proposes a
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distributed ACA with soft RR for hybrid MAC RR schemes in order to enhance the 
bandwidth efficiency. The remainder of this chapter highlights the contributions to the 
state of the art and outlines the organization of this thesis.
1.4 Original Contributions
There are 3 major contributions in this work and they are listed as follows:
1. T h e  design  o f an  a n a ly tic a l fram ew ork  for d is tr ib u te d  h y b rid  M A C  R R  
schem es for sing le-hop  co m m unica tions . The novelty feature of this work 
includes the accurate performance modelling in terms of delay and throughput 
of QoS guaranteed RTSNs under different traffic loads. Moreover, the work in­
vestigates the impact of system parameters, such as SI or size of Transmission 
Opportunity (TXOP) on overall network capacity. It can be used to optimize 
the network capacity with the QoS guaranteed RTSNs. The associated work was 
originally described in [7].
2. T h e  design  an d  ev a lu a tio n  o f a  d is tr ib u te d  h y b rid  M A C  R R  schem e, 
for g u a ra n te e in g  th e  QoS p e rfo rm a n ce  o f R T S N s in  W M N s w ith  m u lti­
hop  com m u n ica tio n . The innovation of this work is to provide guaranteed 
QoS for RTSNs via the implementation of multi-hop RR. The protocol has the 
functionalities of interference probing as well as concurrent transmission, which 
are implemented with the support of explicit signalling. Apart from that, the 
fairness is also considered for other types of traffic sessions following contention- 
based environment in the Contention Access Period (CAP). A version of this 
protocol was originally specified in [8].
3. T h e  design  a n d  ev a lu a tio n  o f a  d is tr ib u te d  A C A  w ith  so ft R R  for 
h y b rid  M A C  R R  schem es, for im p ro v in g  th e  b a n d w id th  efficiency in  
W M N s. The ACA can decide optimized reserved bandwidth to guarantee the 
QoS for RTSNs according to their specific QoS demands such as throughput and 
delay bound. In addition, with the soft RR, bandwidth can be shared by multiple
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RTSNs with loose throughput demands provided tha t each of the RTSN sharing 
the resources can obtain guaranteed QoS.
1.4.1 Publications
The novelties of the above works have resulted in submission of papers to peer-reviewed
journals and conferences.
Journal A rticles
• Xiaobo Yu, Pirabakaran Navaratnam, and Klaus Moessner, “Performance Anal­
ysis of Distributed Resource Reservation in IEEE 802.11e-Based Wireless Net­
works” , lE T  Communications (accepted with correction).
P eer-R eview ed Conference Papers
• Xiaobo Yu, Pirabakaran Navaratnam, and Klaus Moessner, “Distributed Interfer­
ence Aware Admission Control with Soft Resource Allocation for Hybrid MAC in 
Wireless Mesh Networks” , IEEE International Conference On Communications 
(ICC), Ottawa, Canada, Jun. 2012 (accepted for publication).
• Xiaobo Yu, Pirabakaran Navaratnam, and Klaus Moessner, “Distributed MAC 
Scheduling Mechanism Based on Resource Reservation for IEEE 802.11e-Based 
Multi-Hop Wireless Networks” , IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking 
Conf. (WCNC), Paris, France, Apr. 2012 (accepted for publication).
• Xiaobo Yu, Pirabakaran Navaratnam, and Klaus Moessner, “Delay Model for 
Super-Frame Based Resource Reservation in Distributed Wireless Networks” , in 
Proc. 7th International ICST Mobile Multimedia Communications Conf. (MO- 
BIMEDIA), Cagliari, Italy, Sep. 2011.
• Xiaobo Yu, Pirabakaran Navaratnam, and Klaus Moessner, “Distributed Re­
source Reservation for Real Time Sessions in Multi-Hop Wireless Networks” , in 
Proc. 7th IEEE International Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing 
Conf. (IWCMC), Istanbul, Turkey, Jul. 2011.
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• Xiaobo Yu, Pirabakaran Navaratnam, and Klaus Moessner, “Distributed Re­
source Reservation Mechanism for IEEE 802.11e-Based Networks” , in Proc. 72nd 
IEEE Vehicular Technology Conf. (VTC), Ottawa, Canada, Sep. 2010.
1.5 Structure of the Thesis
Following the introduction. Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive survey of RR schemes 
in IEEE 802.11 wireless networks. In Chapter 3, an analytical framework is proposed 
to investigate the guaranteed QoS performance (i.e. delay and throughput) of RTSNs 
for distributed hybrid MAC RR schemes in single-hop communication. In addition, the 
impact of system parameters on the network capacity is studied in order to accommo­
date the maximum number of RTSNs in the CFP given tha t each of the RTSN, having 
dedicated bandwidth, can obtain guaranteed QoS. A novel distributed hybrid MAC 
RR scheme, named EDCA with Distributed Multi-hop Resource Reservation (EDCA- 
DMRR) is proposed in Chapter 4 in order to provide guaranteed QoS for RTSNs in 
WMNs with multi-hop communication. The scheme can achieve multi-hop RR for RT­
SNs using explicit signalling. In addition, concurrent transmission can be implemented 
in order to improve the efficiency of spatial reuse. Chapter 5 presents a distributed 
ACA with soft RR. It can enhance the bandwidth efficiency by deciding optimized RR 
for each RTSN according to its particular QoS demands and efficient resource sharing. 
Eventually, Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusion of research work in this thesis, and 
gives the directions of future work.
Chapter 2
Background and R elated Work
Resource Reservation (RR) schemes play a key role in QoS provisioning in communi­
cation networks. This chapter first reviews the IEEE 802.11 MAC standard. Then, it  
summarizes the challenges faced by IEEE 802.11-based RR schemes and design consid­
erations. This chapter also provides a classification of existing RR schemes proposed 
for IEEE 802.11 based wireless networks and outlines the merits and drawbacks of each 
category.
2.1 Introduction
Nowadays, IEEE 802.11-based [3] wireless communication technology has enabled a 
mass market. It can be employed in various areas such as Wi-Fi hot spots, city 
wide mesh networks, intelligent transport systems, etc. The most personal commu­
nication devices such as laptop computers as well as mobile phones are equiped with 
802.11a/b/g/n adapter or 802.11-compliant entities. Despite of the extensive appli­
cations, there are still lots of issues tha t pose difficulties in providing QoS in IEEE
802.11-based wireless networks.
Since applications are grouped and/or identified into different priorities by the net­
work layer protocol (for example by IP), how to provide enhanced performance for QoS 
sensitive sessions such as video and voice has become an interesting and challenging
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topic. The QoS provisioning can be implemented by many ways such as guaranteeing 
throughput, reducing end-to-end delay and mitigating packet loss ratio. The key ele­
ments tha t can be involved in a QoS assurance system are QoS-aware routing, traffic 
policing. Admission Control (AC), QoS MAC scheduling [9], etc.
This chapter focuses on one of the most effective solutions to the field of QoS provision­
ing, tha t is, RR scheme. The purpose of RR is to provide QoS for high-priority sessions 
through reserving resources at all intermediate nodes along the route from the source 
to the destination [5]. In general, the objective of RR is to ensure tha t the high-priority 
sessions such as multimedia applications obtain sufficient bandwidth throughout their 
transmission time so as to guarantee their fundamental QoS requirements.
One of the issues on proposing RR scheme is how to find out available resources along a 
route. A proper QoS-aware routing protocol can serve the purpose [10]. Basically, QoS 
routing is capable of searching and erecting a route from the source to the destination 
tha t can suffice the QoS demands of RTSNs [11]. In fact, some QoS routing protocols 
can be regarded as RR schemes for the reason th a t they identify the routes with suffi­
cient bandwidth and make the newly arrived RTSNs utilize the resources before other 
sessions pumping into the network. In wired networks, links enjoy disjoint bandwidth 
which results in settled capacities and only sessions going through the same link contend 
for the bandwidth with each other. However, in wireless communication environment, 
bandwidth is shared among neighbouring links under the same channel. The attainable 
QoS of a session along a route depends not only on the resource availability of the nodes 
along its route but also the bandwidth of neighbouring nodes within the interference 
range of the route. Therefore, before making the decision of RR, negotiation between 
the reserved route and its interfering neighbours must be implemented so as to protect 
the existing transmissions happened near the tagged route. On the other hand, for 
collecting or disseminating resource state information, MAC or routing packets may 
need to piggyback additional message. An alternative way is to implement a signalling 
process for establishing the reserved transmission route.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 discusses the existing MAC 
channel access protocols, challenges faced by RR schemes in IEEE 802.11-based wire­
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less networks and design considerations. Section 2.3 discusses the classification of RR 
schemes, describes the existing RR schemes and highlights their common advantages 
and disadvantages. Section 2.4 summaries this chapter and outlines the necessity for 
further research in this area.
2.2 MAC Protocol, Challenges, and Design Considera­
tions
2.2.1 IEEE 802.11 MAG Standard Overview
The first IEEE 802.11 standard regarding MAC layer specification was issued in 1997 
[12]. Since QoS provisioning is not taken into account in the legacy 802.11 MAC channel 
access technology, in order to support QoS, IEEE 802.11e was standardised. Consid­
ering tha t MAC scheduling mechanism is one of the crucial candidates for performing 
effective RR which is the key focus of the thesis, the characters of the existing MAC 
schemes in the standard are presented in detail.
2.2.1.1 D istributed  M A C C hannel A ccess: D C F  and E D C A
The initial IEEE 802.11 standard defines a contention-based channel access mechanism 
known as DCF. In DCF, nodes contend for .the chance of channel access by means 
of CSMA/CA. In order to avoid collisions, DCF utilizes a Binary Exponential Back­
off (BEB) and a deferral mechanisms to differentiate the transmission start time of each 
node. On the other hand, by using channel sensing, nodes overhearing the transmissions 
from neighbouring nodes will set up the Network Allocation Vector (NAV) accordingly 
in order to alleviate the potential conflicts.
In order to obtain the chance of data transmission, a node needs to experience a back­
off procedure. A back-off counter specifies the number of back-off slots the node has to 
defer before accessing the channel. The value of back-off counter is uniformly selected 
in the range of [0,CW — 1]. The CW  stands for the contention window size. At 
the first transmission attem pt, CW  is set to Wq which is the minimum contention
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window. It is doubled whenever an unsuccessful transmission is detected. The CW  
stops increasing when it reaches the maximum value, CWmax = 2"^Wo. Note tha t 
m  is the doubling limit. The contention window is maintained at CWmax for the 
subsequent transmission attempts. If the amount of retransmissions exceeds a retry 
limit M, the packet will be discarded and the CW  is reset to the minimum value. The 
CW  is recovered to the minimum value every time after a successful data  transmission. 
Before back-off is activated, the node senses the channel which is idle for a duration 
called DCF InterPrame Space (DIFS). If the channel becomes busy when the back-off 
is counting, the process is frozen until the detected transmission finishes. Back-off is 
re-activated after sensing the channel for another idle DIFS. A node initiates its data 
transmission once its back-off time-outs.
DCF does not explicitly support QoS to specific traffic sessions with QoS requirements, 
such as RTSNs. Equiped with the identical back-off and deferral parameters, non QoS 
sensitive sessions will deprive bandwidth from RTSNs so tha t their QoS demands can 
not be sufficed [13]. On the other hand, collisions will dramatically increase under high 
traffic loads and high density of nodes within a contending region [14].
In order to support QoS for legacy DCF, IEEE 802.11e has standardized an Enhanced 
Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) mechanism. It can provide prioritized QoS by 
differentiating the parameters of deferral and back-off for different types of sessions. 
Different from DCF which possesses only one queue to buffer all types of packets, EDCA 
implements 4 logical queues (i.e. access categories) for the prioritized applications (i.e. 
high priority session). By using shorter back-off and deferral durations, RTSNs tend 
to obtain more chances of channel access than the other types of sessions. In case 
internal collision happens when more than one access categories finish back-off counting 
simultaneously, the access category with the higher priority will secure the opportunity 
for accessing the channel while the other contending access categories restart their 
back-off processes.
Although EDCA provides differentiated services toward different types of sessions, RT­
SNs still suffer from degraded performance under high traffic load and high density 
of contending nodes. This is because EDCA still follows the contention-based channel
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access which will result in collision. Meanwhile, a NRTSN can hardly get the oppor­
tunity to access the channel if it attem pts to transm it with RTSNs with high traffic 
loads [15]. This will cause the fairness issue. In addition, EDCA can not effectively 
deal with the QoS issues in multi-hop wireless communication because of the problems 
such as hidden terminal and interference [16]. Following the manner of random channel 
access, it still can not accurately take control over the transmission attem pts of RTSNs 
due to the inherent deferral and back-off.
2.2.1.2 C entralized M AC  C hannel A ccess: P C F  and H C C A
Different from the distributed channel access, in Point Coordination Function (PCF), 
all the nodes communicate with each other via Point Coordinator (PC) which usually 
resides in the Access Point (AP). As the central coordinator, the PC splits the channel 
airtime into super-frames containing Contention-Free Period (CFP) and controlled ac­
cess period. Polling-based mechanism is employed in the CFP and the controlled access 
period still utilizes contention-based environment. In the CFP, each node except PC 
initially sets NAV as the maximum duration (CFPMaxDuration) at the start of each 
CFP and the NAV is reset if the node receives CF-End or CF-End-|-ACK frame from 
the PC when the CFP finishes. Nodes can only transm it their data  once being polled 
by the PC. After broadcasting beacon frame at the beginning of CFP, the PC waits 
for a Short InterFrame Space (SIFS) and starts transm itting CF-Poll frame. Polled by 
the PC, the corresponding CF-Pollable node transm its data without RTS/CTS control 
handshaking after a SIFS.
PCF introduces contention-free transmission in the CFP. However, there are still sev­
eral problems which pose difficulties in providing QoS. Firstly, PCF does not support 
any prioritized differentiation toward sessions with distinct priorities. Albeit reserved 
bandwidth can be provided in the CFP, the occupied resources of the polled nodes can 
not be predicted. The contention-free transmission time for each node is not bounded 
so tha t fairness issue may take place [17]. In. addition, the un-guaranteed transmission 
of (re) association frame for all the nodes may give rise to an additional delay [18].
In order to deal with some of the QoS issues in PCF, HCF Controlled Channel Access
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(HCCA) is proposed in IEEE 802.11e standard. Through a new coordination function 
known as Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF), HCCA utilizes Traffic Specification 
(TSPEC) that includes the QoS requirements of RTSNs. Before a RTSN can be 
served by HCCA, the TSPEC needs to be negotiated between the node and a Hy­
brid Coordinator (HC). The TSPEC contains the information of RTSNs such as mean 
data rate, maximum Service Interval (SI), nominal MAC Service D ata Unit (MSDU) 
size, delay bound, minimum physical layer rate, etc. Once the negotiation is success­
fully achieved, the session is admitted and dedicated TXOP will be allocated to it in 
each polling cycle. A scheduling scheme will take charge in deciding the size of TXOP 
for each admitted RTSN. During the controlled access period, the HC controls the 
channel access for data transmission and polls each admitted session to proceed with 
data transmission in its dedicated TXOP.
HCCA implements several improvements for PCF, for instance, the definition of TXOP 
which standardizes the maximum duration a node can be allocated for data  transmis­
sion during the CFP. By defining TXOP, the fairness toward non-AP nodes in a Basic 
Service Set (BSS) can be achieved. In addition, HC is entitled to detect the queue size 
of each non-AP node via an additional message embedded in QoS data frame. It is 
helpful for the design of dynamic RR scheme based on HCCA [19].
Table 2.1: IEEE 802.11 MAC channel access methods comparison
Scheme DCF EDCA PCF HCCA
Access method Contention Contention Hybrid Hybrid
Access category Distributed Distributed Centralized Centralized
QoS support
No QoS sup­
port
Prioritized QoS 
with service dif­
ferentiation
RR but no ex­
plicit QoS sup­
port
Guaranteed 
QoS with RR
The two centralized schemes have inherently implemented RR for high-priority ses­
sions and the other types of sessions can gain the opportunities of channel access in 
the CAP under contention-based environment. Tab. 2.1 shows the comparison with 
all the MAC channel access methods in IEEE 802.11 standard. Although RR can be 
achieved by using centralized MAC schemes, some problems are still manifested in QoS 
guaranteeing. For instance, despite of QoS improvement achieved by HCCA, it still 
can not address the problem of polling overhead introduced prior to data  transmis-
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sion of a node. This will significantly affect the network performance. Furthermore, 
in an infrastructure-based wireless network, all the data transmissions will be relayed 
by centralized coordinators. Peer-to-peer transmission among the nodes within a BSS 
is inhibited. This will also affect the network performance if the controllers become 
disabled [20]. Moreover, collisions caused by inter-cell interference among the nodes 
which are covered by multiple APs is still a big issue [21]. On the other hand, the 
scalability becomes a problem for centralized schemes in a large scale of network with 
dynamic traffic pattern. Eventually, implementation complexity prevents the central­
ized schemes from widespread application [22].
In infrastructure-less networks, centralized utilities are not available. Therefore, many 
research works have been concentrated on the design of distributed RR schemes based 
on DCF and EDCA. It has been proved tha t under certain level of non-saturated 
condition, even DCF can provide stringent QoS assurance toward multimedia appli­
cations [23]. However, when the channel busyness ratio increases, the network perfor­
mance will be drastically degraded because of collisions. Implementing RR can make 
high-priority sessions use the bandwidth with low collision probability or no collision. 
Thus, their performance can be guaranteed.
2 .2 .2  C h a llen g es  for th e  R R  S ch em es
Implementing RR for providing QoS to high-priority sessions in IEEE 802.11-based 
wireless networks is feasible. However, there are several issues tha t pose difficulties for 
the protocol design in IEEE 802.11-based wireless networks. Most of the challenges 
are similar to the problems that exist in the field of QoS provisioning in 802.11-based 
networks. However, the impact is different in the context of RR schemes and thus they 
are discussed in this sub-section.
• S h o rt o f c en tra lise d  con tro l: As mentioned in 2.2.1.2, RR can be inherently 
achieved by polling-based schemes. However, distributed topology is applied more 
pervasively than centralized one, especially in some occasions tha t central con­
trollers can not be erected due to environmental constraint or financial limitation.
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Challenges come up along with the efforts for implementing RR in distributed net­
works. There is no centralized node taking responsibility for allocating dedicated 
resources and disseminating reservation control information. As a result, schemes 
such as explicit signalling, piggyback and control frame extension are required to 
be devised in order to transfer and update the state information of reservation 
in a distributed manner, achieving synchronization for the nodes. This causes 
additional overhead and thus degrades the performance of sessions sharing the 
local channel resources.
• E rro r-p ro n e  w ireless channels; As mentioned before, reservation control in­
formation becomes a necessity for making RR. The control message for setting 
up RR has to be received properly by the nodes sharing and/or interfering the 
channel along the route so tha t the RR can be successfully achieved. However, 
under unreliable wireless channel caused by thermal noise and m ulti-path fading 
effects, reservation control message may not be properly decoded. In this case, 
other than lapsed QoS, reservation control information may not be diffused to 
certain nodes which need to align to the reservation schedule. This will lead to 
additional interference and exacerbate the reserved transmissions.
• M ed iu m  co n ten tio n ; In the case of IEEE 802.11-based single-channel envi­
ronment, the problems such as channel contention and interference often occur. 
These issues significantly affect the available channel capacity for a node [9]. In 
order to make RR, a node must know all the traffic sessions traversing through 
its contending region because they may interfere with its own transmission. On 
the other hand, if reserved bandwidth has been already announced by the neigh­
bouring nodes, the corresponding node should align to the RR scheme and avoid 
transmission during the reservation periods of the other nodes.
For solving the issue of collision at receivers, a carrier-sensing threshold {CS- 
thresh) is utilized in 802.11-compliant senders, enabling these devices to properly 
receive packets despite of detecting interfering signals at a much lower power. If 
a sender senses a signal whose power is higher than CS-thresh, it regards the
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channel state as busy. The CS-thresh produces a particular CS range^ depending 
on the transmission power as well as the signal propagation properties. In order 
to reduce the collision probability, the CS-thresh can be decreased so tha t the 
CS range is extended accordingly. However, the side effect is the sacrifice of the 
efficiency of spatial reuse. The efficiency of spatial reuse determines the number 
of possible concurrent transmissions in the network. It also has great impact on 
network capacity. Increasing the CS-thresh can result in shrunk coverage of CS 
range and higher efficiency of spatial reuse. However, the collision probability will 
increase, which leads to the wastage of bandwidth and incurs the retransmissions 
tha t can further result in route failure once the retransmission count limit exceeds 
the retransmission threshold. Consequently, the balance between the efficiency of 
spatial reuse and the level of collision needs to be prudently handled [24].
Apart from the above issues, shared wireless medium can also result in mutual 
contention and interference among the nodes along a route through which data 
packets are forwarded. This phenomenon will be described in 2.2.3.
• F in ite  re so u rce  availab ility : Due to the wireless properties, resources such as 
bandwidth and battery life are scarce in IEEE 802.11-based wireless networks. 
This poses challenges to the schemes which focus on QoS provisioning. For in­
stance, limited bandwidth occupation leads to low physical transmission rate. 
Under this circumstance, sessions with high priorities need to get more time-slots 
for transmission in order to meet their QoS requirements. However, allocating 
additional resources for these sessions will result in less network capacity which 
is available for other sessions. On the other hand, if the limited battery life of 
a node is exhausted, the node would be disabled or enter a sleep mode. The 
multi-hop communication traversing this node has to trigger a re-routing process 
in order to find another feasible route leading to the destination. This will incur 
extra cost to the network capacity and directly degrade the network performance.
• N o d e  m obility : In some cases, nodes need to move from one place to another in 
a wireless network. Mobility of nodes can result in dynamic variation of network
^In general, CS range is larger than interference range [24]. Further detail about the relation between 
CS range and interference range can be referred in [25,26].
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topologies. Resource state information of reservation maintained in certain nodes 
will become inaccurate if they move out of transmission scope of other nodes. 
Thus, the reservation state information tha t is related to a route or a position is 
required to be updated so as to adapt to the node mobility. This will incur extra 
burden for the network and affect the performance of sessions.
2 .2 .3  R R  S ch em e D e s ig n  C o n sid era tio n s
Designing an efficient RR scheme for IEEE 802.11-based wireless networks is challeng­
ing. In general, several aspects need to be taken into account when proposing a RR 
scheme for QoS guaranteeing.
• A llev ia tin g  collisions in  re se rv ed  tran sm issio n : Unlike random access mech­
anism which makes data transmission happen at any time once the back-off time­
outs, reserved transmissions are always pre-scheduled during the RR. Interference- 
free is the goal for these reserved transmissions so tha t the QoS guaranteeing for 
RTSNs can be achieved. In fact, several issues can pose interference in reserved 
transmissions. In general, signalling messages for establishing RR usually traverse 
through a route. Neighbouring nodes within the transmission range of the route 
can receive and decode the reservation control information by which they can 
subject to the reservation schedule. However, collision can still emerge in terms 
of the transmission commenced from a neighbouring node tha t resides outside 
the transmission range but within the CS range. This problem is referred to as 
inter-session interference. How to eliminate the collisions posed by the nodes tha t 
locate within the CS range is expected to be addressed in the RR scheme.
On the other hand, if a session traverses through a multi-hop route, nodes hav­
ing overlapping interference range with other nodes across the route will suffer 
from unexpected collision. This attributes to the interference caused by other 
contending nodes along the route as well as the hidden terminal problem. This 
phenomenon is referred to as intra-session interference.
• A chiev ing  h igh  efficiency o f sp a tia l reuse : Spatial reuse indicates the schedul­
ing of simultaneous data transmissions in the case tha t all the links share the same
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channel. Enhanced performance and network capacity can be achieved with high 
efficiency of spatial reuse. As shown in Fig. 2.1, collisions posed by hidden termi­
nal problem happen in node 2 when node 1 starts transm itting right after node 
2 senses the ongoing transmission in node 4. However, there is one exception 
tha t if the Signal to Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) exceeds a threshold 
CPThreshold, node 2 can still receive the packet from node 1 if the transmissions 
from node 1 and 4 occur simultaneously. Using specific scheduling mechanism, 
node 1 and 4 can transm it data simultaneously without collisions [27]. Similarly, 
it can be observed tha t the maximum bandwidth efficiency is achieved when node 
1, 4 and 7 access the channel at the same time. There is no collision tha t occurs in 
the receiver 2, 5, 8 if SINR exceeds the CPThreshold. Therefore, data information 
can be decoded properly.
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Figure 2.1: Spatial reuse in multi-hop wireless communication
R ed u c in g  o v erhead  p o sed  by  co n tro l m essage: To implement RR for a 
session, control message needs to be propagated in order to claim the required 
resources from the nodes along a route or within a contending region. Meanwhile, 
the reserved resources are also deprived from the interfering nodes tha t reside 
within the CS range. In general, the control overhead is mainly introduced by 
routing process, explicit signalling or piggyback mechanism. The control messages 
incurred by these processes must be limited so tha t they will not consume too 
much of network bandwidth [5]. However, since the network topology and the 
traffic status may change dynamically, additional control message needs to be 
disseminated in order to maintain or release the reserved bandwidth for RTSNs,
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which poses difficulties in limiting overhead.
• P ro v id in g  fairness: A RR scheme is usually implemented for enhancing or 
guaranteeing the chances of channel access for RTSNs. In terms of the dedicated 
resources reserved for a RTSN, they are usually required to suffice the session’s 
QoS demands. Since the amount of allocated resources is associated with the 
session’s data rate, RTSNs with high data rate will snatch excessive resources 
which results in inadequate bandwidth for other sessions. It has been indicated 
in [28,29] tha t a trade-off exists between the reservation capacity and the level of 
QoS provisioning (i.e. delay). Here the reservation capacity indicates the amount 
of RTSNs tha t are allowed to reserve bandwidth. How to balance the number of 
RTSNs with dedicated resources while guaranteeing the QoS is expected to be 
addressed.
Normally, a RR scheme aims to serve RTSNs with stringent QoS requirements. 
Consequently, the more QoS sessions exist, the less the available resources left in 
the network. However, there are many other sessions with lower priorities (i.e. 
background and best-effort) wishing to obtain sustainable services. As a result, 
how to keep sufficient resources for supporting other traffic classes while making 
RR for RTSNs is another issue.
2.3 RR  Schemes and Their Classification
In general, RR schemes can be categorized in many ways. For instance, from the 
perspective of resource utilization, RR schemes can be classified into soft RR and hard 
RR. In the case of hard RR schemes, reserved bandwidth is supposed to be utilized 
only by its dedicated sessions and the resources are not allowed to be reused by other 
sessions unless they are released by their owners. On the other hand, if the reserved 
bandwidth is allowed to be shared by other sessions, this reservation mode is referred 
to as soft RR.
In addition, RR can also be classified into isochronous RR and asynchronous RR. In 
isochronous RR schemes, reservation period is well-synchronized by all the nodes within
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Figure 2.2: A classification of resource reservation based protocols
the network. In this case, allocated resources will be utilized under contention-free 
environment. In terms of asynchronous RR schemes, reservation is usually implemented 
under contention-based environment. Due to the un-synchronized nature of reservation 
schedule, exclusive bandwidth may be interfered or utilized by other nodes tha t reside 
within the interference range. Apparently, isochronous RR can provide better QoS than 
asynchronous RR because the reserved bandwidth is exclusively utilized by the sessions 
or nodes without any collisions or interference. However, some isochronous RR schemes 
need tight synchronization which is difficult to be implemented in distributed wireless 
environment. In contrast to isochronous RR schemes, asynchronous RR schemes can 
perform with less control overhead. Thus, the purpose of our solution is to combine 
the merits of both asynchronous and isochronous RR together so as to implement 
guaranteed QoS in a distributed environment.
Further, the classification can be made according to which ISO layer the RR scheme 
is implemented. As mentioned before, RR schemes can be implemented via QoS-aware 
routing protocols or MAC scheduling mechanisms. The QoS routing with RR can be 
further divided into proactive and reactive schemes. MAC RR schemes can be generally 
categorized into centralized and distributed RR schemes, as shown in Fig. 2.2. Different 
kinds of solutions have been proposed for achieving or improving RR at the MAC layer. 
Details will be discussed in 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.2.
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2 .3 .1  Q oS -A w are R o u tin g  P r o to c o ls  w ith  R R
The design of routing protocols becomes a challenging topic since the mobility func­
tion of nodes is introduced in IEEE 802.11-based wireless networks. The conventional 
routing protocols such as AODV [30], DSR [31] and DSDV [32] are only designed for 
identifying feasible or shortest routes without detecting the network resources. Thus, 
they can not explicitly support QoS [33]. Since bandwidth is shared by the nodes within 
neighbouring links in wireless communication, if excessive sessions are determined to 
go through overlapping interference routes, collision will increase dramatically, which 
leads to degraded network performance.
Different from those schemes, QoS-aware routing protocols entail to exploit routes tha t 
can provide QoS for sessions and some of the mechanisms employ RR for high-priority 
sessions. In general, a QoS routing protocol with RR consists of a resource estimation 
process and a RR process. The bandwidth estimation is usually implemented during 
route discovery process while the RR is made after the route with sufficient resources 
is identified.
2.3.1.1 P roactive Schem es
In proactive schemes, route discovery usually takes place and completes before the 
arrival of traffic sessions. Available resources can be detected in advance during the 
proactive routing process and the related information can be updated in the routing 
table. This can lead to RR among multiple viable routes for a RTSN. For instance, a 
distributed ticket-based QoS routing protocol [34] employs redundancy of RR. Multiple 
routes can be reserved and only one of them is chosen as the primary route. A secondary 
route will be selected if the primary route can not meet the QoS requirements because of 
link failure or insufficient resources. Since hard reserved bandwidth is not allowed to be 
used by other sessions, the wastage of network bandwidth will be incurred. In contrast 
to the ticket-based scheme which tends to waste the redundant route resources, an 
Interference-Aware QoS Optimized Link State Routing (IQOLSR) protocol [35] utilizes 
a soft/hard reservation switching mechanism. The temporarily reserved bandwidth is 
allowed to be used by other sessions but the resources are forbidden to be reserved
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any more unless the reservation is waived. Upon the receipt of a reply regarding RR 
confirmation from the destination, the corresponding node will replace the state of soft 
reservation with hard reservation. Meanwhile, sessions which temporarily utilize the 
soft reserved bandwidth have to release the resources to the reservation owner. By 
doing this, one session can only pre-reserve resources but not exclusively occupy them 
until the hard reservation is confirmed. However, if a RTSN secures the bandwidth 
which is pre-reserved by another session, its QoS will be deteriorated once the hard 
reservation is confirmed because it has to release the bandwidth and be forced to find 
new resources tha t may not be available.
Common advantages and disadvantages: Proactive scheme can alleviate the im­
pact of latency caused by routing process. D ata can be transm itted from any source 
nodes because all the possible routes have been identified following proactive manner. 
However, they suffer from the overhead incurred for maintaining route and updating 
resource state information. On the other hand, proactive schemes usually make redun­
dant RR for a session. This makes negative effect in term of bandwidth efficiency and 
QoS provisioning.
2.3.1.2 R eactive Schem es
In reactive schemes, RR usually implements via route discovery and confirmation pro­
cesses after a session arrives. For instance, in [36], an Adaptive Dispersive QoS Routing 
(ADQR) protocol utilizes route discovery process to find out available route for reser­
vation. Since multiple routes can be found during route discovery process, source node 
selects the one with the highest priority and then implements RR by sending a signalling 
message. Another example is Partial Bandwidth Reservation Scheme (PBRS) [37]. The 
available bandwidth is reckoned regularly after a certain duration so tha t the up-to-date 
bandwidth information is always available. The RR can be successfully made if all the 
nodes along the route can contribute the bandwidth tha t suffices the QoS requirements 
of the session. Akin to PBRS, a Trigger-Based On-Demand Routing (TDR) protocol 
is proposed in [38]. Beacon is broadcasted regularly in order to collect and update the 
local resource state information for the neighbouring nodes. During the initial route
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discovery process, the source node temporarily reserves the bandwidth for a session if 
its residual resources can sustain the QoS demands. The procedure continues along the 
route if bandwidth and hop count satisfy the QoS demands. The formal reservation is 
confirmed when acknowledgement from the destination reaches the source. A drawback 
of these schemes is tha t they do not consider to gather the reservation state information 
from the CS range, which will result in bandwidth over-utilization.
In order to obtain information of bandwidth utilization within the CS range, sev­
eral schemes are proposed. For example, a Mesh Ad-Hoc Control and QoS Routing 
with Interference-Aware protocol (MARIA) [39] utilizes enlarged transmission power to 
broadcast “HELLO” message regularly in order to obtain the information of interfering 
sessions within the CS range. A drawback of this method is tha t the enhancement of 
transmission power will lead to more interference and more power consumption. An­
other solution to detect the potential interference from the CS range is to relay the 
state information two hops away from a node. For instance, in Bandwidth Reservation 
under Interferences Influence (BRuIT) scheme [40], “HELLO” message is extended to 
include the information such as the address of sender and the amount of occupied band­
width. The message embedded in each “HELLO” message will be disseminated twice 
so tha t the neighbouring nodes within two hops can receive the resource state infor­
mation. RR is carried out when the route reply has reached all the intermediate nodes 
before being received by the source. Akin to BRuIT, in [41], a hop relay mechanism is 
employed. The “HELLO” message is extended to contain the sender’s address, its con­
sumed bandwidth as well as the resource state information of its neighbouring nodes. 
By doing this, a node receiving the “HELLO” message from its one-hop’s neighbouring 
node can obtain the resource state information and aligns to the resource schedule of its 
neighbouring nodes tha t locate two hops away. A shortcoming of these mechanisms is 
tha t the information collection of available resource closely depends on the geographical 
position of the interfering nodes. If an interfering node locates out of the transmission 
range of all the one-hop neighbouring nodes of the host, the information collection can 
not be achieved.
A QoS routing and signalling mechanism named Ad-Hoc QoS On-Demand Routing 
(AQOR) is proposed in [42]. Upon the receipt of feedback containing routing metrics
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Table 2.2; The features of routing protocols with RR: a comparison
Protocol Route discovery QoS assurances Redundant RR CS-IA AC-C RM
Tiket-Based [34] Proactive Soft QoS V X X Reactive
TDR [38] Reactive Soft QoS V X X Reactive
ADQR [36] Reactive Soft QoS X X V Proactive
AQOR [42] Reactive Soft QoS X X V Reactive
IQOLSR [35] Proactive Soft QoS \/ V V N/A
BRuIT [40] Reactive/Proactive Soft QoS X V V Proactive
QRBE [41] Reactive Soft QoS X V V Reactive
PBRS [37] Reactive Soft QoS X X V N/A
MARIA [39] Reactive Soft QoS X V V N/A
such as minimum round trip delay, source node selects the route with lowest end-to- 
end delay and sends out data packet. Meanwhile, temporary RR is made at each node 
across the selected route. The reserved bandwidth is only available for a certain period 
of time for the session. The resources will be automatically released if no data makes 
use of them for a given duration. A shortcoming of this scheme is tha t inaccurate 
resource releasing will happen if collisions occur during the data  transmissions.
Common Advantages and disadvantages: The advantage of reactive schemes 
is tha t it can consider the interference from the CS range via route discovery and 
confirmation processes. It can also avert the wastage of channel capacity caused by 
proactive routing overhead. However, reactive schemes incur additional delay for a 
session since the route discovery is always needed to be implemented before the data 
transmission. Tab. 2.2 shows the comparison of the routing protocols with RR. Note 
tha t in Tab. 2.2, CS-IA, AC-C and RM stand for CS interference-aware, AC coupling 
and route maintenance, respectively.
Routing protocol can be effective in selecting a route with sufficient resources for a 
RTSN in order to implement RR. However, routing protocol can not make actual re­
source scheduling. Resources reserved for a session may be interrupted because routing 
protocol can not control over the transmission attem pts of interfering sessions. The in­
formation of resource usage such as channel busyness ratio [43,44] can be obtained from 
MAC layer and can help routing protocol to implement RR decision more accurately. 
However, it still can not solve the collision issue.
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2 .3 .2  M A C  S ch ed u lin g  M ech a n ism s w ith  R R
MAC scheduling mechanisms can implement bandwidth allocation and service differen­
tiation for data sessions. To guarantee the QoS for RTSNs, dedicated resources should 
be allocated to them through an efficient MAC RR scheme. To this end, different so­
lutions have been proposed following both centralized and distributed manners. Some 
key schemes are summarized in this sub-section and their comprehensive comparison 
is given in Tab. 2.3. Note th a t in Tab. 2.3, CS-IA, AC-C and DRM stand for CS 
interference-aware, AC coupling and dynamic resource management respectively. The 
fairness in Tab. 2.3 indicates the consideration of sustainable services for NRTSNs 
beside providing improved QoS for RTSNs or the equivalent chances for the RTSNs to 
get bandwidth with contention-free access.
2.3.2.1 C entralized Schem es
To date, many research works have been concentrated on how to enhance QoS or to 
provide guaranteed QoS following centralized schemes in IEEE 802.11-based wireless 
networks. Existing solutions can be generally classified into several sub-classes: TDMA- 
based, dynamic TXOP tuning and polling sequence tuning schemes.
2.3.2.1.1 T D M A -B ased  Schem es
The centralized MAC schemes using IEEE 802.11-based technique can follow the 
TDMA-based mechanism because of the infrastructure-based topology. For example, 
a Software TDMA (STDMA) scheme is proposed in [45]. It splits the channel airtime 
into scheduled cycles. By gathering the traffic load information from either data packet 
which piggybacks additional information or the traffic request frame, the AP can sched­
ule the transmission for different nodes using an algorithm tha t is similar with weighted 
fair queuing [46] and release the allocated resources when it is notified th a t there is 
no data packet buffered in the queue of a corresponding node. Another TDMA-based 
scheme called Isochronous Coordination Function (ICF) is proposed in [47]. After 
receiving the RR request from all the nodes, a polling frame including a status sector
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is broadcasted by the AP. Constructed by a set of polling bit, the status sector will 
assign differentiated polling bits to the nodes in order to schedule their transmissions. 
These terminated nodes can re-claim resources by sending a reconnection frame to the 
AP. A drawback of these schemes is their implementation complexity.
An effective polling mechanism named Deterministic Back-Off (DEB) is proposed in 
[48]. It enables CF-Poll frame to carry information of distinct back-off counters to the 
nodes in order to differentiate their transmission slots in the CFP. A shortcoming of 
this scheme is tha t the back-off counter assignment does not consider prioritization and 
the fairness.
Common advantages and disadvantages: TDMA-based schemes can directly 
achieve guaranteed RR for each RTSN owning dedicated time-slots. In addition, polling 
overhead can be reduced by using scheduling control message in front of each TDMA 
cycle. However, the contention-free transmission is still not guaranteed because it is 
vulnerable to the carrier sense errors. Although assigning large value of guard interval 
can help to alleviate this issue, the efficiency of bandwidth utilization will be degraded. 
In addition, the requirement of tight synchronization is difficult to be implemented. 
Finally, the infiexibility issue of TDMA-based schemes prevents them from adapting to 
dynamic bandwidth demands [68].
2.3.2 .1 .2  D ynam ic T X O P Tuning Schem es
The advent of Variable Bit Rate (VBR) session facilitates the fiexibility and accuracy 
of encoding sound and video data [69]. However, the legacy IEEE 802.11 polling mech­
anisms can not support VBR session because they can only implement static RR [70]. 
Existing schemes mainly focus on tuning the size of allotted TXOP dynamically for 
each VBR session. For instance, in [49], an optimization-based HCCA (PRO-HCCA) 
is proposed to solve the fairness issue of VBR sessions with distinct delay bounds. An 
accounting mechanism is applied for scheduling the resources for each session according 
to its service deadline. A problem of this scheme is tha t it is too complicated to be 
implemented.
To support VBR sessions in HCCA, a solution is proposed in [71]. It can balance
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the trade-off between the delay caused by queue size and the efficiency of bandwidth 
allocation. In line with the specific traffic load, bandwidth is allocated dynamically. 
In [19], two feedback-based scheduling mechanisms, namely. Feedback Based Dynamic 
Scheduler (FBDS) and Proportional-Integral (PI)-FBDS, are proposed for providing 
delay guaranteeing for both CBR and VBR sessions. A closed-loop control scheme 
is utilized for limiting the queuing delay under a bounded value which refiects the 
QoS requirement. For meeting the delay bound, TXOP allocation will be dynamically 
changing according to the feedback retrieved from the queue size. Another example 
is Adaptive RR over WLANs (ARROW) [51]. According to the information of queue 
size informed by a node, the AP will dynamically assign TXOP with sufficient duration 
which can serve the transmission of pending packets. A drawback of these schemes is 
tha t dynamically tuning the size of TXOP will cause difficulties for other high-priority 
sessions to obtain accurate information of available bandwidth.
Common advantages and disadvantages: To accommodate the VBR sessions, 
dynamic RR can effectively enhance the usage of channel capacity. On the basis of 
analytical model, tuning TXOP for a VBR session can improve its delay performance 
and alleviate the packet loss ratio. However, tuning TXOP dynamically will result in 
oscillation of the available resources in the CFP, posing difficulties for other kinds of 
sessions to reserve bandwidth. If the VBR session keeps at a high data rate for certain 
period, the unfairness occurs when other sessions wish to obtain resources in the CFP.
2.3.2.1.3 M ulti-P olling Schem es
In conventional polling-based mechanisms, control overhead degrades the QoS per­
formance because each node has to be polled by the AP before grabbing the channel. 
To deal with this issue, many contributions strive for alleviating polling overhead while 
managing the resources efficiently for data transmission. For example, a Multi-Polling 
mechanism with OFDMA scheme (MRP-OFDMA) is proposed in [53]. The AP can 
use a single multi-polling request frame to poll multiple nodes. These nodes can receive 
the information of their own scheduled transmission periods via the polling message. 
Another multi-polling mechanism (this mechanism is referred to as EFMM) is proposed
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in [50]. The multi-polling frame assigns differentiated back-off parameters to the nodes 
in the polling list. Upon the receipt of multi-polling frame, each node will enter a 
back-off process and transm it data when its back-off time-outs. A problem of these 
schemes is tha t they can not adapt to the condition in which the RTSNs have dynamic 
QoS demands.
The work in [72] proposes a multi-polling mechanism with the consideration of different 
Sis for QoS nodes. Note tha t the QoS node indicates the node tha t is compatible with 
IEEE 802.11e standard and has the ability to request specific transmission parameters. 
Each HC can recursively add new QoS nodes into the multi-polling list and poll them 
together with other QoS nodes in the list if the extended multi-polling frame does not 
offend the delay bound of other QoS nodes. A problem of this scheme is tha t enlarged 
multi-polling frame caused by the increasing number of QoS nodes will cost additional 
network bandwidth.
Common advantages and disadvantages: Multi-polling mechanisms can achieve 
higher bandwidth efficiency compared with single-polling schemes. However, the com­
mon issue in multi-polling solutions is tha t all the polling information is assigned to 
one or a few control frames and this will lead to the wastage of the allocated bandwidth 
or the unfairness if the frames with polling information can not be received properly 
by certain nodes due to the problems such as error-prone channel condition. Although 
multiple transmissions of the control frame can alleviate the issue, this will consume 
additional network bandwidth [47].
2.3 .2 .1 .4  Polling Sequence Tuning Schem es
Since multiple nodes are involved under the control of the AP, how to prioritize the 
sessions with stringent QoS demands in the CFP is another issue. In legacy IEEE 
802.11, each node has static position in the polling list and the AP polls each node 
using round-robin algorithm whereby nodes are polled in ascending sequence according 
to their Association IDs (AIDs). This method can be further improved in order to 
pledge the fairness or achieve service differentiation based on specific QoS metrics.
In [47], a PCF-based centralized scheme called Cyclic Shift and Station Removal polling
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scheme (CSSR) is proposed. CSSR periodically shifts the order of the nodes within 
the polling list during each cycle. By doing this, discarded packets can be evenly 
distributed to all the nodes rather than a few number of nodes. This can enhance 
the number of nodes tha t the PCF can handle. However, specific QoS requirements 
of each session are not considered in the shift procedure. Another example is QoS 
PCF (Q-PCF) [18]. Q-PCF splits each CFP into three sub-durations: prioritization 
period, collision resolution period and polling period. To differentiate the priority of 
each node, signalling messages will be exchanged between the AP and the nodes during 
the prioritization period. Nodes with higher priority sessions can get access to the 
polling list earlier than others with lower priority sessions. A problem of this scheme 
is the implementation complexity.
Common advantages and disadvantages: Polling sequence tuning schemes can 
enhance the fairness among the nodes or provide prioritized services to sessions based on 
their QoS demands. The shortcoming is tha t they does not essentially solve the problem 
of limited bandwidth efficiency in traditional polling mechanism. For instance, polling 
overhead for each session is not radically eliminated in most of the polling sequence 
tuning schemes.
Although centralized RR schemes can easily achieve synchronization with the support of 
central controllers, they can not be employed in distributed environment. On the other 
hand, issues such as the complexity and back-haul access also prevent centralized RR 
schemes from being applied extensively. In order to solve these problems, distributed 
RR schemes are needed.
2.3.2.2 D istributed  Schem es
Distributed topology becomes a necessity, for example, in WMNs and wireless sensor 
networks. Distributed networks can implement both single-hop and multi-hop commu­
nications and do not need any support of centralized devices. Thus, in a distributed 
network, peer-to-peer communications can be directly achieved without back-haul ac­
cess to APs or base stations.
This section discusses distributed RR schemes proposed in IEEE 802.11 based wireless
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networks. In general, existing distributed RR schemes can be classified into several 
types according to the way the reservation is made. If the reservation is made within 
contention-based environment, it is referred to as contention-based RR scheme. If the 
bandwidth is reserved in the CFP tha t is separated from the CAP, it is named as 
hybrid MAC RR scheme.
2.3.2.2.1 C ontention-B ased R R  Schem es
As for contention-based RR schemes, the reservation is made via disseminating control 
messages such as Request To Send (RTS)/ Clear To Send (CTS) or piggybacking the 
resource state information in data packet in order to inform the neighbouring nodes.
Since the RTS/CTS handshaking mechanism can be regarded as a kind of contention- 
based RR scheme [73], several contributions aim at modifying RTS/CTS handshaking. 
For instance, an Asynchronous Reservation Oriented Multiple Access (AROMA) is 
proposed in [55]. It couples with AC tha t is implemented by Reservation-RTS (R-RTS) 
and CTS handshaking and reserves bandwidth for RTSNs when available bandwidth 
is sufficient. Another example is Channel Reservation MAC (CR-MAC) protocol [56]. 
It utilizes R-RTS to reserve bandwidth for a node within the reservation period. A 
reservation waiting list is created for recording the sequence of reserved bandwidth 
of nodes within the transmission range. A common issue of these schemes is tha t 
they mainly focus on the design of AC but fail in solving the channel contention and 
interference issues.
On the other hand, some solutions aim to alleviate the overhead caused by ACK, 
deferral and back-off in order to reserve more bandwidth for data transmission. For 
example, a concatenation mechanism is proposed in [60]. It can link multiple frames in 
the queue and then transm it them consecutively if the size of the concatenated frame 
does not exceed a concatenation threshold. A Channel Reservation Function (CRF), 
proposed in [57], mainly uses negotiation procedure to sort the packets heading to the 
same destination and these packets can be transm itted consecutively. A problem of 
these schemes is the trade-off between the fairness and the consecutive data  transm is­
sion. Reserving excessive bandwidth for multiple data frames of one session will cause
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degraded performance of other sessions.
Several schemes are considered to reserve back-off slots for data transmission. For 
instance, in [22], a Reservation-Based Back-Off mechanism (ReB) is proposed. ReB 
employs a fixed back-off cycle which includes certain number of slots for the nodes 
in a contending region to reserve. In [61], a Distributed Back-Off Reservation and 
Scheduling scheme (DBRS) mainly utilizes a distributed slot table for each node to 
dynamically record the amount of contending nodes of themselves. It utilizes a slot 
window timer to synchronize the RR for the nodes within the transmission range. 
Another example is Back-Off Counter Reservation and Classifying Stations (BCR-CS) 
[62]. A back-off counter table is used for synchronizing the contention parameter of the 
nodes in a contending region. The next back-off counter of a node is chosen from a slot 
information set tha t contains all the available or unreserved slots. A drawback of these 
schemes is tha t the information of available slots can not be notified by the interfering 
nodes within the CS range.
Common advantages and disadvantages: Contention-based RR schemes usually 
enjoy less reservation control overhead compared with hybrid MAC RR schemes. Some 
state information can be piggybacked in control frame (i.e. RTS and CTS) or data  frame 
so tha t additional signalling is not needed. In addition, since the RR is implemented 
within the contention-based environment, contention-based RR schemes can achieve 
higher multiplexing gain and support better resource sharing. The simplified design 
of contention-based RR schemes can facilitate their scalability. However, the negative 
aspect is tha t deferral and back-off as overheads can not be completely eliminated. In 
addition, state information of reservation can not be notified by the interfering nodes 
tha t reside within the CS range but outside the transmission range. Thus, these issues 
prevent contention-based RR schemes from guaranteeing the QoS for RTSNs.
2.3.2.2.2 H ybrid M AC R R  Schem es
Hybrid MAC RR schemes split the channel airtime into super-frames th a t contain 
CFP and CAP. The CFP can be reserved by RTSNs with strict QoS demands. On the 
other hand, the CAP is maintained to provide sustainable services for NRTSNs and
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they follow contention-based channel access. Due to the nature of contention in wireless 
medium, hybrid MAC RR schemes rely on additional coordination among competing 
nodes [20].
Several schemes implement hybrid MAC RR in single-hop communication. For in­
stance, a scheme called Periodic Medium Reservation Timer (PMRT) is proposed 
in [63]. A reservation interval is used for each RTSN to decide the distance between 
its dedicated time-slots so tha t real-time packets can be transm itted periodically. In 
Distributed Point Coordination Function (DPCF) [59], the CFP is operated following 
PCF mode. The destination as the master node will poll its neighbouring nodes using 
certain scheduling schemes, for example, round robin polling. DPCF inherits several 
drawbacks from PCF. For example, service differentiation for distinct types of ses­
sions is not considered. In [58], a D istributed Bandwidth Allocation/Sharing/Extension 
(DBASE) scheme is proposed. A sequence ID register and an active counter are main­
tained in each node for recording the reservation access sequence in the CFP and the 
total amount of active nodes with reservation. Another example is Multi-Cell Dynamic 
Reservation (MCDR) [66]. It further splits CFP into two parts and allocates them to 
video sessions and voice sessions respectively. Meanwhile, the residual bandwidth in 
the CFP is allotted to other types of sessions. A common issue of these schemes is th a t 
they do not consider the trade-off between the QoS guaranteeing and the reservation 
capacity.
Some works are considered to implement hybrid MAC RR in multi-hop communica­
tion. For instance. Reservation CSMA/CA (R-CSMA/CA) [64] devises a reservation 
coordination function by which RTSNs can make dedicated slots reservation through 
implementing a three-way signalling process. A disadvantage of R-CSMA/CA is tha t 
the slots reservation does not consider the QoS requirements of each RTSN. A Dis­
tributed End-To-End Allocation of Time Slots for Real-Time Traffic (DARE) scheme 
is proposed in [65]. It disseminates the state information of reservation such as peri­
odicity and reserved time-slots during the reservation set-up period. Each node can 
get dedicated time-slots to transm it data if the RR is confirmed. A problem of this 
scheme is tha t the bandwidth is reserved without the consideration of spatial reuse en­
hancement. Another example is EDCA with Resource Reservation (EDCA/RR) [67].
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EDCA /RR consists of an AC A and a MAC scheduling mechanism. In the case of the 
single-hop communication, synchronization is implemented by broadcasting signalling 
message. For multi-hop communication, route discovery process is extended for request­
ing RR along the route. A shortcoming of this scheme is tha t RTS/CTS handshaking 
is still employed in each reserved TXOP, which will incur unnecessary overhead.
Common advantages and disadvantages: Hybrid MAC RR schemes can provide 
QoS enhancement for RTSNs via reserving dedicated bandwidth. Meanwhile, the CAP 
can pledge the fairness toward NRTSNs. However, the explicit signalling as an addi­
tional overhead will have negative impact on bandwidth efficiency and also result in 
degraded performance for RTSNs. On the other hand, none of the schemes consider 
solutions to the interference from the CS range among the reservation period. This 
causes interruptions for the transmissions among the reservation period and thus vio­
lates the QoS assurance. Further, low efficiency of spatial reuse is another open issue 
tha t will result in low bandwidth efficiency for hybrid MAC RR schemes.
2.4 Chapter Summary and Outlook
As an important way to provide QoS, the design of RR schemes has been concentrated 
on for many years. This chapter first reviewed the IEEE 802.11 MAC channel ac­
cess methods. Also, their pros and cons were clearly pointed out. Then the chapter 
discussed the challenges for proposing RR schemes in IEEE 802.11-based wireless net­
works, followed by the protocol deign considerations. Then many existing RR schemes 
were identified and classified according to the way they performed and the layer they 
relied on.
Many RR schemes were proposed based on routing protocols. They proactively reserve 
bandwidth for upcoming RTSNs, for example, the ticket-based QoS routing proto­
col and IQOLSR, or reactively trigger the route discovery process in order to search 
and reserve bandwidth from a route with sufficient resources, like ADQR and AQOR. 
However, despite the aims of these schemes are to achieve RR for RTSNs, the actual 
scheduling for RR can not be implemented at routing layer. W ithout the support of 
scheduling functionality provided by MAC scheduling mechanism, routing protocols
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with RR can only support soft QoS, as shown in Tab. 2.2. Consequently, in order to 
provide guaranteed QoS, this thesis aims at the design of MAC RR scheme.
The MAC RR schemes can be classified into centralized and distributed schemes. Al­
though RR can be inherently achieved by centralized schemes, the dependence on in­
frastructure can not be properly resolved. This will greatly limit the application of 
these schemes. In the case of distributed RR schemes, contention-based RR schemes 
such as ReB and DBRS suffer from the deferral and back-off overheads which affect 
the QoS performance of RTSNs. In contrast to these schemes, hybrid MAC RR can 
overcome this issue and it is a good candidate for providing guaranteed QoS for RT­
SNs. However, none of the schemes in the literature can provide guaranteed QoS for 
RTSNs because they did not consider issues such as interference, low spatial reuse, and 
bandwidth efficiency. Therefore, to achieve the QoS guaranteeing by solving all these 
problems at MAC layer, this thesis proposes a comprehensive distributed hybrid MAC 
RR scheme with an effective AC. The hybrid MAC RR scheme can provide guaran­
teed QoS for RTSNs. In addition, the AC can support the hybrid MAC RR schemes 
to produce higher bandwidth efficiency while considering guaranteed QoS for RTSNs 
according to their specific QoS requirements. Chapter 4 and 5 will focus on this.
So far, published works in literature suggested tha t distributed hybrid MAC RR schemes 
can provide guaranteed QoS for RTSNs in single-hop communication. However, com­
prehensive evaluation of QoS guaranteeing for RTSNs under different traffic loads and 
allocated resources in single-hop communication is not provided. In addition, the im­
pact of different system parameters on the network capacity with guaranteed QoS is 
still an open issue and can not be thoroughly investigated by simulation. Therefore, 
mathematical analysis is needed for this purpose. A theoretical study has not been 
reported in literature, this is provided in the next chapter.
Chapter 3
Performance Analysis for Hybrid  
MAC R R  Schemes in Single-Hop  
Communication
Guaranteeing QoS is one of the most critical challenges in IEEE 802.11-based wireless 
networks. This chapter proposes an analytical framework to evaluate hybrid MAC 
scheduling mechanisms with distributed RR, tha t was proposed for the IEEE 802.11e 
EDO A protocol for guaranteeing QoS.
3.1 Introduction
Nowadays, single-hop communication finds its applications in many occasions, such as 
the file sharing systems in mobile ad-hoc wireless networks, collision avoidance, post 
crash warning in vehicular communications, etc. Although more and more research 
works tend to focus on addressing issues in multi-hop communication, for developing 
efficient schemes for QoS provisioning, it is still im portant to know the effects of single­
hop communications on overall network performance beforehand. In this thesis, all the 
networks are assumed having limited or no mobility function, as it happens in WMNs. 
They all operate in single-channel condition with unicast technique.
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Although distributed environment gives several advantages for QoS protocol design such 
as the scalability and low cost, a key issue exists which is the medium contention. The 
conservative contention-based channel access utilized in distributed environment will 
cause collision if multiple nodes within each other’s transmission range transm it data 
simultaneously. This poses challenge to the QoS guaranteeing for RTSNs because in 
contention-based environment they can not be ensured to obtain reliable and sufficient 
bandwidth.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, EDCA is proposed to support QoS for legacy 
IEEE 802.11 standard. Different from the DCF, EDCA can provide a rudimentary 
scheduling mechanism operated by differentiating services to distinct traffic types. Us­
ing EDCA, QoS enhancement can be achieved but unfortunately this prioritization 
does not guarantee the required QoS. Inter-node collision can still happen due to the 
simultaneous transmissions among the nodes within each other’s transmission range 
and is more grievous under high traffic load. In contrast to EDCA, the centralized 
channel access mechanism HCCA can inherently render guaranteed QoS for RTSNs by 
reserving dedicated TXOPs. However, complexity of HCCA makes it difficult to be im­
plemented in a distributed network environment such as ad-hoc wireless networks [22], 
due to the lack of a centralized controller. Compared with HCCA, EDCA is a preferable 
mechanism tha t can be easily implemented in distributed single-hop wireless networks.
Why distributed R R  is needed in  single-hop communication?
Many approaches to providing QoS for RTSNs in distributed single-hop communication 
use EDCA. Some of the enhancements are implemented by minimizing collisions posed 
by simultaneous transmissions or to reduce uncertainty of channel access incurred by 
deferral and back-off. For instance, collisions can be alleviated by tuning the parameters 
of back-off process. Through the implementation of these schemes, QoS improvement 
can be achieved. However, these schemes can not provide guaranteed QoS for RTSNs 
because they are still unable to ensure the sufficient bandwidth allocated for RTSNs to 
meet their QoS requirements. They merely increase the probability of channel access 
for RTSNs but fail in guaranteeing enough resources because the deferral overhead and
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collision still exist.
Hence, to support guaranteed QoS in a distributed environment, dedicated RR in 
a distributed manner is indispensable. In single-hop communication, the purpose of 
RR is to guarantee the QoS for RTSNs by reserving resources (i.e. bandwidth) from 
the contending region of the senders and the receivers. To implement the RR in a 
distributed manner, information regarding the reservation parameters needs to be ex­
changed among the contending nodes using either implicit or explicit signalling process. 
Parameters including service start time, mean data rate, nominal frame size, and delay 
bound need to be included in a signalling message. This signalling message is broad­
casted from the source node if a new RTSN with strict QoS demands can be adm itted 
into the network. The nodes receiving the RR signalling message will update their local 
state information of RR using the information available on this signalling message and 
align themselves for this new RR. Moreover, this RR will be confirmed by the corre­
sponding destination node on a feedback signalling message. Whenever a RTSN with 
reserved bandwidth finishes its transmission, the allocated resources for this session will 
be released by the nodes with a notification from the source node. By this way, each 
node sharing overlapping transmission range can be well synchronized for the resource 
schedule in a distributed manner, and thus the strict QoS demands of RTSNs can be 
satisfied in distributed environments, like ad-hoc networks.
Once the RR is implemented, the reserved bandwidth for each RTSN needs to be 
provided periodically in order to ensure the sufficient resources throughout the session’s 
transmission time. A feasible way is to provide a periodic CFP which is separated from 
contention-based period. By reserving dedicated and periodic bandwidth in the CFP, 
RTSNs can obtain guaranteed QoS. On the other hand, contention-based period can 
also be maintained for offering the fairness toward other type of sessions. These can be 
implemented by hybrid MAC RR schemes. They can divide the channel airtime into 
Sis which includes both CFP and CAP and allocate dedicated transmission time-slots 
periodically for RTSNs. For example, as depicted in Fig. 3.1, the adm itted RTSNs will 
be allocated dedicated resources (i.e. TXOPs) within the CFP periodically, and the 
other sessions will only be allowed to transm it during the CAP. The scheduler of the 
distributed hybrid MAC RR scheme can be part of the MAC layer, with the support
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of explicit signalling messages tha t propagate among the nodes in order to determine 
and configure the reservation parameters.
CFP CAP CFP CAP
TXOPl T X 0P2 TXOPS TXOPl T X 0P2 TXOPS
Figure 3.1: Hybrid based MAC resource reservation schemes
The aforementioned hybrid MAC RR schemes have been developed and evaluated for 
example in [67] and [74]. However, previous works did not consider the m athemati­
cal analysis of this concept, which is needed to prove their effectiveness and accuracy 
aspects. Apart from the performance analysis, the optimization of network capacity 
is another open issue. The network capacity refers to the amount of RTSNs tha t can 
be served in the CFP given tha t each of them can obtain guaranteed QoS. The band­
width needs to be assigned strictly according to the QoS demands of the RTSNs with 
different data rates, while meeting the delay bound. However, low network capacity 
can be the result if the bandwidth allocation in the CFP is not conducted optimally. 
How to adjust the system parameters such as the size of SI and the TXOP in order 
to maximize the network capacity can not be thoroughly solved by simulation. Thus, 
theoretical analysis is needed.
Chapter Contrihution
The objective of this chapter is to evaluate performance of the distributed hybrid MAC 
RR schemes and study the optimization of network capacity. To serve these purposes, 
an analytical framework is proposed for modelling the performance of QoS guaranteed 
RTSNs from the perspective of delay and throughput under different traffic loads in the 
distributed hybrid MAC RR schemes. In addition, an analysis to optimize the network
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capacity with the QoS guaranteed RTSNs is documented in this chapter. Built on top 
of the guaranteed QoS, the optimization can accommodate more RTSNs in the CFP 
by re-tuning the resources allocated for RTSN as well as utilizing optimized system 
parameters such as the SI.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 discusses the related 
works of associated analytical studies. The analytical model for delay and through­
put performance and the subsequent optimization study are presented in Section 3.3. 
Simulation and theoretical evaluations are shown and discussed in Section 3.4. Finally, 
Section 3.5 summarizes the chapter and outlines the problem and motivation for the 
work in the next chapter.
3.2 Background and Related Works
To date, many efforts have been made for conducting performance analysis on dis­
tributed contention-based protocols. An early version of the performance analysis for 
IEEE 802.11 DCF has been proposed in [14]. Its per-slot statistic based model can 
compute the throughput performance of sessions with DCF under saturated condition. 
So far, many analytical studies on contention-based environment have been mainly 
expended from the model in [14]. For instance, the authors in [75] propose a model 
for EDCA, in which virtual collisions among different access categories are considered. 
Other similar contributions can also be found in the literature (e.g., [76,77,78]). Al­
though these models can precisely analyse the performance of EDCA under different 
conditions, they are not suitable for the analysis of hybrid channel access environment, 
especially for the contention-free transmission because it has no deferral and back-off. 
On the other hand, these models are also not valid for CAP analysis in hybrid MAC 
schemes because the transmission in the CAP has to be finished at least one SIFS 
before the start of the subsequent CFP. The transmission attem pt tha t can not meet 
the above requirement has to be suspended until the end of the next CFP.
There have been some analytical works contributed for evaluating the performance 
of sessions in the CFP with IEEE 802.11 standard. These works are mostly based on
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centralized solutions such as PCF and HCCA as they inherently implement contention- 
free transmissions for RTSNs. For instance, the author of [79] proposes a delay model, 
considering arbitrary amount of users, packet arrival rates, as well as packet size for 
the sessions following contention-free channel access in PCF. However, the model based 
on PCF assumes tha t in each CFP, only one frame can be transm itted by a node. The 
proposed model in [80] considers telephony traffic under contention-free environment 
in PCF. This model is devised under the assumption th a t the size of super-frame can 
be stretched under the control over the centralized device, which is not practical in 
distributed RR schemes. The queuing model proposed in [81] for the RTSNs in the 
CFP with HCCA considers the packet priority using M A P/PH /1 queue. However, it 
assumes tha t the queue size of each node can be detected by centralized controller and 
thereby portion of the allocated TXOP for a corresponding node can be temporarily 
utilized by other nodes. This can hardly be implemented in distributed RR schemes.
Our analytical model can analyse the performance of QoS guaranteed RTSNs under 
different traffic loads in hybrid MAC RR schemes. Meanwhile, optimum system pa­
rameters such as allocated bandwidth for each RTSN and SI are studied in order to 
optimally utilize the network capacity.
3.3 Analytical Framework
As described in the Section 3.1, the primary objective of hybrid MAC RR is to im­
plement guaranteed QoS for RTSNs. However, its QoS provisioning of RTSNs under 
different traffic loads should be validated not only by simulation but also by theoretical 
analysis. Therefore, in this Section, an analytical model for contention-free access in 
distributed hybrid MAC RR schemes is proposed.
In such hybrid MAC RR schemes, TXOPs will be reserved for the corresponding RTSNs 
in the CFP. Instead of transm itting each data frame individually within a reserved 
TXOP, several data frames can be transformed into MSDUs and transm itted together 
if the corresponding TXOP allows. This is useful for improving the throughput and 
bandwidth utilization. Note tha t the default TXOP specification is included in IEEE 
802.11e standard. It suggests that the number of MSDUs allowed to be transm itted
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Table 3.1: Parameters used in the analysis
Parameter Definition
SDATAi Mean MSDU size for RTSN^
tsi Duration of a service interval
Ai Required scheduling rate for RTSN^
rii Number of MSDUs allowed to be transm itted with in a TXOP for 
RTSNi
tcFP Duration allocated for contention-free period
tcAP Duration allocated for contention access period
trxoPr.i TXOP duration allocated for RTSNi
tACK Transmission time of an ACK frame
tsiFS Time interval of SIFS
tAIFS Deferral time of Arbitration InterFrame Space (AIFS)
tpATAi Duration of an MSDU transmission for RTSN^
E[tDATAi] Average transmission time of an MSDU for RTSN^
dave,i Average delay for RTSN^
drmax,i Delay bound for RTSNj
dca,i Channel access delay for RTSNj
dq,i Queuing delay for RTSN^
dtr,i Transmission delay for RTSN%
hi Sending interval for RTSN^
Normalized offset of the arrival time for the MSDU
Offset duration for the MSDU
tüAi Transmission duration of an MSDU of RTSN^ including its conse­
quent ACK frame
cr Duration of a slot-time
R Physical transmission rate
Ar,i Reserved scheduling rate for RTSNi
Interval [O^trxoPri ~ tuAi] in a TXOP for RTSN^
dcj i^ Channel access delay for the MSDU for RTSNj
Pi Minimum period for RTSN^
dQj,i Queuing delay of the MSDU for RTSN^
Si Average throughput of RTSN^ with TXOP
■ ndi Average amount of MSDUs for RTSN^ tha t can be transm itted in 
each TXOP
trxop Average TXOP duration within the CFP
N Number of admitted RTSNs within a CFP
within a TXOP for RTSN^ depends on the mean MSDU size sdatAi , duration of SI
represented by tsi and required scheduling rate Let ni be the number of MSDUs
Tn this thesis, the application rate of a session is assumed to be equal to its required scheduling 
rate.
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tha t are allowed to be transm itted in a single TXOP for a RTSN^. It can be given by;
\h i2 L h ] (3.1)
SDATAi
As mentioned in Section 3.1, SI is comprised of CFP which is represented by tcFP and 
CAP denoted by tcAP’ The CFP, allocated for RTSNs tha t reserve exclusive TXOPs, 
within a SI can be represented by:
M
tcFP = trxoPrA 
i = l
where M  is the number of RTSNs which secure TXOPs within the CFP, and tTXOPr,i 
is the size of TXOP duration allocated for RTSNi within tha t CFP.
For considering the fairness towards the other sessions which contend for channel access 
within the CAP, maximum duration allocated for the CFP within a SI can be a pre­
defined value. Note tha t this value can be assigned by the network service provider.
Since the allocated TXOP for each RTSN subjects to the QoS requirements embedded 
in the signalling message, sessions will secure TXOPs with distinct durations according 
to  their QoS demands. In order to study and evaluate the performance of RTSNs with 
different rates, the delay and throughput performance of a QoS guaranteed RTSN is 
formulated in the following sub-sections. Please refer to Tab. 3.1 for the parameters 
used in the subsequent sub-sections.
3.3.1 Delay Model for RTSNs with TXOPs
This sub-section models the delay performance of RTSNs with TXOPs. Note that, 
here the average delay experienced by a QoS guaranteed RTSNi is defined as the mean 
duration from the instant tha t its MSDUs arrive at the MAC interface queue of the 
source node to the instant that they are successfully transm itted. Thus, the average 
delay dave,i experienced by session RTSNi can be determined by:
dave,i  —  dca,i  4"  dg^i 4-  dtf ,i
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where dca,i is the channel access delay, dq^ i is the queuing delay, and dtr,i is the trans­
mission delay. When an MSDU arrives at a node, it normally buffers in the interface 
queue where it needs to experience queuing delay during which the MSDUs buffered 
before the tagged MSDU attem pt to be sent. After reaching the head of the line, the 
tagged MSDU will wait for its service time in order to get transm itted and this duration 
is regarded as channel access delay. Finally, the duration for its transmission is deemed 
as transmission delay.
For contention-free channel access with pre-ffxed SI, each of the delay can be assumed 
to be independent of each other. Therefore, the above expression can be transformed 
into:
dave,i — dca,i 4" dg^ i 4" dtr,i (^ ■‘^ )
3.3.1.1 Q ueuing D elay
The queuing delay is defined as the period from the instant an MSDU arrives at the 
interface queue until the moment it reaches the head-of-line of the queue for transmis­
sion.
As mentioned before, each admitted RTSN will have one TXOP in each CFP. Therefore 
from a RTSN point of view, the airtime can be perceived as periodical TXOPs and non- 
TXOPs. Note tha t during non-TXOP durations, the RTSN will wait for its next TXOP 
for data transmissions. Based on the traffic load of a RTSN and the size of its reserved 
TXOP duration, there can be three transmission states: (i) unsaturated transmission 
state indicates tha t the traffic load of the RTSN is less than its reserved TXOP capacity 
and results in bandwidth wastage, (ii) saturated transmission state implies tha t the 
traffic load can exactly fit its reserved TXOP capacity without any bandwidth wastage, 
and (iii) over-saturated transmission state indicates tha t the traffic load exceeds the 
reserved TXOP capacity. In hybrid MAC RR schemes, the resources (i.e. TXOP 
duration) reserved for each RTSN are based on its QoS demand (throughput). Since 
Ui is set as the upper bound integer value calculated by (3.1), the resources allocated 
for each RTSN will not be less than its QoS demand (throughput). Please note tha t 
a RTSN will only be allowed to transm it in the CFP if there are enough resources to
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be reserved for it. Further, the reserved resources can exactly meet the requirement 
(throughput) of the RTSN in some cases in which is an integer value. In other
cases, the reserved resources will be slightly higher than the demand (throughput). 
Hence, only the saturated and the unsaturated transmission states will be the focus 
here.
As a key parameter, the instant tha t an MSDU reaches the head of queue is dependent 
on the MSDU arrival rate. Let hi he the sending interval and can be computed as:
hi
SDATAi
A,:
(3.5)
As shown in Fig. 3.2, sending interval can map the arrival time of each MSDU to an 
instant within a SI.
< ..... ......  ....... c
^------  TXOP —
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non-TX
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Figure 3.2: Delay for different MSDU arrival instances
Note tha t the arrival time of each MSDU determines its queuing and channel access 
delay. Let /  =  6{x)  be a function and is defined as:
6{x)  =  X — [x] (3.6)
where [x] represents the integer part of variable x. Using ^(æ), the normalized offset 
( ( j)  of the arrival time for the MSDU can be figured out based on the start time
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of its SI.
C(i) =  (3.7)
The arrival offset duration of the MSDU r]{j) within its SI can be denoted by:
v{3) = à p p - ) - U i  . (3.8)
An example of arrival offset is shown in Fig. 3.2. It illustrates the arrival offset
durations of MSDU 1 and MSDU 2. By obtaining the offset duration of each MSDU’s
arrival time, the queuing delay can be precisely computed as follows.
Note tha t the head-of-line MSDU can only be transm itted in a TXOP if the residual 
duration left in the TXOP is sufficient for its transmission. Let tDAi be the total 
transmission time of an MSDU including its consequent ACK frame, and it can be 
determined by:
tüAi = E[tDATAi\ +  tsiFS +  ^ACK +  tsiFS (3-9)
where Iack and tsiFS stand for the duration of ACK transmission and cost of SIFS 
respectively. Since the size of each MSDU may vary, E[tDATAi\ is utilized for denoting 
the average transmission duration of an MSDU of RTSN^.
For the saturated and the unsaturated transmission states, queuing delay can be deter­
mined from the required scheduling rate, the size of SI, and the size of TXOP duration 
allocated for the corresponding RTSN. Note tha t the MSDUs arriving inside the inter­
val [0,tTXOPri~tDAi] of a TXOP can be transm itted within the current TXOP. This is 
because these states will align to the condition tha t there is no MSDU buffered in the 
queue at the instant trxoPr,i — toAi within each TXOP. This condition can be justified 
as follows.
Let’s assume tha t there still have MSDUs buffered in the queue at the instant of 
trxOPri ~tDAi in a TXOP under saturated and unsaturated transmission states. Then 
the buffered MSDUs have to wait for the next TXOP in order to get transm itted. This 
means that the MSDUs generated within each SI can not be completely served by the 
reserved resources and therefore this case will represent the over-saturated transmission 
state, neither the saturated nor the unsaturated states.
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Fig. 3.3 shows an example of queuing delay for the MSDUs at different arrival instances 
with respect to their TXOP durations. The MSDU 1 arrives within the last tDAi of its 
TXOP and therefore buffers at the head of the queue. After the duration of MSDU 
2 arrives during non-TXOP duration and it buffers behind MSDU 1. The total delay 
of MSDU 2 is shown as dg in Fig. 3.2 and its queuing delay is the duration dq2 which 
is measured from the moment tha t it buffers in the queue to the instant tha t its prior 
MSDU 1 finishes transmission. Likewise, the queuing delay of MSDU 3 which arrives 
during the transmission of MSDU 2 is illustrated as dgg.
In general, the queuing delay of an MSDU can be formulated into three cases based on 
the MSDU’s arrival interval with respect to its TXOP duration as depicted in Fig. 3.3.
Let be the duration of tTXOPr,i ~  tpAi- An MSDU th a t arrives within the interval 
4- Pi] will directly reach the head-of-line and will be transm itted first during the 
next TXOP. Thus, it will experience no queuing delay.
If the MSDU arrives at the interface queue during the interval [0, ^ i) , the queuing 
delay will be the total transmission time of its prior MSDUs buffered in the queue plus 
the residual transmission time of the current transm itting MSDU. If the MSDU arrives
SI
^ 2   l^i —
TXOP -----------------   non-TXOP —
toAi ■< >•
Figure 3.3: Queuing delay on different conditions
within the interval {^i -bPi,tsi), the queuing delay is the transmission time of the prior 
MSDUs buffered in the queue plus the waiting time during the non-TXOP period.
Consequently, the queuing delay of an MSDU can be expressed by (3.10).
To compute the average queuing delay for a RTSN, the queuing delay of all the MS­
DUs have to be taken into account. This will dramatically increase the computational 
complexity. In order to simplify the calculation of the average queuing delay, the r]{j)
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_  1 ) .  t n A ,  +  -  "Ü))' *f ° ^ "Ü) <
0, * i f  ' ^ i <  T]{j) <  m  +
j . +  tsi  -  v ( j ) ,  i f  H i +  ' i ' i < v i 3 ) <  tsi
(3.10)
can be proved as a periodic function which implies tha t the arrival offset duration of 
an arbitrary MSDU will cyclically reappear. This can be proved as follows.
P roo f: Consider tha t there exists an integer P, which represents the subsequent P*^
MSDU from the MSDU. Using (3.8), the arrival time of the P*^ MSDU can be
denoted by:
pU + = ' ^ P  ^  -) • tsi
tsi
= 6 { h ^  + ^ ) - t s i  (3.11)
tsi tsi
The size of SI can be denoted in terms of slot-time cr as:
tsi = K  • cr, where K  E (3.12)
Note tha t a node is only permitted to access the channel at the beginning of a slot-time
a [14]. In addition, sending interval can also be represented in terms of cr as:
Pi = K' -c7, where E N"^ (3.13)
By substituting (3.12) and (3.13) into (3.11), we can obtain:
^  P) -   ^ TT—) ' (3.14)tsi ^
Since K' and K  are integers, there exists a minimum P  tha t can make as a positive 
integer. This implies tha t there exists a relationship:
?7(j) =  77(j +  P ), where ^ (3.15)
Thus, the value of arrival offset duration for an arbitrary MSDU will appear periodically
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after certain subsequent number of MSDUs. Since the MSDUs sharing the same arrival 
offset duration have the identical queuing delay, the average queuing delay can be 
calculated by averaging all the queuing delay of MSDUs tha t arrive within a certain 
repeating period. Therefore, the average queuing delay dq^ i of a RTSN will be:
(3.16)
Pi
3.3.1.2 C hannel A ccess D elay
The channel access delay is measured from the time when an MSDU arrives at the head 
of the interface queue to the moment tha t it begins accessing the channel. Since each 
MSDU will wait for its dedicated TXOP to be transm itted, the channel access delay 
for each MSDU depends on when it arrives at the head of the queue.
Fig. 3.2 shows an example of channel access delay for the MSDUs at different arrival 
instances with respect to their TXOP durations, del indicates the channel access delay 
of MSDU 1 and the total delay for these MSDUs are denoted by dl, d2, d3, respectively. 
The MSDU 1 first arrives after the instant of its TXOP and directly reaches the 
head of queue. Therefore, it only has channel access delay which is equal to its channel 
waiting time before the start of its next TXOP. The MSDU 2 arrives inside the non- 
TXOP duration and it has to buffer in the queue before being transm itted. Therefore, 
its total delay does not have channel access delay. Likewise, the delay of MSDU 3 is 
also irrelevant to channel access delay. Note tha t the transmission duration represented 
by the grey block in Fig. 3.2 includes an MSDU transmission duration, a SIFS as well 
as an ACK transmission time.
As mentioned in the previous sub-section, under the unsaturated and saturated trans­
mission states, there is no MSDU buffered in the queue at the time instant of in 
each TXOP for the saturated and unsaturated transmission states. Based on the above 
argument, the tagged MSDU within a SI can be classified into one of three categories. 
First, the MSDU arrives inside the interval [0, of its TXOP duration. Second, the 
MSDU arrives within the interval +  Pi] of the SI. Third, the MSDU arrives
within the interval -f Pi,tsi) of the SI.
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The MSDU falling under the first category can be transm itted in the current TXOP 
after being queued until its prior MSDUs have been sent out. Consequently, it has 
no channel access delay. Moreover, the MSDU within the second category will be the 
head-of-line MSDU and wait for the next TXOP to be transm itted. Its channel access 
delay is equal to the duration from the instant tha t it becomes the head-of-line MSDU 
to the start time of its next TXOP. Finally, the MSDU falling within the third category 
will buffer in the interface queue and wait for its reserved TXOP in the next SI. Thus, 
it has no channel access delay.
Consequently, the channel access delay of an MSDU can be determined as;
0, i f  0<  T]{j) <
dcj,i = < [1 -  i f  <  VU) <  m
0, i f  Pi + 'Ili < r]{j) <tsi
Hence, the average channel access delay can be given by;
(3.18)rfca,i -  p .
where pi represents the minimum repeating period for the MSDUs of a RTSNi.
3.3.1.3 T ran sm issio n  D elay
Transmission delay is equivalent to the duration from the instant tha t an MSDU begins 
accessing the channel to the moment it is successfully transm itted. It can be denoted 
by:
dtr,i =  E[tDATAi] +  tsiFS  +  ^ACK +  tsiFS =  ^DAi (3.19)
3 .3 .2  T h ro u g h p u t M o d e l for R T S N s w ith  R eserv ed  R eso u r ces
The throughput of a RTSN with reserved resources depends on the amount of MS­
DUs tha t can be transm itted in each of its TXOP. Note that, under saturated and 
unsaturated transmission states, the MSDUs arriving within a SI duration will all be
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transm itted within the same duration. Thus, the average throughput Si of RTSNi with 
reserved resources can be expressed by:
«= Ai, i f  \  <  Xr,i
njXSDATAj i f  Ai > Xr^ i
where ndi is the average amount of MSDUs for RTSNi tha t can be transm itted in each 
TXOP. If the required scheduling rate exceeds the maximum transmission capacity 
of the reserved resources, throughput will be bounded and the value is equal to the 
maximum transmission capacity of the allotted TXOPs.
3 .3 .3  S y s te m  P a ra m e ters  O p tim iza tio n  M o d e l
This sub-section investigates the impact of changes of system parameters such as the 
TXOP duration as well as the size of SI in order to maximize the transmission capacity 
of the network for RTSNs. Since the size of SI is restricted by the delay bounds to be 
met for RTSNs (note tha t RTSNs are mostly time-intolerant), the reservation for high 
data rate RTSNs can dramatically degrade the network capacity for accommodating 
more RTSNs. Furthermore, excessive bandwidth reservation beyond the QoS require­
ments (i.e. both throughput and delay bound) for a RTSN can also waste the network 
capacity. How to balance the trade-off between the maximum number of RTSNs and 
the QoS guaranteeing of each RTSN is an open issue. Small SI enhances the scheduling 
rate of each allocated TXOP and thus can accommodate RTSNs with higher required 
scheduling rates. Moreover, with small SI, delay bound can be met for RTSNs because 
of short non-TXOP duration. However, due to limited CFP of small SI, maximum 
number of RTSNs capable of reserving bandwidth is limited. This issue can be allevi­
ated by extending the size of SI to a larger value. But for meeting the delay bound, 
each adm itted RTSN has to enlarge its reservation bandwidth. This will again bound 
the network capacity for more RTSNs. To deal with these problems, an optimization 
model is indispensable. The model can be used to study and configure the system 
parameters for RTSNs and thereby optimally utilize the network capacity. Thus, the 
objective of the optimization problem can be to allocate maximum number of TXOPs
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in a SI while guaranteeing the QoS requirements (i.e. throughput and delay bound) of 
each admitted RTSN within the network.
Note tha t the reserved scheduling rate represents the maximum transmission ca­
pacity of a TXOP of RTSNi and it can be expressed by:
^ (3.21)
While satisfying the throughput requirement, the delay bound drmax,i of the admitted 
RTSNi also needs to be met. i.e.
dave,i — dj-fYiaXyi (3.22)
Using (3.4), the above expression can be transformed into:
dca,i 4“ 4" dg i ^  dfYnax,i (3.23)
The condition in (3.23) can limit the range of reserved scheduling rates given in (3.21). 
As discussed before, the TXOP allocated for a RTSN has to suffice the throughput 
requirement, reflected by the parameter required scheduling rate. Otherwise, interface 
queue will overflow, causing unacceptable queuing delay as well as high packet loss 
ratio. In order to avoid this over-saturated transmission state, the reserved scheduling 
rate should at least be equal to the required scheduling rate. i.e.
Xr,i >  A* (3.24)
Consequently, the conditions in (3.23) and (3.24) should be satisfied for guaranteeing 
the QoS demands of the RTSN. This can be achieved and optimized with proper settings 
of system parameters. Apparently, the reserved scheduling rate is influenced by the size 
of TXOP. In order to study the optimization of network capacity for more RTSNs, the 
relationship between the required scheduling rate and the size of TXOP needs to be 
formulated. The formulation can be started with the TXOP duration which is denoted
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by:
(TXOP., =  (3.25)
where Oi indicates the transmission overhead caused by MAC header, ACK frame, and 
SIFS. Thus, it can be computed by:
Oi = rii{SACK + Omac- -^"  ^‘ t s I F S  ’ P) (3.26)
By substituting (3.21) into (3.25), the relationship between the size of TXOP and the 
reserved scheduling rate can be given as:
,  X r  i  ' t s i  4 "  O i  / n  07%
tTXOPr,i =  ------------   W.2C
Using (3.24), the derivative of (3.27) can be represented by:
(T X O P ., > (3.28)
It can be seen from (3.21) and (3.28) tha t rii has to change according to the size of SI 
and the required scheduling rate so as to satisfy the delay bound for RTSN^. Note tha t 
multiple RTSNs can reserve bandwidth in a CFP. In order to figure out the optimum 
allocated resources for each of the admitted RTSN within a CFP, the average TXOP 
duration t r x o P  can be introduced and given by:
  1 N
trxop  =  ^  tTxoPr.i (3.29)
i=l
where N  is the number of admitted RTSNs within a CFP.
As mentioned before, the goal of optimization is to allocate resources for maximum 
number of RTSNs while the QoS requirements of each adm itted RTSN are satisfied 
(i.e. optimize the network capacity). Note tha t satisfying delay bound is much more 
difficult than guaranteeing throughput performance [82]. It can be concluded from 
(3.29) tha t the network capacity can be maximized if all the reserved TXOPs are set 
as the minimum value given tha t the delay bound requirement is met. The above 
argument can be expressed in another way by using the average TXOP. The maximum
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amount of TXOPs and the optimum scheduling rate can be obtained when the trxop  
is the minimum value given tha t the delay bound is satisfied. Thus, this optimization 
model can be represented by the following function.
/ ( A r , i )  — P t i ï l \ t T X O P ^  ^ i f  d a v e , i  ^  d^max^i
=  i f  <  rfrmox.i (3 30)
By substituting (3.27) into (3.30), a variant of the optimization function can be obtained
and denoted by:
/ ( A r , i )  =  i f  dave,i <  drm ax,i  (3  3 1 )
The equation (3.31) indicates tha t given the delay bound, the optimum resource allo­
cation can be achieved when each reserved scheduling rate is taken as the minimum 
value. If the delay bound does not pose extra demand to the reserved bandwidth, the 
minimum value of (3.31) can be indicated in (3.28).
Under the optimum scheduling rate and the guaranteed delay bound, the optimum 
SI can be achieved when the occupied resources reserved by the existing RTSNs get 
the minimum proportion of the CFP. Thus the optimum SI can be formulated by the 
following function.
g ( t , i )  =  i f  dave,i <  drmax.i (3.32)
tsi
It implies tha t given the amount of TXOPs, the optimum SI has the minimum pro­
portion of occupied CFP resources so tha t the residual bandwidth can be maximized 
in order to accommodate additional RTSNs, i.e. supporting more RTSNs and thus 
optimize the network capacity utilization for more RTSNs.
3.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the proposed analytical model is investigated and verified using ns-2 
simulations. The optimization results are also shown and discussed in this section. The
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Table 3.2; Simulation parameters
Definition Parameter (units) Value
Length of SIFS 
Slot time 
ACK size 
MAC header 
Physical transmission rate 
N /A  
N /A  
N /A
tsiFs(h^)
(j(/is) 
a ACK (bytes)
Omac (bytes) 
R(Mbps)
Interface queue size(packets) 
Transmission range (m) 
Traffic application
10
20
28
28
11
50
250
CBR over UDP
network topology consists of several nodes with one RTSN per-node. All the senders 
are randomly deployed within each other’s transmission range. This scenario has been 
proved effective for evaluating the performance of single-hop wireless communication 
in literature [83]. Tab. 3.2 summarizes the parameters used in the evaluation. Note 
that MAC and physical layer parameters are selected in accordance with IEEE 802.11b 
standard. All the traffic sessions are Constant Bit Rate (CBR) applications and gener­
ate User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets with fix packet size of 512 bytes. All the 
nodes are stationary.
In order to obtain statistically meaningful results, all the results are taken over 20
simulation runs and the mean values are computed. Each simulation is run for over
500s simulated time. The deviation of each result sample compared to the mean value 
is less than 5%. This applies to all the simulation results in this thesis.
3 .4 .1  V a lid a tio n  o f  A n a ly t ic a l  F ra m e w o rk
In order to prove the accuracy of the analytical model, a set of simulations has been 
conducted. Fig. 3.4 demonstrates the delay performance of QoS guaranteed RTSNs 
under different service intervals. Fig. 3.5 presents the throughput of QoS guaranteed 
RTSNs with different required scheduling rates. It can be noted from Fig. 3.4 and 3.5 
that the analytical results have a good agreement with the simulation outcomes. Fig. 
3.4 shows tha t RTSNs with higher required scheduling rates receive higher delay. For 
example, when SI is set to 20ms, the RTSNs with 1500kb/s experience about 5.8% more 
delay than the RTSNs with 900kb/s. This is because the queuing delay increases along
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with the traffic load. Beside that, the results from Fig. 3.4 also show the tendency tha t 
the delay increases with the increment of the size of SI. For instance, the RTSNs with 
300kb/s experience about 99% more delay when SI increases from lOrns to 20ms. The
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2000
reason is that non-TXOP duration increases the waiting time of each MSDU. Fig. 3.5 
depicts that the throughput of RTSNs with TXOPs increases with the increment of their 
required scheduling rates, and the session throughput saturates when the traffic loads 
can not be sufficed by the allocated bandwidth. As shown in Fig. 3.5, with a fixed size 
of TXOP, RTSNs with 10ms SI can obtain guaranteed throughput when their rates 
increase up to 1200kb/s. Afterwards, their rates exceed the maximum transmission 
capacity of their allocated resources and thus their obtained throughput saturates.
3 .4 .2  In v e stig a tio n  o f  O p tim a l P a ra m eters
In order to investigate the system optimization using the proposed model, the relation­
ship between the allocated resources and the delay performance is studied first. The 
required scheduling rates of RTSNs are set to 400kb/s and their reserved scheduling 
rates increase from 400kb/s to 2000kb/s. As shown in Fig. 3.6, RTSNs receive better 
delay performance when obtaining more bandwidth. For example, when the reserved 
scheduling rates increase from 800kb/s to 1200kb/s, RTSNs with lOnis SI experience 
about 14% less delay. On the other hand, RTSNs with smaller size of SI obtain bet-
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ter delay performance. For instance, RTSNs with lOOOkb/s reserved scheduling rates 
experience about 40% less delay when SI decreases from 15ms to 10ms. However, band­
width over-reservation will result in reduced network capacity. This can be proved by 
the results shown in Fig. 3.7. Since allocating 400kb/s as reserved scheduling rate 
can guarantee the QoS for the RTSNs if delay bound is loose, reserving more resources 
causes less available capacity. Thus, optimal RR needs to be implemented in order to 
maximize network capacity. Based on the optimal RR, in order to obtain the optimum 
SI, different delay bounds are set for the RTSNs with 400kb/s and the value of opti­
mum SI function (3.32) is studied by using different size of SI. As shown in Fig. 3.8, 
the optimum SI varies according to different delay bounds. This indicates tha t loose 
requirement of delay bound can result in bigger optimum SI. However, guaranteed 
QoS for RTSNs should also be taken into account. Therefore, we set delay bound as 
5ms and employ RTSNs with different required scheduling rate (i.e. lOOkb/s, 500kb/s, 
lOOOkb/s, and 1500kb/s) in order to identify the optimum SI. As shown in Fig. 3.8, 
the optimum SI in this case is around 10ms.
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3 .4 .3  P r o to c o l P erfo rm a n ce  Im p ro v em en t
In order to validate the theoretical outcome and improve the protocol performance, the 
optimal SI (i.e 10ms) as well as other size of Sis (i.e. 15ms and 20ms) are used in the 
simulation. The delay bound is set to 5ms. The required scheduling rates of RTSNs 
vary from 400kb/s to 2000kb/s. As shown in Fig. 3.10, the maximum number TXOPs 
is achieved when RTSNs with different required scheduling rates utilize the optimal 
SI tha t is 10ms. This can be validated by both theoretical and simulation results. In 
addition, as the required scheduling rate of a RTSN increases, its reserved scheduling 
rate has to adjusted in order to satisfy the delay bound. Thus, the maximum number of 
TXOPs decreases along with the increment of required scheduling rates. For instance, 
when required scheduling rates for the RTSNs increase from 600kb/s to lOOOkb/s, the 
number of admitted RTSNs with 10ms SI decreases by approximately 30%. On the 
other hand, the optimum SI can accommodate more RTSNs than other SI size. Using 
10ms SI, the number of admitted RTSNs with lOOOkb/s required scheduling rates is 
about 26% and 82% more than the 15ms and 20ms Sis respectively. Simulation results 
show that by using optimal RR and system parameters such as SI, protocol performance
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can be improved,
3.5 Chapter Summary and Outlook
In this chapter, the proposed modelling approach for QoS provision in IEEE 802.11- 
based single-hop wireless networks has been evaluated thoroughly and the simulation 
results confirm the analytical approach. The model accurately evaluates the delay 
and throughput performance of RTSNs with TXOPs under different traffic conditions. 
Outcomes of the analysis and the simulation results have validated the accuracy of the 
analytical model. Based on this analysis, an optimization study has been performed in 
order to make the hybrid MAC RR schemes accommodate maximum amount of TXOPs 
while satisfying the delay bound for the RTSNs. They can also be used to determine 
the optimum network capacity as well as the optimum values for system parameters 
such as the size of SI and allocated resources when under different requirements for 
example traffic condition and delay bound. Simulation results have shown tha t the 
optimized parameters derived from theoretical analysis can be used to optimize the 
system performance of the hybrid MAC RR schemes. For example, by using optimum 
SI (10ms), protocol can serve approximately 38% and 108% more RTSNs with 600kb/s 
required scheduling rates than 15ms and 20ms Sis respectively when delay bound is 
5ms. The evaluation method has shown to be sufficiently generic, an application to 
other QoS mechanisms and protocols can be anticipated.
Hybrid MAC RR scheme is proved to be an effective way to provide guaranteed QoS for 
RTSNs in single-hop communication. However, providing guaranteed QoS in WMNs 
with multi-hop communication becomes more difficult. This attributes to the intrin­
sic characters of wireless medium, which introduce issues such as hidden terminal, 
interference, etc. In addition, different from single-hop communication in which reser­
vation synchronization can be implemented by simply broadcasting a message within 
the transmission range, in multi-hop communication, nodes along a route can not be 
synchronized simultaneously. Moreover, the nodes within the interference range of a 
QoS route also need to align to the reservation schedule in order to assure the transm is­
sion during the reservation period. Consequently, the RR in multi-hop communication
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requires a good solution to solve all the issues above. This will be focused in the next 
chapter.
Chapter 4
Hybrid M AC R R  Scheme for 
W M N s
Wireless mesh networking can be expected as one of the key techniques in the future 
Internet. Despite several advancements in communication protocols and technologies, 
QoS provisioning is still a challenging task in WMNs. In this chapter, a distributed 
hybrid MAC RR scheme is proposed for guaranteeing the QoS performance of RTSNs 
in WMNs.
4.1 Introduction
Wireless mesh networking is a promising technology tha t can facilitate network cov­
erage at less expense, making it a fitting candidate for multi-hop communications in 
distributed wireless environments. The multi-hop wireless communication can extend 
network coverage by relaying the signal or data over multiple hops from the source 
to the destination without depending on a fixed infrastructure. Since the demand 
of multimedia applications such as video and voice with high communication quality 
requirements is growing rapidly, QoS provisioning in WMNs with multi-hop wireless 
communication becomes an important research topic.
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Why distributed R R  is needed in multi-hop communication?
For multi-hop communication, legacy DCF is not an appropriate candidate due to 
its conservative channel access and other issues such as hidden/expose terminals. RT­
SNs with high-priority can not be served differentially in legacy 802.11 DCF and they 
still need to contend with other sessions for accessing the channel. Thus, DCF can 
not provide guaranteed QoS even with the support of AC [84,13,85] and QoS rout­
ing [86,39,87]. On the other hand, EDCA is also not effective in multi-hop com­
munication because of the nature of contention-based channel access [16]. In order 
to provide guaranteed QoS, many efforts have been focused on providing enhanced 
scheduling schemes for EDCA because of its limited QoS support. For instance, some 
works consider re-defining the prioritization in EDCA [88,89,90,91,92] and optimizing 
queuing algorithm [93,94,95,96,93] based on delay measurement. Using these schemes, 
more bandwidth tends to be assigned to the real-time packets which urgently need 
to access the channel. Although QoS improvement can be obtained by using these 
schemes, guaranteed channel access can not be provided as deferral and back-off still 
exist. Meanwhile, collisions among different mesh nodes are inevitable because no syn­
chronization is made among the interfering nodes. To deal with these deficiencies, a 
novel scheduling scheme with dedicated RR is needed.
For guarantee the QoS performance of RTSNs in multi-hop communication, a feasible 
solution is to reserve resources across the route for RTSNs using an enhanced schedul­
ing mechanism [9]. By doing this, RTSNs can secure dedicated bandwidth to access 
the channel instead of contending with the other sessions. However, to solve the issue 
of how to devise a distributed RR with interference avoidance mechanism is still an 
open topic. Moreover, the bandwidth efficiency of a reservation scheme should also be 
considered.
Chapter contribution
This chapter aims to solve QoS provisioning issues such as interference and low ef­
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ficiency of spatial reuse in multi-hop communication, and provide QoS guaranteeing 
for real-time applications while pledging the fairness toward other types of sessions.
In Chapter 3, the hybrid MAC RR scheme is shown to be capable of providing guar­
anteed QoS in single-hop communication. Thus, in this chapter, a mechanism is 
proposed to support the hybrid MAC RR scheme to be suitable for multi-hop com­
munication. The proposed scheme is called EDCA with Distributed Multi-hop Re­
source Reservation (EDCA-DMRR), which is implemented with interference probing 
and Concurrent Transmission (CT) scheduling over multi-hop traffic routes. It imple­
ments an interference detection process by sending a signalling message which traverses 
through the entire route or path and brings back the CT information to the source 
node. Note that, for minimizing the overheads posed by inter-node signalling. Logical 
Clusters (DCs) are established along the route during the signalling process. After de­
tecting the interference relationships among the mesh nodes, the source node calculates 
the specific reservation parameters in order to configure the bandwidth allocation in 
SI along the route. The super-frame called SI contains the CFP for RTSNs and the 
CAP for NRTSNs. Note that, the CFP is pre-configured in every mesh node along 
the real-time traffic route for avoiding medium contention for RTSNs. Further, during 
each CFP, mesh nodes in each identified CT group along a route can secure at least a 
dedicated TXOP during which multiple data frames can be transm itted simultaneously 
without collisions.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses the background 
and related works. Section 4.3 specifies the proposed scheme. Section 4.4 details a 
performance analysis including a resource model and an analytical framework for eval­
uating the delay performance of RTSNs with dedicated resources. Simulation results 
are presented and discussed in Section 4.5. Finally, Section 4.6 summarizes this chapter 
and gives the issue and motivation for the work in the following chapter.
4.2 Background and Related Works
Targeting on providing guaranteed QoS for RTSNs, some research works [65,67,74,59, 
64] have focused on the design of hybrid MAC RR schemes. For instance, DARE [65]
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implements the RR via a two-way signalling process which takes charge of identify­
ing the available resources as well as disseminating the resource state information of 
reservation to the surrounding neighbours. RTSNs can obtain periodic and dedicated 
resources to transm it after the signalling process. Akin to DARE, ED CA /RR [67] uti­
lizes route discovery process to disseminate the reservation request along the route. If 
all the mesh nodes across the route can support the requested bandwidth of the RTSN, 
destination node will then send back a reply, confirming the reservation for the session.
Although these hybrid MAC schemes can implement RR for RTSNs, they still suffer 
from several critical issues which prevent them from guaranteeing the QoS for RTSNs 
in multi-hop communication. For instance, the interference from the CS range is not 
taken into account. Mesh nodes within the CS range but outside the transmission 
range of the reservation route will interfere with the dedicated transmission durations of 
RTSNs, which can result in severe collision. On the other hand, the reserved bandwidth 
for each mesh node can not be reused by other mesh nodes th a t can concurrently 
transm it without collisions. This will give rise to low efficiency of spatial reuse and 
thus reduce the number of RTSNs tha t can reserve bandwidth along the tagged route 
or the neighbouring routes within the contending region. Further, it can also affect the 
fairness toward NRTSNs due to the low bandwidth efficiency. W ithout a mechanism 
tha t can enhance the bandwidth utilization in the CFP, RTSNs will deprive excessive 
bandwidth, causing insufficient resources in the CAP.
These issues are well-considered in our proposed scheme. Using increased transmission 
power, resource state information of reservation can be received by interfering mesh 
nodes within the CS range via overhearing the signalling messages. After decoding the 
embedded information in the signalling message, the interfering mesh nodes can align 
to the reservation schedule, deferring their transmission attem pts during the reserva­
tion periods for RTSNs. On the other hand, the bandwidth utilization in the CFP 
is improved by the CT mechanism. W^ith the support of interference probing, CT 
mechanism can make the mesh nodes in each CT group transm it concurrently without 
collisions. The scheme with high efficiency of spatial reuse will make each RTSN reserve 
less bandwidth to guarantee the QoS and leave sufficient bandwidth to the CAP for 
pledging the sustainable services toward other types of sessions.
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4.3 Protocol Description
This section details the proposed distributed hybrid MAC RR scheme which is named 
as EDCA-DMRR. EDCA-DMRR is proposed for providing guaranteed QoS for RTSNs 
in IEEE 802.11-based WMNs. It aims at reserving resources (or bandwidth) for RTSNs 
while pledging the fairness for the coexisting NRTSNs. Note tha t a SI, consisting of a 
CFP and a CAP, defines a super-frame for channel access in the proposed scheme. Dur­
ing each CFP, TXOPs will be assigned to RTSNs with strict QoS demands. The TXOP 
is a duration defined by a service start time and TXOPlimit tha t specifies its duration. 
Multiple data frames can be transm itted in a TXOP as long as the residual duration is 
still sufficient for data transmission. During a TXOP, data transmission is proceeded 
without RTS/CTS handshaking, which can reduce control overhead. Further, in order 
to use the reserved resources more efficiently while avoiding collision, CT mechanism is 
applied in the CFP after the generation of CT group formed by CT recognition process. 
The following sub-sections describe our proposed approach in detail.
4 .3 .1  D e d ic a te d  R eso u rce  R eserv a tio n
In WMNs, reserving dedicated bandwidth for RTSNs in multi-hop manner is valid. 
But how to allocate the TXOPs along a route is an interesting and also a challenging 
issue. Unlike CAP, no deferral and back-off procedures exist in the CFP. Collisions 
may occur among the mesh nodes which claim a TXOP at the same time. To address 
this problem, a particular bandwidth allocation scheme with interference avoidance 
has to be implemented. For this purpose, an Add Traffic Stream (ADDTS) signalling 
mechanism is employed.
The ADDTS signalling mechanism consists of three processes: AD D TS request, AD D TS  
response, and AD D TS synchronization, as shown in Fig. 4.1^. The ADDTS request 
process is able to identify interference relationship between the mesh nodes and estab­
lish LCs along the route of interest. The ADDTS response process can recognize CT 
relationship for the mesh nodes along a route and update CT information across each 
^Note that in Fig. 4.1, node A and node B stand for two intermediate nodes along the route.
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Figure 4.1: ADDTS signalling process
LC. Eventually, the ADDTS synchronization process is implemented for disseminating 
state information of reservation to inform all the mesh nodes along the route as well as 
the off-route nodes tha t reside within the contending region of the tagged route. Note 
tha t increased transmission power (extend as much as the original CS range, here CS 
range is assumed at least about twice the transmission range) is applied in the AD­
DTS request and synchronization processes for detecting interference and announcing 
the resource state information of reservation to the off-route nodes. The interference 
probing can support the CT recognition process. On the other hand, each off-route 
node tha t has received the information will align to the reservation schedule so th a t 
collision can be avoided. The three signalling processes are specified below.
4.3.1.1 A D D T S R equest Process
ADDTS request process initiates when a RTSN with QoS demands arrives and the 
request frame traverses from the source to the destination. W ith the increased trans­
mission power, mesh nodes along the route can overhear the request frame from its
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Figure 4.2: Logical cluster and CT recognition
interfering mesh nodes within the CS range and decode the embedded information. To 
cache the information of hidden terminals, a Hidden Node Address (HND) list is estab­
lished in each mesh node. Each mesh node tha t overhears an ADDTS request frame 
will record the source address of the request frame in its HND list except the case tha t 
the message is received or overheard from the adjacent predecessor or successor. Since 
the packets sent by them can be precisely decoded in the tagged node, the predecessor 
and the successor are not the hidden terminals. Upon the receipt of the request frame, 
the corresponding node (i.e. not the route destination) forwards the ADDTS request 
frame to the subsequent node along the route. Note tha t the mesh nodes .overhear­
ing the signalling messages will not forward them. Fig. 4.2 shows an example of the 
HND information update, when node 1 sends the ADDTS request frame with increased 
transmission power, node 3 can overhear and decode the message. Recognizing tha t 
node 1 does not belong to its predecessor or successor, node 3 will append the address 
of the sender (i.e. node 1) to its HND list.
To mitigate the overhead incurred by the ADDTS signalling process, LCs will be erected 
across the route during ADDTS request process. The concern is tha t information 
carried in signalling messages should be strictly restricted for facilitating scalability. To 
support the LC establishment, two parameters named Logical Cluster Identifier (LCI) 
and LCI flag are introduced. Before sending or forwarding a request frame, a mesh node 
will set its LCI as the address of its own provided tha t its LCI has not been initiated.
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Then, it sets the LCI flag to 1 and updates these information (i.e. updated LCI and 
LCI flag) to the ADDTS request frame. Note tha t the LCI flag is set to  1 in an ADDTS 
request frame if the carried LCI information is new. If the mesh node finds th a t its 
LCI already exists, the ADDTS request frame will not piggyback LCI information and 
the LCI flag in the request frame is set to 0. After receiving or overhearing ADDTS 
request message, the mesh node will synchronize its LCI with the information (i.e. LCI 
information) decoded from the ADDTS request frame if it detects th a t the LCI flag 
embedded in the ADDTS request frame is 1 and its LCI has not been set yet. If its LCI 
has already been assigned or the LCI flag in the received request frame is 0, the mesh 
node will skip the LCI assignment and set LCI flag in the forwarding request frame to 
0. Fig. 4.3 specifies the processes for both the HND list update and the generation 
of LC. The LCI information in each mesh node will be removed once the bandwidth 
reservation schedule is established. As an example of LC establishment shown in Fig. 
4.2, node 2 and 3 can decode the LC information from the ADDTS request frame 
broadcasted from node 1 and detect tha t the LCI flag is 1. Finding tha t their LCIs
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have not been assigned, they are included in LCLl.
4.3.1.2 A D D T S  R esponse P rocess
Once the ADDTS request frame reaches the destination, ADDTS response frame initi­
ates and the signalling frame traverses through the opposite direction of the route from 
the destination to the source. Meanwhile, CT recognition process will take place as 
the ADDTS response frame progresses. The CT recognition enables each mesh node to 
identify the nearest non-interfering mesh node in its predecessor LCs in order to set up 
the CT groups along the route. To support the generation of CT relationships among 
the mesh nodes on the route, it is assumed tha t a mesh node possesses the routing in­
formation of its several previous LCs. According to the hidden terminal information in 
the HND list, a mesh node can identify the nearest node tha t resides in its predecessor 
LCs but is not included in its HND list and this node is destined to be the CT partner 
of the tagged node. As shown in Fig. 4.2, where the established CT relationships for 
the nodes in LCI: 7 is demonstrated. Provided tha t the routing information of the prior 
LC (i.e. <4, 5, 6>) is known, when the response frame reaches node 8, it identifies 
tha t node 5 is the nearest non-interfering node tha t is one-hop away from its interfering 
counterpart (i.e. node 6). Therefore, node 5 is chosen as the CT partner of node 8.
The CT recognition is executed from the destination. If a latest CT relation is identi­
fied, the updated CT information including the addresses of the tagged node and the 
identified CT partner will be cached locally. The CT information is also piggybacked in 
the ADDTS response frame: Then, the response frame is forwarded toward the source 
along the route in order to proceed with the CT recognition process while disseminating 
the CT information to the prior mesh nodes on the route. For reducing the overhead 
incurred by signalling, CT information in one LC is shared only with the predecessor 
LCs which possess the adjacent CT partners for the mesh nodes within the tagged 
LC. The CT information of a tagged LC becomes redundant once the response frame 
reaches a LC and finds no adjacent CT partner for the mesh nodes within the tagged 
LC. In this case, the corresponding CT information will be discarded, ensuring limited 
overhead. Meanwhile, when passing through a LC, the response frame will abstract
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the local CT information from each mesh node in order to  update the CT information 
for the mesh nodes tha t locate in its previous LCs.
(^ADDTS synchronization process) 
^Yes
No. /  Forward
ADDTS response
Update CT information 
in the frame
Î
Recognition of CT Drop the redundant 
CT informationpartner
Yes
al LCI =  LCI in the fi 
Yes
DDTS respons
eighbourmg CT partne
y  Quit 
^algorithm
(^New packet arrives^
Figure 4.4: Concurrent transmission updating process
Fig. 4.2 shows an example of CT recognition. It includes the CT information embedded 
in the response frame which is about to be sent from a specific mesh node. After 
receiving ADDTS response frame, node 7 finds node 4 as its new CT partner according 
to its hidden terminal (i.e. node 5) in the predecessor LC. When the response frame 
reaches node 3, the CT information for LCL7 (i.e. node 7, 8 and 9) becomes redundant 
and thus is discarded, leaving the concise CT information <6 ,3> ,<5,2> ,<4,1>  in node 
3. By eliminating redundant CT information when ADDTS response frame arrives at 
each new LC, the overhead piggybacked by ADDTS response frame can be reduced 
compared with carrying global CT information. Fig. 4.4 describes the CT updating 
process while Fig. 4.2 presents the information of CT tha t is cached in each mesh node 
when the ADDTS response process is completed. It can be observed tha t intermediate 
nodes tend to get relatively more interfering counterparts than the nodes near the edge 
of the route, which indicates the nature of multi-hop communication.
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- CFP 
RTSNn
CAP
T l l  T12 T13
SI
CT group CT member TXOP
1 <1, 4, 7 > T il
2 <2,5 ,8> T12
3 <3, 6, 9 > TB
Figure 4.5: Concurrent transmission in the CFP
4.3 .1 .3  A D D T S  S y n ch ro n iza tio n  P ro cess
Upon the receipt of ADDTS response frame with CT information for the specific RTSN, 
the source node calculates the reservation parameters such as service start time and 
TXOPlimit for each CT group. To differentiate the resource state information of reser­
vation for distinct sessions, session ID is appended to the ADDTS synchronization 
frame. The synchronization frame traverses through the route from the source to the 
destination in order to disseminate the resource state information of reservation to 
inform all the mesh nodes across the route. By using increased transmission power, 
the broadcasting ADDTS synchronization frame can be overheard by off-route nodes 
within the contending region. After decoding the reservation information, these off- 
route nodes will then align to the reservation schedule and proceed with their data  
transmissions during the announced CAP. After the CT recognition, mesh nodes within 
each CT group are assigned at least one identical TXOP during which they can access 
the channel simultaneously without conflict. Mesh nodes within the same LC will have 
successive but different TXOPs in line with their sequence. This can increase the effi­
ciency of bandwidth utilization while reducing interference among different LCs. Fig. 
4.5 depicts an example of CT on the topology shown in Fig. 4.2. Note th a t Txy  repre­
sents the TXOP tha t is allocated to the CT group y for session x. Since 3 CT groups 
are generated along the route where RTSN x goes through, each of the CT group gets 
one TXOP and the reserved transmissions are initiated from the group th a t contains 
the source node. After the ADDTS synchronization process ends, RTSNs will wait for
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their pre-scheduled TXOP to get transmitted.
As mentioned before, the ADDTS signalling processes are merely triggered once before 
data transmission of the corresponding RTSN. Being informed the partition of CFP 
and CAP, ADDTS signalling can be proceeded within CAP. Therefore, it will not 
cause cascading effect tha t brings negative impact to the network performance even if 
increased transmission power is used.
4 .3 .2  C on cu rren t T ran sm ission  M ech a n ism
In order to improve the bandwidth usage within the CFP, CT mechanism is employed. 
In terms of legacy EDCA, each mesh node will wait for data transmission until the back­
off time-outs. If the channel state is still idle by then, data transmission commences. 
This can alleviate the collision among mesh nodes sharing contending range to some 
extent. However, given the condition tha t the channel is idle and all the neighbouring 
nodes in the contending range will not begin transmission for a certain duration, the 
mesh nodes which can begin transm itting immediately without any collisions may also 
wait for the time-out of their back-off. This causes the wastage of channel bandwidth. 
The radical reason for this problem is tha t in a distributed WMNs, mesh nodes do 
not know the back-off states of others because no interactive synchronization is made 
across the route. As for the proposed scheme, mesh nodes are well-synchronized by 
the signalling process. Each of them is notified exactly the time when it can make 
transmission without collisions in the CFP. Equipped with CT, efficiency of bandwidth 
usage can be increased.
4 .3 .3  C A P  B ack -O ff A lg o r ith m
Beside providing guaranteed QoS of RTSNs, fair transmission opportunities should be 
given to NRTSNs in order to pledge their sustainable services. Different from the legacy 
EDCA, CAP in hybrid MAC RR schemes is separated from the CFP in each SI. The 
original deferral and back-off mechanisms in EDCA are not applicable to hybrid MAC 
RR schemes because NRTSNs are not allowed to be transm itted in the CFP. As a result.
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if  CTF is set to 1 th e n  
Freeze back-off process 
else
if  CTF is set to 0 th e n  
Restart back-off process 
en d  if 
en d  if
When back-off time-outs 
if  CTF is set to 0 th e n  
if  Tr > Ttrans th e n
Begin data transmission 
else
Restart back-off process 
en d  if 
en d  if
a CAP back-off algorithm is proposed in our scheme in order to prevent NRTSNs from 
depriving the bandwidth in the CFP and thus protect the QoS performance of RTSNs.
To control the back-off, a CFP Transmission Flag (CTF) is introduced in each mesh 
node and is set to 0 by default. Since each mesh node within the contending region of 
reservation route can obtain the information of reservation schedule for RTSNs, they 
can be aware of the duration of CFP. When each CFP begins, the CTF turns to 1 and 
then it changes back to 0 again when the CFP finishes. The proposed CAP back-off 
algorithm is based on the detection of CTF. The back-off process of a NRTSN is frozen 
when the CTF is identified as 1 and restarts counting upon probing tha t CTF changes 
to 0. When the mesh node finds the CTF as 0 after time-outs, it then calculates the 
residual time (T^) left in the CAP and compares with an entire transmission duration 
{Ttrans) including RTS, CTS, data and ACK. If the remaining time can afford the 
transmission, the NRTSN starts transmitting. Otherwise, it enters another back-off 
process and waits for the next CAP. The collision avoidance mechanism in the CAP 
still follows the same as in EDCA.
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4.4 Performance Analysis
In Chapter 3, an analytical framework is proposed for evaluating the hybrid MAC 
RR schemes in single-hop communication. In this section, the analytical framework 
is further developed and used to study the guaranteed QoS performance of RTSNs 
in multi-hop communication. Unlike single-hop communication in which resource state 
information of mesh nodes can be synchronized within the transmission range, in multi­
hop communication, the reserved resources will not only occupy the bandwidth of the 
mesh nodes within the transmission range, but also take the bandwidth from the nodes 
within the CS range. Thus, it is critical to find out the availability of the resources 
in the given route and make RR for RTSNs if there are sufficient resources to be 
reserved. Consequently, this section first proposes a resource model for investigating 
the availability of RR and then presents an analytical framework for evaluating the 
delay performance of QoS guaranteed RTSNs. Please refer to Tab. 4.1 and 4.2 for the 
parameters used in the following analysis.
4 .4 .1  R eso u r ce  M o d e l
Let Nk denote node k within the node set II of the network. Since RTSNs with strict 
QoS requirements have to search for available resources (i.e. bandwidth) in the CFP 
to reserve, the CFP resources need to be first formulated for the performance analysis. 
Let R c f p  be the CFP resources and is denoted as:
R c f p  = Uj}]=i
Note tha t Vj and 7 stand for the resource block and the total amount of resource 
blocks in the CFP respectively. Each of the resource block can be regarded as multiple 
of slot-time a and can be expressed by:
Vj = mo'x a, mo ^  (4.2)
where mo is a positive integer N+ and denotes the number of time-slots tha t can form
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Table 4.1: Parameters used in the resource model
Parameter Definition
N r Node k  within the network
n Node set of the network
R c f p CFP resources
7 Total number of resource blocks in the CFP
'f'j resource block within the CFP
ruo Number of time-slots tha t can form a resource block
A-res Resource matrix
Total amount of nodes within the network
V Total number of LCs for RTSN^
Vij LC for the route RTSN -^ traverses through
Nijp member node of LC for the route RTSNj traverses through
m Maximum number of LC member nodes for a RTSN
D es Distance of CS range
A,« LC m atrix for the route tha t RTSN^ traverses through
...- Transition matrix for the route tha t RTSN^ traverses through
^th member in the CT group
c Maximum number of CT members among the CT groups
TXOP allocated for CT group j  of RTSN^
C Raw channel capacity
rio Number of resource blocks tha t can make up TXOP bandwidth
B r x o P ii Bandwidth consumed by elements within CT group j  for RTSNi
B req,k Requested bandwidth for RTSN^ from node k
P ct,i Number of CT groups for RTSN*
Node set of CT group j  oi RTSN^
CT group set for which node k needs to contributed its bandwidth
B a,k Available bandwidth of node k
I Set of available resource blocks for node k
B req ,i Requested bandwidth for RTSN^
the resource blocks. Assume tha t the predefined CFP is equivalent for each node. 
Consequently, the CFP resource matrix taking into account all the nodes with the
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network can be expressed as follows;
r i
r2
rs
Ni N2 Ns 
/  0 0 . . .  0
\ 0  0
(4.3)
0 0 /
It implies tha t each node has a set of resource blocks in the CFP. The corresponding 
element within the resource m atrix is set to 0 if the resource block is available for 
reservation. If the value is set to 1, it indicates tha t the resource block has been 
reserved by a RTSN traversing through the contending region of the node. Note tha t 
^ denotes the total number of nodes within the network.
In order to figure out the available bandwidth for each node, the resources taken by 
each RTSN need to be reflected in the resource matrix. To serve the purpose, LC and 
CT matrices need to be derived.
4.4.1.1 Logical C luster M atrix
Let’s assume a RTSN^ goes through v number of LCs and represents the LC 
for RTSN* and can be defined as:
(4.4)
Note tha t Nijp represents the LC member node in the LC for the route the RTSN* 
traverses through. Let m  denote the maximum number of member nodes within the 
LCs.
In order to form each different LC for a RTSN, it is im portant to find out the LC head
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for each LC. The selection of the LC head can be expressed by;
Afijl —
A*ll, j  = 1
(4.5)
The source node of a route will be the LC head of the first LC since it is the first node 
that broadcasts the LCI information. The LC head of a LC j  (j ^  1) has to be the 
nearest node tha t locates outside the CS range of the LC head of the previous LC.
d{Nijh, Ni(^j-i)h) > Des, j  f  1 
h{Nijh,Ni(^j-i)h) rnin, j  i- 1
(4.6)
Note tha t h{Na, Nb) indicates the hop distance between node a and b. The relationship 
between the LC head and the other member nodes inside the same LC can be denoted 
by:
d{Niji,Nijn) < Des, (4.7)
Note tha t d{Na,Nb) stands for geometric distance between node a and b while Des 
represents the distance of CS range.
Consequently, the LC matrix for a RTSN* can be denoted by:
Nil!
N*12
A*21
A*22
Afivl
Niv2
0/Ni\m 0/A*2m ••• 0/N**
(4.8)
Note tha t each LC may have different number of elements since the number of nodes 
within each LC may be distinct. Therefore, the length of the column dimension of 
is set as the longest size of the LC. If the number of elements within a LC is less than 
the length of the column dimension of the redundant elements are set to  0.
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A lgorithm  4.2 Generation of CT matrix
1 for 6 u to  1 do
2 for a m to  1 do
3 if  Niba 7  ^ 0 && b — 1 ^  0 then
4 if  CTJBLES(iV*ba, 1) = =  1 then
5 go to  2
6 else if  CT-E LES(N iba, 1) = =  0 then
7 R eturn
8 end if
9 end if
10 end for
11 end for
4.4.1.2 Concurrent Transm ission M atrix
By obtaining the LC matrix for a RTSN, the CT matrix can be deduced as explained 
below. Based on the LC matrix, a transition m atrix leading to CT m atrix can be 
given by;
A*ii Nii2 . . .  0/Niim
A*21 N{22  • • • 0 / A ’*2m
V *i’
V*2
=
V**,
. . . 0/ Nijm
f^ivl hfiv2 • • • O/Niym
(4 .9 )
In order to get the CT matrix, elements within the transition m atrix need to identify 
the CT relationship with each other. Since the CT counterpart of a tagged element 
resides in its neighbouring LCs, the CS relationship between the tagged element and 
the counterparts in its prior LCs needs to be found in turn  until the CT counterpart 
is identified. To this end, element shift is implemented for an LC prior to the tagged 
element. This shifting LC is named as candidate LC.
The generation of CT matrix starts with last non-zero element of the transition m atrix 
as described by line 1-3 of Algorithm (4.2). The tagged element first searches for its 
suitable CT counterpart in its nearest LC tha t resides prior to it as shown in Algorithm 
(4.3) line 1-19. If a CT counterpart can be found, the search for CT counterpart will 
be taken place for the element prior to the tagged element. Once the tagged element 
can not find a CT counterpart in its candidate LC, a new column of 0 will be added
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A lg o rith m  4.3 CT element search - CT_ELES(iV*a;y, n) 
CT_ELES(A*zy,7i)
1: i f  N i ^ x - n ) y  f  0 t h e n  
2: hli,org  ^ ^i{x—n)y
3: e ls e
4: Shift the unfixed elements of LC æ -  n  toward right by 1
5; go to  1
6; en d  if
7: if  d{Nixy,Ni^x-n)y) > Des th e n  
8; Fix Ni(^ x—n)y^  Nixy
9: R e tu rn  1
10: else
11: Shift the unfixed elements of LC æ -  n  toward right by 1
12: w hile Ni(^x-n)y f  Ni,org do
13: if  n)y 7^  6 && d{Nixy, hli(x—n)y) ^  Des th e n
14: F ix  N i x y
15: R e tu rn  1
16: else
17: Shift the unfixed elements of LC a; -  n  toward right by 1
18: en d  if
19: en d  w hile
20: Create a new column of 0 prior to y
21: Shift the unfixed elements of LC æ -  n  toward right by 1
22: if  {x — n — 1) ^  0 th e n
23: CT_ELES(A*:,y,n +  l )
24: e ls e
25: R e tu rn  0
26: e n d  i f
27: en d  if  _______
prior to the column the tagged element resides. After that, the tagged element will 
select the prior LC of its candidate LC as its new candidate LC if it exists and starts 
the CT element search. This is shown in line 20-26 of Algorithm (4.3).
Once the CT element search for one LC is completed, the process continues for the 
prior LC. The matrix transformation ends when all the LCs finish CT element search.
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The derived CT m atrix can be expressed by:
Act =
C T i CTg . . .  CT:**
'  Net,., Nct2,i Nctm,l ^
AIct2,2 ^Ctm,2
A^ ct2,3 Nctm,Z
\  0 /A cq ^ 0/Act2,C . 0/Ac4*n,C /
(4.10)
where denotes the CT member in the CT group. Note tha t each column 
in the CT m atrix stands for a group of CT elements among which they can transm it 
data simultaneously without collisions. Note tha t (  stands for the maximum number 
of CT members among the CT groups.
The bandwidth availability for a new RTSN can be determined by using the CT matrix. 
The elements within the same CT group will claim for an identical TXOP. Let T X O P i j  
be the TXOP allocated for the CT group of RTSN*. For each different CT group 
of the same RTSN, the allocated TXOP has to be different. For any two distinct CT 
groups t and s, their assigned TXOPs have to satisfy:
T X O P i t  n  T X O P i s  =  ^ , t ^ s  (4.11)
Let 0{j) represent a normalized offset of timestamp j  within a SI. It is given by:
(4.12)
where [j] is for abstracting the integer part of a variable j.  The allocated TXOP in the 
CFP for each CT group j  can be denoted by:
Abi tan
=  k * . < ^ ( y  )  <  t  ) } (4.13)
Note tha t tbj and ta^  stand for the start and end time of the allocated TXOP for the 
CT group j  respectively. Let tsi stand for the duration of SI.
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The bandwidth consumed by the elements within a CT group j  of RTSN* can be
denoted by:
BrxoPij = T X O P i j  X C = Uo X r (4.14)
where C and Uq represent the raw channel capacity and the amount of resource blocks 
that can make up the T X O P i j .  Note tha t the claimed bandwidth is taken not only 
from the nodes on the route, but also from the nodes tha t reside within the CS range of 
the route. Therefore, the requested bandwidth for RTSN* from node k can be denoted 
as:
Breq,k =  | J  B rX O P ij ,
j  — 1 , 2 . . .  7ict,i and G 11 d{Nf~, ATq,) <  Des, A(a G (4.15)
where Uct,i represents the number of CT groups for RTSN* and Hctjj stands for the 
node set of the CT group j  of RTSN*. The above equation indicates tha t a node k 
needs to contribute the requested bandwidth BxxoPij it belongs to  the CT group 
j  of the RTSN* or it resides within the contending region of a node within the CT 
group j.  Let Uct,k indicate the CT group set for which node k needs to contributed its 
bandwidth.
In order to determine the RR for a new RTSN, the available resources of each node 
within the network need to be known. Let Ba,k be the available bandwidth of node k 
and can be expressed by:
Ba,k =  i f  rj = 0 (4.16)
jel
where I denotes the set of available resource blocks for the node k. The above equation 
implies that the available bandwidth of a node is the resource blocks tha t have not 
been reserved from other RTSNs. Thus, the requested bandwidth for a RTSN* can be 
denoted by:
Breq,i ~  Breq,k,
j  — 1, 2 . . .  Pctj and Nf  ^ Ç. Ylctjj || d(A /^j, A a^) <C Dc§, A^ a G Pict,ij (4.17)
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Table 4.2: Parameters used in the analytical framework
Parameter Definition
df,j,i First TXOP waiting channel access delay of MSDUj for RTSN*
dn,j,i Non service time channel access delay of MSDUj for RTSN*
P's,i Amount of Sis an MSDU of RTSN* experiences except the last SI
Number of TXOPs an MSDU of RTSN* experiences during the 
last SI except the last TXOP
dca,i Average channel access delay for RTSN*
dq,i Average queuing delay for RTSN*
dtr,i Average transmission delay for RTSN*
As a result, the RR can be successfully made if Breq,i can be provided by the available 
bandwidth of each node tha t has to contribute its bandwidth for the session. Otherwise, 
the request of bandwidth reservation has to be aborted.
4 .4.2 A n a ly t ic a l  F ra m e w o rk  fo r  R T S N s  w i th  T X O P s  in  t h e  C F P
In this sub-section, an analytical framework for evaluating the delay performance of 
RTSNs with dedicated bandwidth in the CFP is described. As mentioned in the pre­
vious sub-section, a RTSN needs sufficient bandwidth from the nodes within the route 
of interest and the nodes tha t reside within the CS range of the tagged route. Given 
tha t sufficient resources can be provided, the aspects tha t influence the performance 
of RTSNs with dedicated TXOPs are packet arrival rate and the size of TXOP. The 
dedicated resources allocated for a RTSN* yield a maximum transmission capability 
which can be reflected by reserved scheduling rate A*.,*. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the 
prerequisite of QoS guaranteeing for a RTSN* is tha t A*.,* is not less than the required 
scheduling rate A*. The relationship between A* and A*.,* can be categorized into three 
different transmission states: (i) non-saturated transmission state indicates th a t A* is 
smaller than A*.,*, (ii) saturated transmission state represents that A* is equal to A*.,*, and 
(iii) over-saturated transmission state implies tha t A* is larger than A*.,*. The reserved 
bandwidth under over-saturated state can not guarantee the QoS for its RTSN because 
the A* exceeds the maximum transmission capability of the reserved bandwidth. In 
order to evaluate the guaranteed QoS, the non-saturated and saturated conditions are 
the focuses here.
4.4. Performance Analysis
Assuming tha t during the CFP, nodes within each CT group of a RTSN can only 
get one TXOP in each SI. The size of TXOP can be tuned in order to accommodate 
multiple MSDUs. Note that an MSDU can consist of several data  frames which can 
be transm itted together if the size of TXOP allows. The average end-to-end delay for 
an MSDU consists of channel access delay, queuing delay and transmission delay. The 
subsequent sub-sections specify each of them in detail.
4.4.2.1 C hannel A ccess D elay
The channel access delay indicates the duration between the instant an MSDU reaches 
the head of the queue and the moment that it begins accessing the channel. In general, 
the channel access delay for a head-of-line MSDU consists of two parts. The first part 
is the duration tha t the head-of-line MSDU has to wait until its first dedicated TXOP 
appears. Consider an MSDUj of RTSN*. This part is referred to as first TXOP waiting 
channel access delay df j j .  Through reserving consecutive TXOPs for the CT groups of 
a RTSN*, MSDUs can be transm itted continually using the successive TXOPs allocated 
for different CT groups. However, they have to wait during other RTSNs’ TXOPs and 
the CAP after being transm itted using their dedicated bandwidth. Thus, the second 
part is the time tha t a head-of-line MSDU defers from the end of its transmission in a 
SI until its subsequent bandwidth appears in the next SI. Since this duration is not the 
service time for the RTSN, it is named as non service time channel access delay d**j,*.
TXOPs for RTSN /
MSDU j+1MSDU
Figure 4.6: SI and TXOPs for RTSN*
Since the arrival time of each head-of-line MSDU determines its dj j j ,  to formulate the 
arrival time of each MSDU and map it to an instant within a SI, sending interval m  is
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introduced and denoted by:
(4,18)
Ai
where sdatAi stands for the average size of MSDU for RTSNi. Consider an MSDUj 
for RTSNi. The offset duration between the start time of the current SI and the arrival 
time of the MSDUj can be expressed by:
v(J) = S { ^ ) - t s i  ■ (4.19)
. tgi
Fig. 4.6 shows an example of offset durations for two MSDUs. If an MSDU reaches the 
head of the line during its dedicated TXOP, the node detects whether the residual time 
in the TXOP is sufficient for another data transmission. Let toAi denote the entire 
duration for transm itting an MSDU of RTSNi. The duration includes the transmission 
time for data and its consequent ACK frame and can be expressed by:
tuAi = E\tDATA^] +  i'SIFS +  ^ACK +  tsiFS (4.20)
where E[tDATAi\ denotes the average transmission time for an MSDU of RTSNi. Note 
tha t tA C K  and t s i F S  express the duration of ACK transmission and cost of SIPS 
respectively. Fig. 4.6 implies the TXOPs allocated to a RTSNi in the CFP. For each 
MSDU, the SI can be viewed as being divided into dedicated TXOPs during which 
it can get transm itted, and non-TXOP duration when it has to defer. Note tha t an 
MSDU is only allowed to be transm itted if it reaches the head of the line in the TXOP 
and the residual time left in tha t TXOP is longer than trtAi- Let ^ i  be the duration 
of trxoPri -  tDAi- Considering the non-saturated and saturated transmission states, 
there is no MSDU buffered in the source node after its dedicated TXOPs elapse. Please 
refer to 3.3.1.2 for the proof. Based on this argument, the can be classified into 
three categories for a tagged MSDU. First, the MSDU arrives inside the interval [0, 
of its dedicated TXOP. Second, the MSDU arrives within the interval (^ i, '^i +  /xj in 
the current SI. Third, the MSDU arrives during the interval +  tsi) in the current 
SI. The MSDU falling within the second category will reach the head of the line. It 
defers until the subsequent dedicated TXOP appears. The MSDU falling under the first
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Figure 4.7: Channel access delay and queuing delay
category will either buffer in the queue or immediately access the channel. Therefore, it 
has no channel access delay. The MSDU following the third category will buffer in the 
queue and experience no channel access delay before being transm itted. Consequently, 
the d for all the categories can be expressed by:
0 ,
[1 -  
0 ,
i f  0 < T]{j) < 
i f  yifi < r]{j) < iXi +  
z / /ii +  'Fi < ri{j) < tsi
(4.21)
In terms of the non service time channel access delay, there are two categories for a 
tagged MSDU. First, the MSDU arrives at the head of the queue inside the interval 
+  Hi] of its TXOP. Second, the MSDU arrives outside +  Hi] of its SI
and gets transm itted within the interval [iDAj? ^rxoPr-.J its next TXOP groups. If 
an MSDU; gets transm itted following the second category, it will always buffers in 
the queue of nodes along the route. Therefore, it experiences no dn,j,v The dn,j,i of 
MSDU falling within the first category includes all the non transmission time during its 
TXOPs and the non-TXOP duration. After being transm itted at the first place from 
the source node, the MSDU will still reside at the head of the queue in the subsequent 
node and wait for its TXOP. For each head-of-line MSDU, it can obtain transmission 
time-slots in each TXOP allocated to the corresponding RTSN in the CFP. Therefore, 
if the completion time of the MSDU does not fall within the tagged SI, the dn,j,i during 
this SI is denoted by dns,j,i and given by:
dns,j,i — tsi P'ct,i ' ^DAi (4.22)
It implies tha t if an MSDU reaches the head of queue before its first TXOP comes, its
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dn,j,i is the duration of a SI except its transmission time given tha t the completion time 
of the MSDU does not fall within this SI. W ithin the last SI during which the multi-hop
transmission for the MSDU is completed, the non-TXOP duration is not included in 
the channel access delay. The dn,j,i for the MSDU within the last SI contains the non 
transmission time during all the TXOPs which are scheduled before the TXOP during 
which its last-hop transmission takes place. The dn j,i  inside each of these TXOPs is 
denoted by dnt,j,i and given by:
dnt,j,i = tTXOPr,i +  i s i F S  ~ tDAi (4.23)
The dns,j ,i  and dnt,j , i  will become the queuing delay for the MSDU tha t arrives out of the 
interval '^i +  Hi] within a SI. The detail is explained in the 4.4.2.2. Consequently, 
the dn,j, i  of an MSDU for all the categories can be expressed by:
0, i f  0 <  T ] { j )  <
dns,j,ins,i +  dnt,j,int,i, i f  ^ i  < 'HU) < Mi +  (4.24)
0, i f  Hi + ^ i  < V(j) < tsi
dn,j,i — ^
Note that ris,i denotes the amount of Sis an MSDU of RTSN^ experiences except the 
last SI and rit,i stands for the number of TXOPs an MSDU of RTSN^ experiences during 
the last SI except the last TXOP when the transmission of the MSDU is completed. 
Let rih,i express the number of hops tha t RTSNi traverses through. For the second 
category in (4.24), the first term  is the dn,j,i within the non-final Sis. The reason why 
the last SI is partitioned from the other Sis is that an MSDU does not experience this 
SI fully. An example can be observed in Fig. 4.7, which shows the difference between 
the two kinds of Sis. The number of Us,i varies according to Uh,i and rict,i, which is 
given by:
P'Sfi — ^
L S tJ,
(4.25)
„   ) ^  0
The first condition in the equation (4.25) considers the case tha t Uh,i is an integer 
multiple of nct.i- In this case, the number of total experienced Sis is Excluding
the final SI, Us,i can be obtained. The second condition is tha t rih,i is not an integer
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multiple of ric t,i- In this case, r is ,i  is equal to the integer part of
In terms of it follows the same manner of division as for ris^ i. Therefore, nt,i is 
derived by:
rict,i -  1, i f  m o d { ^ )  =  0
nt,i — ^ (4.26)
In the case tha t rih^ i is an integer multiple of rict,i, an MSDU will utilize its transmission 
time-slots in all the TXOPs during the last SI. Therefore, considering tha t each CT 
group can have one TXOP, nt,i is equal to the amount of CT groups subtracting the last 
TXOP during which the MSDU completes its transmission. If Uh,i is not the integer 
multiple of the rict,i, the number of TXOPs an MSDU utilizes for transmission in the 
last SI is modÇ^^). Subtracting the last TXOP from mod{^^^), nt,i in this case is 
derived. The total channel access delay dcj i^ for an MSDU; of RTSN% can be obtained 
by adding dfj^i and dn,j,i-
4.4 .2 .2  Q ueuing D elay
The queuing delay is measured from the moment when an MSDU buffers in the queue 
to the instant tha t it reaches the head of the line. Consider a tagged MSDU. Its queuing 
delay can be classified into two categories. First, the MSDU gets transm itted during the 
interval [0, to Ai] of each TXOP. Second, the MSDU gets transm itted inside the interval 
(tDAiitTXOPr,i] of its TXOP. For the MSDU following the first category, it will always 
reside at the front-line of the queue. Therefore, its delay consists of channel access 
delay and transmission delay but no queuing delay. For the MSDU falling under the 
second category, it will always buffer in the queue. It reaches the head of the line after 
its prior MSDUs have been sent and accesses the channel immediately. Consequently, 
its total delay consists of transmission delay and queuing delay.
If an MSDU buffers in the queue during (ff/i -t- Hi^tsi) within the SI, it will experience 
the queuing delay of [1 -  • tsi before its dedicated TXOPs appear. Since it gets
transm itted using its own time-slots in its TXOPs and then buffers in the subsequent 
node, its queuing delay contains all the duration except transmission time within the 
Sis when the transmission of the MSDU is not completed. Therefore, tns,j,i • in this
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tns,j,i • ris,i + tntj.i • nt,i -  vU) + (toAi +  tsiFs) ' , i f  0 < vU) <
dqj^i =   ^ 0 , vU) <
[1 -  ^ ] - t s i  +  tns,j,i ■ ris,i + ■ nt,i +  {tDAi +  ^SIFs) ' i f  < ??(;) < tai
M2U
case is a proportion of queuing delay for the MSDU. Similarly, the queuing delay among 
the non-final TXOPs during the final SI is tnt,j,i‘'nt,i- Note tha t in the last TXOP when 
the end-to-end transmission of the MSDU is completed, the MSDU will wait until its 
prior MSDUs have been sent and get transm itted to the destination. The queuing delay 
incurred by each prior MSDU is t^Ai + tsiFS^ The number of accumulated MSDUs 
before the tagged MSDU is ^ZZÜld&izÊij, Consequently, the queuing delay experienced 
in the last TXOP can be denoted as { t o A i  +  t s i F s )  ' _ The queuing delay
in this case is given by (4.27).
If an MSDU buffers in the queue during the interval [0, of the SI, it can be trans­
mitted during the current TXOP. However, it needs to wait until its prior MSDUs have 
finished their transmissions. Akin to the queuing delay, of the MSDU arriving during 
(^ i -b Hiitsi), all the non transmission time of the MSDU is queuing delay. The dif­
ference between these two categories is tha t in this case, the MSDU arrives within the 
duration of its TXOP. The queuing delay in this state is denoted by (4.27).
4 .4 .2 .3  T ran sm issio n  D elay
The transmission delay is the total time-slots during which an MSDU gets transm itted 
at a node. Since each MSDU will experience Uh,i times transmissions in order to reach 
the destination. Consequently, the total transmission delay is:
dtr,i — t,DAi ' P'hfi (4.28)
The total average delay of a RTSN^ is equal to the average delay for all the MSDUs. 
In order to simplify the calculation, the periodic property of function r]{j) can be 
derived from the proof in 3.3.1.2. The periodic character indicates tha t the value of 
arrival offset duration for an arbitrary MSDU will appear periodically after certain
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Table 4.3: Numerical analysis parameters
Definition Parameter(units) Value
Length of SIFS 
Slot time 
ACK size 
MAC header 
Physical transmission rate 
N /A  
N /A  
N /A  
N/A
tSIFS (P'S)
(t{hs)
5ACK (bytes)
Omoc (bytes) 
R(Mbps)
Interface queue size (packets) 
Transmission range (m) 
Carrier sensing range(m) 
Traffic application
10
20
28
28
11
50
250
550
CBR over UDP
subsequent number of MSDUs. It can be concluded from (4.21), (4.24) and (4.27) 
that MSDUs possessing the same arrival offset duration have the same channel access 
delay and queuing delay. Thus, by computing the mean value of channel access delay 
and queuing delay of all the MSDUs arrived within a certain recurring period, average 
channel access delay and average queuing delay can be obtained by:
dcj i^
dca,i —
Pi
(4.29)
Pi
(4.30)
where pi represents the minimum repeating period for the MSDUs of a RTSN^. As a 
result, the average delay of a RTSN^ can be denoted by:
(4.31)dave,i — dca,i T  dq i^ +  dtr,i
4 .4 .3  N u m e r ica l A n a ly s is
The accuracy of the proposed analytical model is verified and investigated using ns-2 
simulations. The parameters utilized in the theoretical computation and simulation are 
shown in Tab. 4.3. The MAC and physical layer parameters follow the IEEE 802.11b 
standard. CS range is 550m for meeting the criteria tha t it is at least twice as much as 
the transmission range. CBR applications are applied in all the traffic sessions and the
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size of generated UDP packets is fixed as 512 bytes. AODV is chosen as the routing 
protocol for the simulations.
First, the impact of number of hops and traffic load on the delay performance is in­
vestigated. Fig. 4.8 depicts the theoretical results for the delay performance of RTSNs 
with different data rates (i.e. 400kb/s, 1300kb/s and 2200kb/s). The rih^ i is set from 
2 to 10 and tsi is equal to 10ms. The reserved scheduling rate set for each RTSN can 
guarantee its QoS. It can be observed tha t delay of RTSNs increases more sharply when 
they have to experience an additional SI due to the increment of hops. For instance, 
since the number of CT groups for the tagged route tha t the RTSNs traverse through is 
3, the MSDUs of these RTSNs can finish their transmissions within 2 Sis if the number 
of hops along the route is from 4 to 6. However, when the number of hops increases to 
7, the MSDUs need to experience portion of another SI before their transmissions can 
be completed. The additional non service time between the 2nd and 3rd Sis causes the 
sharp increment of delay. In addition, simulation results are also demonstrated in Fig. 
4.8, where different number of hops are applied for the route tha t the RTSNs traverse 
through. The agreement between the simulation and theoretical results validates the 
accuracy of the proposed analytical framework.
Fig. 4.9 demonstrates the delay curves of RTSNs traversing 9 hops from the sources to 
their destinations under different size of Sis. The delay of the RTSNs increases along 
with the increment of SI. For example, when SI increases from 15ms to 20ms, delay 
of the RTSNs with 400kb/s experiences about 34% more delay. This attributes to the 
prolonged non service time. Note tha t the RTSNs with higher traffic loads receive 
longer delay because of the prolonged queuing delay. As shown in Fig. 4.9, the RTSNs 
with 1300kb/s receive about 10% more delay than the RTSNs with 400kb/s when SI 
is 20ms. As for each theoretical curve, the corresponding simulation results have been 
provided and a good agreement between them can be found.
In order to investigate the trade-off between the QoS performance and the network 
capacity, theoretical performance of RTSNs with lOOOkb/s required scheduling rates is 
evaluated on a 9 hop chain network. Fig. 4.10 demonstrates the trade-off between the 
delay performance of the RTSNs with dedicated TXOPs and the number of RTSNs
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that can be accommodated in the CFP. Fig. 4.10 suggests that the delay performance 
of the RTSNs becomes worse along with increasing SI. Reversely, the amount of RSTNs 
that can reserve bandwidth in the CFP increases when the size of SI becomes bigger.
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For example, when SI increases from 15ms to 20ms, delay of the RTSNs enhances 
by nearly 35% but the number of RTSNs tha t can obtain dedicated bandwidth in 
the CFP augments by approximately 29%. Consequently, the analytical framework is
proved possessing the functionality to investigate trade-off among system parameters.
4.5 Performance Evaluation
This section demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed EDCA-DMRR through a 
set of ns2 simulations. EDCA-DMRR is compared with EDCA/RR, DARE and EDCA 
for end-to-end delay, throughput, packet loss ratio and fairness performance over chain 
and random topologies.
In the simulations, the IEEE 802.11 EDCA MAC protocol is utilized to support EDCA- 
DMRR. AODV routing protocol is employed in the protocol stack of each mesh node 
for setting up wireless connectivity. All the mesh nodes in the networks are assumed 
to be stationary. The key simulation parameters are summarized in Tab. 4.4. Mesh 
nodes within the networks utilize fixed transmission power of 281niW. This results in
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Table 4.4: Simulation parameters
Parameter (units) Value
Propagation model 
Transmission range (m) 
Carrier sensing range(m) 
Channel capacity (Mbps) 
Antenna 
Routing protocol 
MAC protocol 
Interface queue size (packets) 
D ata packet size (bytes) 
Service interval(s)
Two ray ground 
250 
550 
11
Omni-directional 
AODV 
IEEE 802.11e EDCA 
50 
512 
0.01
250m transmission range using ns2^s standard channel model. CS range is kept at 
550m which is more than twice as much as the transmission range. The RTS/CTS 
handshaking is utilized in the CAP. It is assumed tha t data packets always generate 
from the sources throughout the simulation time.
In order to investigate the impact of interference on the performance of a single RTSN 
and a NRTSN, In simulation scenario I, a QoS reservation route is set up as an example 
shown in Fig. 4.11. A RTSN traverses from the source node 1 to the destination node 
9 and a NRTSN passes through the identical route. Beside that, an interfering route is 
established near the QoS reservation route. A NRTSN with the data rate of 500kb/s 
transm its on the interfering route, traversing 8 hops before being received by the des­
tination. The number of hops for both the QoS route and the interfering route varies 
from 2 to 10. Two kinds of low-priority sessions (i.e. UDP and Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP)) are applied along the QoS reservation route so th a t the simulations 
are categorized by two sets, (i) real-time UDP session and non-real-time UDP session, 
(ii) real-time UDP session and low-priority TCP session. D ata rate for all UDP sessions 
is set to be 400kb/s in this scenario.
In order to investigate the performance of multiple RTSNs in a more realistic environ­
ment with other competing sessions, in simulation scenarios II and III, a WMN with 
400 mesh nodes is set up. All the nodes are randomly uniformly deployed in a 5.0 x 
5.0 km^ area. Four Internet gateways are located within the WMN, connecting it to 
a wired network. All the traffic sessions employ CBR applications and generate UDP
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Figure 4.12: Performance of UDP-UDP traffic mix in scenario I 
packets with fix packet size of 512 bytes.
In simulation scenario II, RTSNs generate from randomly selected source nodes and 
their destinations are destined as one of the Internet gateways. The number of RTSNs
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Figure 4.13: Performance of UDP-TCP traffic mix in scenario I
varies from 1 to 20. On the other hand, several background traffic sessions are trans­
mitted from randomly selected sources to their destinations. In simulation scenario III, 
20 RTSNs pump into the network from randomly selected sources and their destina­
tions are chosen as one of the Internet gateways. Further, background traffic sessions 
are randomly set up among the network and their traffic loads vary from 50kb/s to 
800kb/s.
4 .5 .1  D e la y
Fig. 4.12a and 4.13a show the delay performance of RTSN in simulation scenario I. 
Under high traffic load of interference, delay of the RTSN with both EDCA/RR, and 
EDCA is deteriorated. Because of the channel contention caused by intra-session and 
the interference posed by both the off-route session and the NR.TSN along the QoS
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Figure 4.14: Performance in random scenario II
reservation route, EDCA can not provide sufficient bandwidth for the RTSN in order 
to guarantee its QoS. Moreover, retransmission and re-routing incurred by collisions 
further devastate its performance. In EDCA/RR, collisions always happen in the CFP 
because of interference. The real-time packets which fail in transmission need to be 
retransm itted in the subsequent periodic reserved time-slots. This deferral time is 
much longer than the duration cost by back-off and deferral in the contention-based 
mechanism. Thus, it increases the delay of its own and also affects the performance 
of subsequent packets. In contrast to EDCA and EDCA/RR, the RTSN with EDCA- 
DMRR and DARE receive significant improvement in terms of delay. For example, 
EDCA-DMRR RTSN in UDP-TCP traffic mix experiences about 87% and 98% less 
delay in 6 hop chain compared to EDCA and EDCA/RR. respectively. In DARE, 
real-time packets will be either discarded due to collisions or properly received by the 
destination. Different from DARE, EDCA-DMRR provides interference avoidance so
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Figure 4.15: Performance in random scenario III
that packets can be properly delivered to the destination. This can be observed by the 
performance of packet loss ratio, which will be specified in 4.5.3.
Fig. 4.15a and 4.14a demonstrate the average delay performance of RTSNs in simula­
tion scenario II and III. RTSNs with EDCA/RR receive the worst delay performance 
because of the deferral time for retransm itting real-time packets tha t collide with other 
interfering packets. Compared with EDCA/RR, EDCA performs better because the de­
ferral and back-off duration incurred by collision is shorter than the time cost by waiting 
a whole SI. For example, in scenario III, when the traffic loads of background sessions 
are 400kb/s, EDCA RTSNs receive about 55% less delay compared to EDCA/RR. 
However, EDCA RTSNs still suffer from issues such as interference and channel con­
tention, which result in unsatisfactory performance. RTSNs with EDCA-DMRR and 
DARE receives stabilized and guaranteed delay. Their performance is not affected by
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the variation of background traffic sessions. As shown in Fig. 4.14a, when the number 
of RTSNs increases to 10, EDCA-DMRR and DARE RTSNs in scenario II experience 
about 95% and 98% less delay compared to EDCA and ED CA /RR respectively.
4 .5 .2  T h ro u g h p u t
Fig. 4.12b and 4.13b demonstrate the throughput performance of RTSN in simulation 
scenario I. Issues such as interference and channel contention make negative impact on 
the throughput performance of RTSN with EDCA, DARE and EDCA/RR. Under high 
traffic load of interference, EDCA outperforms ED CA/RR and DARE. For instance, in 
UDP-UDP traffic mix, EDCA RTSN in 6 hop chain obtains about 31% and 80% more 
throughput compared to EDCA/RR and DARE respectively. This attributes to the 
interfering-prone RR in ED CA/RR and DARE. In addition, low efficiency of bandwidth 
utilization for the reserved time-slots in ED CA/RR and DARE also contributes to the 
unsatisfactory throughput performance. If reserved bandwidth is interfered with other 
transmissions, the resources will be wasted along the QoS reservation route because the 
other nodes are not allowed to reuse the reserved time-slots. In contrast to the other 
three schemes, RTSN with EDCA-DMRR obtains the highest throughput. For instance, 
EDCA-DMRR RTSN in UDP-UDP traffic mix receives approximately 230% and 399% 
more throughput in 7 hop chain compared to ED CA /RR and DARE respectively.
Fig. 4.14b and 4.15b demonstrate the average throughput performance of RTSNs 
in simulation scenario II and III respectively. RTSNs with EDCA receive the worst 
performance compared with the other three schemes. For instance, EDCA RTSNs 
in simulation scenario III receive about 82% and 70% less throughput compared to 
ED CA/RR and DARE respectively when the data rates of background sessions are 
500kb/s. This attributes to the channel contention and interference from the other 
RTSNs and also the background sessions. For the hybrid MAC RR schemes, ED CA /RR 
outperforms DARE in both scenarios. For instance, EDCA /RR RTSNs in simulation 
scenario III achieve about 89% throughput improvement compared to DARE when 
data rates of background sessions are 700kb/s. The reason is tha t ED CA /RR enables 
the packet retransmission mechanism for the real-time packets tha t are expected to
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be safely transm itted in the reservation period. Once a real-time packet collides with 
another interfering packet. ED CA/RR will retransmit the packet in the next periodic 
reservation period. This can enhance the throughput of the RTSNs compared with 
DARE which discards each real-time packet once it is not successfully received on time 
due to collision. W ith the interference avoidance as well as the CT mechanisms, EDCA- 
DMRR outperforms all the other three schemes. As shown in Fig. 4.14b and 4.15b, 
EDCA-DMRR RTSNs in simulation scenario II obtain approximately 70% and 92% 
more throughput than EDCA/RR and DARE respectively when the number of RTSNs 
is 10. In addition, EDCA-DMRR RTSNs in simulation scenario III achieve about 118% 
and 207% throughput improvement compared to  ED CA /RR and DARE respectively 
when background sessions have the data rates of 400kb/s.
4 .5 .3  P a ck et L oss R a tio
As mentioned before, RTSNs with DARE show a good delay performance. However, 
this does not indicate tha t DARE can get rid of the interference issue. Fig. 4.12d 
and 4.13d demonstrate the packet loss ratio of RTSN in simulation scenario I. RTSN 
with DARE receives the highest packet loss ratio. For instance, in UDP-UDP traffic 
mix, DARE RTSN in 9 hop chain loses about 17% and 15% more packets compared to 
ED CA/RR and EDCA respectively. DARE does not employ retransmission mechanism 
for real-time packets which are expected to be transm itted in the reservation period 
without any collisions. However, under high traffic load of interference, large amount 
of real-time packets collide with their interfering packets and they have to be discarded 
because retransmission is not applied to them. ED CA /RR outperforms DARE in terms 
of packet loss ratio because it utilizes retransmission mechanism for real-time packets 
which collide with other interfering packets during their own dedicated transmission 
durations. W ith deferral and back-off, EDCA outperforms EDCA /RR and DARE in 
terms of packet loss ratio. As shown in Fig. 4.13d, EDCA RTSN in 9 hop chain 
loses about 4% and 19% less packets than ED CA /RR and DARE respectively. This 
attributes to the random channel access and the retransmission mechanism. The best 
performance of packet loss ratio is received by the RTSN with EDCA-DMRR. Fig. 
4.12d shows tha t EDCA-DMRR RTSN in UDP-UDP traffic mix has approximately 98%
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improvement on packet loss ratio in 4 hop chain compared with DARE and EDCA /RR 
respectively.
Fig. 4.14c and 4.15c present the average packet loss ratio of RTSNs in simulation sce­
nario II and III respectively. RTSNs with EDCA receive the highest packet loss ratio 
compared with the other three schemes. For example, in simulation scenario II, EDCA 
RTSNs lose about 77% and 120% more packets than DARE and ED CA /RR respec­
tively when the number of RTSNs is 9. Even equiped with retransmission mechanism 
for real-time packets, collisions caused by interference from the background traffic ses­
sions and the other RTSNs still affect the majority of the reserved transmissions. In 
contrast to EDCA, RTSNs with ED CA/RR and DARE receive lower packet loss ratio. 
W ith retransmission mechanism, ED CA/RR outperforms DARE. RTSNs with EDCA- 
DMRR possess the lowest packet loss ratio compared with the other schemes. Fig. 
4.14c shows tha t when the number RTSNs is 10, EDCA-DMRR RTSNs improve the 
packet loss ratio by approximately 99% compared to EDCA, ED CA /RR and DARE 
respectively.
4 .5 .4  Im p a ct o f  N u m b er  o f  H op s
Fig. 4.12 and 4.13 show the impact of number of hops for RTSN in simulation scenario 
I. W ith the increment of hops, delay of RTSN with EDCA and ED CA /RR grows 
more sharply than with DARE and EDCA-DMRR. For instance, EDCA-DMRR RTSN 
in UDP-UDP traffic mix merely experiences 11ms more delay when the number of 
hops increases from 4 to 8. However, delay of ED CA /RR RTSN leaps up to 72ms 
when experiencing 4 more hops. This attributes to the increasing number of nodes 
that tend to suffer from interference from the CS range. The delay of RTSN with 
DARE can merely reflect the performance of real-time packets th a t are transm itted 
without any collisions. However, RTSN with DARE enjoys decreased throughput and 
enhanced packet loss ratio when the number of hops increases. This attributes to the 
fact tha t more packets tend to be affected along with the stretching length of QoS route. 
EDCA /RR shares the similar trend with DARE and it performs better than DARE 
because of employing retransmission mechanism. It can be observed from the results
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tha t the throughput and the packet loss ratio of RTSN with EDCA can be guaranteed 
when the number of hops is small. However, its throughput plunges and the packet 
loss ratio leaps dramatically along with the increment of hops. In contrast to these 
schemes, EDCA-DMRR possesses the best overall performance due to the dedicated 
RR without interference.
4 .5 .5  F airness
Beside guaranteeing the QoS for RTSNs, the fairness toward NRTSNs is another issue 
tha t must be taken into account. Although delay metric is not a concern to NRTSNs, 
sustainable services should be satisfied so th a t the fairness among distinct prioritized 
applications can be ensured. Fig. 4.12c and 4.13c indicate the throughput performance 
of NRTSN along the QoS reservation route. NRTSN with EDCA receives reduced 
throughput, which can attribute to the channel contention from RTSN as well as the 
issues such as re-routing and retransmission caused by interference. The throughput 
of NRTSN with ED CA/RR and DARE is also degraded because excessive bandwidth 
is allocated to the RTSN. Although no RTSN tends to contend with the NRTSN, the 
limited resources as well as the interference posed by the off-route session devastate 
its performance. Akin to DARE and EDCA/RR, in EDCA-DMRR, the RTSN gets 
dedicated bandwidth tha t is regularly allocated in each SI and gives up contending 
with the NRTSN in the CAP. The difference lies in tha t due to the efficient bandwidth 
utilization of CFP, the RTSN can secure guaranteed QoS by reserving less bandwidth 
so tha t more bandwidth can be allocated to CAP. For instance, EDCA-DMRR RTSN 
can merely reserved 3 TXOPs in 9 hop chain in the CFP so tha t its guaranteed QoS 
can be achieved. However, DARE and ED CA /RR RTSN needs to reserve a TXOP for 
each hop in order to achieve the completion of its reserved transmissions. Owing to 
the CAP back-off algorithm, adequate resources for the contention-based environment 
and the service partition, the throughput of NRTSN is improved in EDCA-DMRR 
compared with the other three schemes. Fig. 4.13c shows tha t approximately 96% and 
78% throughput improvements can be seen for EDCA-DMRR NRTSN in UDP-TCP 
traffic mix compared with DARE, EDCA /RR in 6 hop chain respectively.
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4.6 Chapter Summary and Conclusions
This chapter proposed a novel distributed hybrid MAC RR scheme, using IEEE 802.11e 
EDCA as the MAC layer protocol, in order to address the issues of QoS provisioning 
in IEEE 802.11-based WMNs. W ith the support of signalling process for interference 
detection as well as pre-scheduled concurrent transmissions, the proposed scheme can 
solve the problems such as interference and low efficiency of spatial reuse and provide 
guaranteed QoS performance for RTSNs while pledging the fairness toward NRTSNs.
Simulation results over chain and random topologies in various network conditions con­
firmed that EDCA-DMRR can guarantee the QoS for RTSNs and it performs signifi­
cantly better than EDCA and EDCA/RR in terms of end-to-end delay, throughput, and 
packet loss ratio. For instance, approximately 97% and 105% improvements on average 
can be achieved in terms of delay and throughput respectively by using EDCA-DMRR 
compared with EDCA /RR in random simulation scenario III where background traffic 
loads vary. Although DARE can provide guaranteed delay performance of real-time 
packets tha t are successfully received by their destinations. It does not take into ac­
count the interference avoidance and thus can not achieve guaranteed throughput and 
minimum packet loss ratio. Simulation results in random scenario III indicated tha t 
EDCA-DMRR enhances about 219% more throughput and results in approximately 
99% less packet loss on average than DARE. On the other hand, the fairness toward 
other types of session can be ensured by using EDCA-DMRR and it outperforms the 
other three schemes in terms of this aspect. Simulation result in chain scenario I sug­
gested tha t EDCA-DMRR NRTSN in UDP-UDP traffic mix can achieve nearly 231% 
and 223% throughput improvements on average among the hop chains compared with 
EDCA/RR and DARE respectively.
EDCA-DMRR can be considered as a candidate for QoS provisioning over WMNs. As 
an effective distributed RR scheme, EDCA-DMRR can be expected to be employed 
in some areas such as Wi-Fi and mobile ad-hoc wireless networks in order to provide 
guaranteed QoS for time-critical traffic sessions. However, to implement EDCA-DMRR 
in a wireless network with mobile nodes has not been investigated in this thesis. Since 
the problems such as channel contention and interference also exist in mobile wire­
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less networks, EDCA-DMRR can be a solution to address the QoS provisioning issues. 
However, the mobility function of nodes can result in difficulties for achieving synchro­
nization of state information. Thus, to apply EDCA-DMRR in mobile environment 
needs further study in the future.
Chapter 3 and 4 proved tha t hybrid MAC RR schemes can be employed to provide QoS 
guaranteeing for RTSNs in both single-hop and multi-hop communications. However, 
to share the resources efficiently is not yet addressed in hybrid MAC RR schemes. For 
instance, in a real-world case, RTSNs with different QoS demands co-exist. Reserving 
hard resources for RTSNs with loose throughput demands will result in the wastage 
of bandwidth because they can not utilize the allocated resources fully. In addition. 
Chapter 3 suggested that resources have to be reserved optimally for RTSNs according 
to their specific QoS demands (i.e. throughput and delay bound) in order to enhance 
the efficiency of bandwidth utilization. Therefore, to improve the bandwidth efficiency, 
decisions of the optimized reserved bandwidth for each RTSN as well as the resource 
sharing need to be made before implementing the actual RR. This will be studied in 
the next chapter.
Chapter 5
Adm ission Control for Hybrid  
MAC R R  Schemes
Hybrid MAC schemes can provide periodic contention-free medium access via dedicated 
RR for RTSNs with guaranteed QoS, while leaving contention based medium access for 
NRTSNs. However, how to enhance the bandwidth efficiency while considering to 
satisfy throughput and delay-bound (i.e. latency) demands for RTSNs in hybrid MAC 
RR schemes is an open issue. This chapter proposes a distributed AC A with soft RR 
for distributed hybrid MAC RR schemes suitable for IEEE 802.11 WMNs; a scheme 
for enhancing the efficiency of bandwidth utilization while guaranteeing the QoS for 
RTSNs according to their specific QoS demands.
5.1 Introduction
Hybrid MAC RR schemes are effective in providing guaranteed QoS support for RT­
SNs. Through obtaining dedicated TXOPs, RTSNs can avoid the overhead introduced 
by deferral and back-off and also collisions with other transmission attem pts. On the 
other hand, the CAP can deal with traffic burst incurred by other types of sessions, 
achieving high multiplexing gain and supporting better resource sharing.
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Why A C  is needed fo r  hybrid M A C  R R  scheme?
To date, some contributions [67,74,59] have been proposed following the hybrid MAC 
RR schemes. Through reserving sufficient bandwidth for RTSNs, guaranteed QoS can 
be provided. However, if resources (i.e. bandwidth) are over-reserved for certain RT­
SNs, bandwidth efficiency will be degraded because the unnecessary over-guaranteed 
QoS will result in less available bandwidth left for other sessions. Moreover, due to dis­
tinct QoS demands of RTSNs, Hard RR is not an efficient way in terms of bandwidth 
efficiency. Here the hard RR indicates tha t the reserved bandwidth is only allowed to 
be utilized by its reservation owner. Along with the real-time applications, for example 
video, which require high data rate with stringent delay requirements, there are also low 
data rate applications, for example voice, which need to meet stringent delay bounds 
but have relatively low throughput requirements [97]. Allocating hard resources for 
these applications can result in low efficiency of resource utilization because the reser­
vation owners can not fully utilize the exclusive bandwidth reserved to them. To solve 
these problems, the optimized volume of resources for the RTSNs with specific QoS 
demands need to be decided before the RR is implemented. In addition, decision of 
resource sharing also has to be considered. To achieve these goals, AC is needed.
Chapter contribution
This chapter focuses on the improvement of bandwidth efficiency by solving issues 
such as hard RR and bandwidth over-reservation, regardless of specific QoS demands.
For these purposes, a Distributed Admission Control Algorithm (DACA) with soft RR 
is proposed, supporting hybrid MAC RR schemes to achieve optimized RR for RTSNs 
with particular QoS requirements and implement resource sharing. It can decide the 
minimum volume of the reserved bandwidth for meeting the QoS demands of each 
RTSN. Thus, the utilization of network capacity can be improved. In addition, DACA 
can permit several RTSNs with loose throughput requirements but stringent delay 
bounds to share identical TXOP in a coordinated manner given tha t each of them  can 
obtain guaranteed QoS according to its specific QoS requirements. DACA will assess
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each incoming RTSN with its QoS demands and determine the type of bandwidth to 
be reserved (i.e. soft or hard resources). By achieving these functionalities, DACA can 
make more RTSNs to reserved bandwidth in the CFP while meeting their specific QoS 
demands, achieving improved bandwidth efficiency.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 discusses the back­
ground and related works. Section 5.3 specifies the proposed DACA in single-hop 
communication, which is followed by Section 5.4 tha t specifies the DACA in multi­
hop communication. Simulation results are presented and discussed in Section 5.5. 
Eventually, Section 5.6 summarizes this chapter and gives discussion.
5.2 Background and Related Works
So far, many ACAs for contention-based environment have been proposed. As for 
bandwidth estimation, earlier contributions merely consider the consumed bandwidth 
within the transmission range [98]. Following the scheme in [99] which estimates the 
bandwidth within the CS range, latter works on ACA for WMNs focus on the accuracy 
of bandwidth estimation by taking into account the interference issue from the CS range 
[84,100]. However, since the inherent characteristics of contention-based environment, 
even if available bandwidth can be precisely estimated, the performance of RTSNs 
being adm itted into the networks can still be interrupted by collisions. This is because 
transmission attem pts can not be well-synchronized by all the mesh nodes sharing the 
overlapping contending region.
As a mechanism which possesses both reservation-based and contention-based periods, 
a hybrid MAC RR scheme can solve the aforementioned issues. It can synchronize the 
transmission schedules for RTSNs (with'QoS demands) via RR while providing flexible 
channel access for other types of sessions through contention. Hybrid MAC RR schemes 
are originally proposed in standards such as IEEE 802.15.4 [101] and WiMedia ECMA- 
368 [102]. Recently, some research works have implemented hybrid MAC RR schemes 
with AC in IEEE 802.11-based distributed wireless networks [74,67]. For instance, 
ED CA/RR [67] implements a hybrid MAC RR scheme with AC which utilizes explicit 
signalling in order to disseminate the resource state information and support ACA to
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determine RR for RTSNs. To further improve EDCA/RR, an ACA is proposed in [74] 
to implement dynamic RR in the CFP. This improved mechanism prioritizes the RTSNs 
with loose QoS demands, making them transm it in the CAP if no adequate resource is 
found in the CFP, and re-admits the RTSN with top precedence when unused resources 
in the CFP are detected.
Although aforementioned ACAs for hybrid MAC RR schemes can efficiently protect the 
enhanced QoS for existing RTSNs and support dynamic reservation of the idle resources 
in the CFP, they achieve QoS enhancement for RTSNs at the cost of low efficiency of 
bandwidth utilization. They do not consider to reuse the dedicated resources when 
their reservation owners have no packet to send. If RR is made more than the required 
minimum bandwidth for meeting the QoS demands of a RTSN, bandwidth wastage 
will occur. This reduces the number of RTSNs tha t can transm it in the CFP with 
guaranteed QoS. In addition, although the aforementioned ACAs with hybrid MAC RR 
schemes perform well in single-hop communication, they become less effective in multi­
hop communication because of the problems such as interference and low efficiency of 
spatial reuse.
Issues regarding bandwidth efficiency in hybrid MAC have also been studied. The 
authors of [103,104,105,106] discuss the drawbacks of hard RR and refer to soft RR 
by which unused reserved resources in the CFP can be temporarily accessed by other 
sessions in the CAP through contention. Although this soft RR can improve the band­
width efficiency for the sessions in the CAP, the resource sharing in the CFP for the 
usage of RTSNs is not considered. In essence, this simple soft RR can merely enhance 
the fairness toward other sessions transm itting in the CAP but has no improvement 
for RTSNs keening to obtain dedicated bandwidth in the CFP. As for large number of 
RTSNs with distinct QoS demands, the soft RR is expected to be used to accommodate 
more RTSNs in the CFP using an effective resource sharing scheme.
To solve these issues, an effective ACA can be a good solution. It is expected to makes 
the decisions of optimized RR and resource sharing for MAC scheduler. Then the 
MAC scheduler is able to allocate resources accordingly. The reserved bandwidth can 
be shared by several RTSNs so as to improve the CFP capacity by serving additional
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RTSNs. Meanwhile, it can strictly serve the guaranteed QoS for each of the RTSN. 
Finally, the ACA should prevent the RTSNs from over-utilizing the resources in the 
CFP. All these functionalities can be implemented by the proposed DACA.
5.3 AC for Hybrid MAC RR  Schemes in Single-Hop Com­
munication
This section specifies the proposed DACA and its application in single-hop communi­
cations. As shown in Fig. 5.1, it utilizes a performance estimator, a resource estimator, 
a reservation mode identifier and a soft resource table. The performance estimator and 
resource estimator will collaborate with each other in order to figure out the optimal 
reserved bandwidth for a RTSN according to its QoS demands (i.e. throughput and de­
lay bound). Based on the requested bandwidth worked out by the two estimators, the 
reservation mode identifier can decide the type of RR (i.e. hard or soft). Finally, the 
admission decision performs in line with the information obtained from soft resource 
table. Each of the component is distributed in every node. Their functionalities are 
shown below:
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Figure 5.1: Admission control and MAC scheduler
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• R eso u rce  E s tim a to r  (R E ): RE is responsible of pre-allocating the size of 
requested bandwidth (i.e. TXOP) of a newly arrived RTSN according to its QoS 
requirements such as required scheduling rate (throughput demand). It is also 
capable of adjusting the reserved resources (i.e. the size of TXOP) for the RTSN 
based on the feedback information from the performance estimator.
• P e rfo rm an c e  E s tim a to r  (P E ): PE predicts the delay performance of RTSNs 
according to their pre-allocated TXOPs, required scheduling rates, and other 
system parameters such as the size of SI.
• R ese rv a tio n  M o d e  Id en tifie r  (R M I): RMI can determine the minimum re­
quired TXOP for a RTSN to make hard RR. Since QoS requirements such as 
delay bound and required scheduling rate can be obtained from TSPEC which 
is carried by ADDTS frame. The reserved scheduling rate Àr,i, indicating the 
maximum transmission capability of the reserved bandwidth, can be derived by:
(5,1)
ts i
Note tha t n* stands for the number of MSDUs tha t can be transm itted in a TXOP 
during each SI and sdatAi represents the average size of an MSDU for a RTSNj.
The length of SI is denoted by tsi-
The size of TXOP reserved for RTSN* can be denoted as:
 ^ SDATAi 'Ui +  Oi  f
tT X O P r , i  =  -------------^ ------------- (5 .2)
where 0% represents the transmission overhead incurred by MAC header and R  
stands for the physical transmission rate. Using (5.1), the derivative of (5.2) can 
be given by:
tTxoP.,, = (5.3)
It implies tha t the size of allocated TXOP is closely associated with the reserved 
scheduling rate of a RTSN. The TXOP duration th a t is allocated to a RTSN for 
meeting its throughput requirement will be minimum if its reserved scheduling 
rate is equal to the required scheduling rate. The equation (5.2) indicates tha t
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RTSNj needs to utilize its reserved TXOP in each SI if > 1. However, the 
reserved TXOP for a RTSN with low throughput demand may not necessarily be 
provided in each SI. Converting to (5.1), it indicates tha t rii < 1. Therefore, the 
minimum TXOP tha t allows a session to make hard RR can be given by:
(5.4)
Consider a RTSN with stringent delay bound. Its reserved TXOP may need 
to be prolonged in order to satisfy the bounded delay. Let St x o p (M, drmax,i) 
stand for the size of TXOP tha t is computed from PE  and RE by considering 
the requirements of both delay bound drmax,i and throughput A*. Note th a t A, 
represents the required scheduling rate of a RTSNj. Obtaining this information, 
the reservation mode will be determined as described by:
i f  STXOp{^i,drmax,i) > trxoPmin.i Hard RR
(5.5)
i f  SxXOPi^i: drmax,i) i>TXOPmin,i  ^ RR
A RTSN tha t successfully reserves soft resources will have its dedicated bandwidth 
in each 2® SI, and x satisfies the requirement described as:
=  (5.6)
r,%
Note tha t AJ./stands for the reserved scheduling rate of a RTSN^ according to its 
QoS demands and can be denoted as:
w STXO p{^i ,  drmax,i) ' R  ~  Oj
— ■ y. . \  ' /
By considering the minimum resources for satisfying both delay bound and through­
put demands, (5.6) can ensure the guaranteed QoS for RTSNs while pledging tha t 
the assigned bandwidth is minimum.
• Soft reso u rce  ta b le ; The soft resource table contains the information of all 
the soft reserved TXOPs in the CEP. Key parameters are the sequence number
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txop-seq and the available resources UTSaj of a soft TXOPj. In addition, cur­
rent maximum number of soft reserved TXOPs max-txopseq in the CFP is also 
recorded. The soft resource table provides the available resource information for 
admission decision of each newly arrived RTSN and the RTSNs transm itting in 
the CAP.
Refer to a soft reserved TXOP, since it can be allocated to multiple RTSNs 
which occupy the bandwidth in turn, a periodicity is introduced to represent 
the maximum Sharing Opportunity (SHOP) of this soft TXOP. The periodicity 
also stands for the capacity of the soft reserved TXOP. Each of the SHOP in a 
ROI 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
aSI SI —4"— SI —d-— SI "I" SI —4*— SI —4 -— SI —*■
I 1 Idle SHOP
B  RTSN 1 
RTSN 2
SI -4
Figure 5.2: A soft reserved TXOP
periodicity will have a Resource Occupancy Identifier (ROI). If certain SHOP of 
a soft TXOP has been reserved by a RTSN, its corresponding ROI will be set as 
1. Otherwise, it will be set as 0, indicating tha t the SHOP is currently available 
for reservation. Fig. 5.2 shows an example of a soft reserved TXOP. Eight SHOPs 
are included in one periodicity and each of the SHOP is distributed in the same 
duration within 8 consecutive Sis. RTSN 1 reserves half of the SHOPs while 
RTSN 2 occupies one SHOP in each four Sis. After RR is completed by the 
MAC scheduler, the information regarding txopseq, maxdxop^seq and yjTSa,i 
will be uploaded to the soft resource table. Since each RTSN with low throughput 
demand reserves its soft resources in every 2^ Sis, the total capacity of this soft 
TXOP can be normalized as 1 and the allocated resources for a resource sharer 
RTSNi can be expressed by Thus, the available resources for a soft TXOP^
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can be calculated as:
UT&,- ^
 ^ ( 2^ 1 2^ 2 2^ 3 "!■ •••)
J- -  lZ^j=l
Note tha t Ng is the total number of RTSNs tha t utilize the soft TXOP. The result 
indicates tha t there are 1 -  ( E ^ i  available SHOPs distributed within a 
normalized soft TXOP. For making accurate admission decision, MAC scheduler 
will update the information in the soft resource table once another soft RR is 
performed.
5 .3 .1  R eso u r ce  D e te r m in a tio n  for R T S N s
When a newly arrived RTSN wishes to reserve dedicated bandwidth in the CFP, an 
ADDTS request frame is broadcasted from the source node. TSPEC tha t contains the 
QoS requirements such as the required scheduling rate (throughput demand) and delay 
bound is carried in ADDTS request frame and these information will be notified by all 
the neighbouring nodes. Obtaining the parameters of the new RTSN, DACA initiates 
the required size of TXOP for a RTSN based on its required scheduling rate:
tTXOPr, =  =  Ai. (5.9)
If delay bound is not defined stringently in TSPEC for a certain RTSN, after its re­
quested resources being calculated by RE, the information of requested bandwidth will 
be forwarded to RMI in order to figure out the type of RR for the new RTSN.
In terms of the RTSN with delay bound, the information of requested bandwidth in 
the CFP will be transferred from RE to PE  in order to figure out whether the reserved 
bandwidth can produce the required performance under delay bound. As shown in 
Algorithm (5.1), M{tTXOPr,i) indicates the predicted delay performance of a RTSN^ 
according to the size of reserved TXOP {tTXOPr,i)- If delay bound can not be 
satisfied, PE  will send a feedback information to RE, informing RE to adjust the 
reserved bandwidth for the session. Upon the receipt of the information, RE will
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A lg o rith m  5.1 Resource Determination for RTSNs 
1: A new RTSNi arrives 
2: tT X O P r , i  ^
dave,i ^  H f { t T X O P r , i )
4: w hile daue,z ^  dj-fnax^i d o  
5: i^TXOPr,i ~  ^TXOPr,i A B W
6 : d a v e ,i  ^  ^ { ^ T X O P r , ù
7: en d  w hile
8 : t r X O P r A  ^  t p X O P rr.i
increase the size of TXOP allocated to the session by a small fraction A B W  and send 
the adjusted bandwidth information to PE. This process will continue as a loop until the 
allotted TXOP can support bounded delay under requirement. The resource tuning 
will be terminated when the minimum bandwidth for meeting both throughput and 
delay bound can be identified.
5 .3 .2  S o ft R eso u r ce  R eserv a tio n  for R T S N s
After the requested minimum bandwidth of a newly arrived RTSN is decided by PE  
and RE, the RMI can figure out its reservation mode (i.e. soft or hard). If the resource 
mode RMi of the RTSN* is set to soft, DACA will find out whether the requested soft 
resources can be provided by the existing soft TXOPs tha t have available SHOPs to 
be reserved. DACA will search each of the soft reserved TXOP and work out their 
available SHOPs. Note that the available SHOPs of a soft TXOPj is U T & j. W ith the 
requested bandwidth TSr, i  of the newly arrived RTSNi, DACA admits the RTSN if the 
size of a soft TXOP and its available SHOPs can meet the requirements of the session. 
As shown in Algorithm (5.2), the S(x) is utilized for matching the required bandwidth 
with the available bandwidth and it returns 1 if the match succeeds. Otherwise, it 
returns 0. If existing soft resources can not satisfy the demands, DACA endeavours to 
reserve a new soft TXOP for the RTSN given tha t the CFP bandwidth is sufficient. The 
corresponding resource parameters such as max-txopseq, txopseq and hlTSa,j will be 
updated by MAC scheduler once a new TXOPj is reserved in the CFP. If DACA finds 
out tha t there is no sufficient bandwidth available to be reserved as a soft TXOP, the 
corresponding RTSN will be made to transm it in the CAP if its QoS demands are loose
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A lg o rith m  5.2 DACA for newly arrived RTSN
2
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26
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if  max-txop-seq ^  0 th e n
for n  <— 1 to  maxJxop-seq do
if  ^((ur^a,**) nTS'*.,*) = =  1 th e n
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re tu rn  
en d  if 
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en d  if 
else
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en d  if
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if  tT X O P r , i  +  J 2 k = i  i r x o P k  <  t s i  ~  t c A P  th e n
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en d  if
else if  Loose QoS demands th e n  
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APRg ARP' +  1, M R N  +  +  
else
Reject RTSN* 
en d  if  _________
and it will wait for the available bandwidth in the CFP. Otherwise, it will be directly 
rejected.
On the other hand, if the reservation mode of a new RTSN is set to hard, DACA will 
check the bandwidth availability in the CFP and admit the new session if its requested 
TXOP can be reserved in the CFP. Otherwise, DACA will direct the RTSN to transm it 
in the CAP if its QoS demands are not stringent. If the QoS demands are strict, the 
RTSN will be rejected.
For the RTSNs transm itting in the CAP due to insufficient CFP bandwidth, DACA 
will keep monitoring the bandwidth usage in the CFP and switch them to utilize band­
width in the CFP if certain RTSNs with dedicated SHOPs or hard TXOPs finish their 
transmissions and free up their resources. If resource releasing is identified, DACA will 
figure out the type of the released bandwidth and attem pt to match it with the re-
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UTSa,j is freed up from TXOPj
Update max-txop^seq, txapseq and UTSa,j
if  M R N  ^  0 th e n
for n  1 to  M R N  do
if  RMn = =  soft  && S{(UTSa,j) r\TSr,n) —=  1 th e n  
Admit the RTSN with ARP  =  n 
if  UTS'oj = =  1 th e n
Update maxJxop-seq, txopseq and UTSa,j  
else
Update UTSa,j 
en d  if
for k <r— n-\- I t o  M R N  do 
A P R k - -
en d  for
M R N -----
r e tu r n
else if  RMn == hard && UTSa,j == 1 
&:& trxoPj ^  trxoPr.n th e n
Admit the RTSN with ARP = n 
for n  +  1 to  M R N  do
AR Pk -----
e n d  for
M  R N -----
en d  if 
e n d  for 
else
Release the UTSa, j  to CAP 
en d  if
quested bandwidth of the RTSNs transm itting in the CAP. For prioritizing the RTSNs 
transm itting in the CAP, Arrival Priority (ARP) is assigned to each of them. Further, 
the Maximum RTSN Number (MRN) keeps track of the total number of RTSNs tha t 
transm it in the CAP. The RTSN with earlier access to the CAP will possess higher pri­
ority to obtain dedicated bandwidth. The idle resources released by the RTSNs in the 
CFP will be assessed against the QoS demands of the RTSNs transm itting in the CAP 
from the one with top priority to the bottom. If the idle bandwidth is released from 
a soft TXOP when a RTSN using the resources finishes transm itting, only the RTSN 
with loose throughput demand can possibly be switched to utilize these resources (i.e. 
SHOPs). If the released bandwidth is a hard TXOP, it is modified as a soft TXOP if 
a RTSN with loose throughput demand is switched to reserve part of its bandwidth.
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A lg o rith m  5.4 Back-off algorithm in soft TXOP
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
if ROI == 1 th e n
Freeze back-off process 
else
if  ROI == 0 th e n
Restart back-off counting 
en d  if 
en d  if
When back-off time-outs 
if ROI == 0 th e n  
if  T r >  T tran s  th e n
Begin data  transmission 
else
Restart back-off process 
en d  if 
en d  if
Then, the parameters for this soft TXOP will be updated after the soft RR. Meanwhile, 
the parameters such as ARP and MRN will be updated accordingly after the switching. 
Note tha t in Algorithm (5.2), A RP’ stands for the latest ARP before a RTSN arrives. 
If no RTSN transm its in the CAP or the idle resources can not fit the QoS demands for 
all the RTSNs, the released bandwidth will be temporarily utilized by other sessions 
transm itting in the CAP.
5.3.3 Soft Resource Allocation for Sessions in the CAP
Apart from being shared by RTSNs, the soft reserved bandwidth in the CFP can also 
be accessed by the sessions transm itting in the CAP through contention if no RTSN 
can fill in the idle SHOPs of existing soft TXOPs. For the sessions transm itting in the 
CAP, the soft channel access can be implemented via detecting the ROI for each SHOP. 
They can figure out each idle SHOP whose ROI is set to 0. Sessions transm itting in the 
CAP can gain access to these available SHOPs through contention. They initiate their 
transmissions if the time-slots remained in the idle SHOPs (Tr), Is sufficient after their 
back-off counting time-outs. Otherwise, they will restart their back-off until sufficient 
soft bandwidth or CAP appears. When requested bandwidth of a RTSN is measured 
to be suitable for certain SHOPs which are currently being utilized by other sessions in 
the CAP, the DACA will admit the RTSN and the corresponding ROI of the reserved
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SHOPs will be changed from 0 to 1. Other sessions transm itting in the CAP will sense 
the modified state of the resource occupancy by detecting the ROI and align to  the RR. 
For the idle resources which have not been reserved in the CFP, they can be accessed 
by the sessions transm itting in the CAP when no RTSN can be switched to use them.
5.4 AC for Hybrid MAC R R  Schemes in M ulti-H op Com­
munication
In order to employ DACA in multi-hop communication, an explicit signalling process is 
proposed. It provides the functionalities for interference detection and CT relationship 
recognition. Together with the DACA, soft and hard RR can also be implemented. 
Fig. 5.3 shows the implementation of DACA in multi-hop environment.
RTSN
Control Plane
Interference
detection
/ ' """"""" X
Admission control -
f— * — 1Bandwidth  
, estim ationCT recognition
Data Plane
I 
I 
I 
I
Hard resource 
reservation
Soft resource 
reservation
Figure 5.3: DACA implementation in multi-hop environment
5 .4 .1  A D D T S  S ign a llin g
When a new RTSN arrives, the corresponding source will trigger an ADDTS signalling 
process, which consists of three sub-processes. The signalling process establishes LCs 
and CT relationships based on interference probing for the mesh nodes along the tagged 
route [8]. Further, when the signalling messages traverse each node, the admission 
decision will be taken in order to decide whether the new session can be adm itted to 
reserve dedicated bandwidth in the CFP. Meanwhile, the reservation mode (i.e. soft 
or hard RR) of the resources based on QoS demands is determined. The following 
sub-sections describe the process in detail.
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5.4.1.1 A D D T S  R eq u es t P ro cess
ADDTS request frames will be broadcasted from the source to the destination using 
increased transmission power in order to support the implementation of interference 
probing. The increased transmission power covers the original CS range so tha t all the 
mesh nodes within the interference range of a tagged node will receive the signalling 
message. END list is utilized for caching the information of hidden terminals along 
the route. In addition, to alleviate the overhead incurred by the ADDTS signalling 
process, LCs are set up along the route with unique LCIs. Please refer to 4.3.1.1 for 
the detailed processes of END list update and LC establishment.
In parallel with the LC establishment and the interference probing, a preliminary ad­
mission decision is taken at each mesh node in order to figure out whether the newly 
arrived RTSN can be admitted. The ADDTS request frame will be used to piggyback 
the minimum available bandwidth in the CFP along the route. Note th a t CFP is 
pre-defined within SI. When no RTSN exists, the CFP bandwidth can be temporarily 
utilized by other sessions in the CAP. The ADDTS request frame carries the TSPEC 
tha t contains the information of QoS requirements such as required scheduling rate 
(throughput demand) and delay bound for the new RTSN. When ADDTS request 
frame reaches a mesh node, the preliminary AC first estimates the residual bandwidth 
and updates the shared available bandwidth, which is quantized by idle time-slots in 
the CFP for each node. This depends on the resource state information overheard from 
the other RTSNs being transm itted along the route or within the contending region of 
the tagged route. As shown in Fig. 5.4, let some idle time-slots in a CFP reside between 
the instants <Ja and crj,, which can be expressed by Ti^ aa-^ crh- function 5{x) is
utilized to denote the normalized offset of an instant x within its SI. As an example 
shown in Fig. 5.4, the normalized offset of instant Oa is <5(ci). Using this function, the 
idle time-slots between ctq and cr^  can be expressed by:
. Ti^ aa-^ cTb = tsi • [(5(5) -  (5(a)] (5.10)
where t,* s tands for the size of SI. The bandwidth of the above idle time-slots can be
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Figure 5.4: A fraction of idle time-slots in a CFP
represented by:
(5.11)
Note tha t C stands for the raw channel capacity and Bfj,* represents the j th  fraction 
of available bandwidth for node i. The total available bandwidth of a mesh node is the 
collection of all the separated available bandwidth fragments in the CFP. Thus, the 
total available bandwidth of mesh node i can be expressed by:
w
Ba,i — [J  
j= l
(5 .12)
where w denotes the total number of available bandwidth fragments in node i within 
its CFP. The shared available bandwidth at a node n can be denoted by:
Ba,n —
keio
(5.13)
Note tha t io stands for mesh node set the ADDTS request frame traverses from the 
source to node n. Fig. 5.5 shows the shared available bandwidth for node 1 and 2 along 
the same route.
For estimating the bandwidth requirement, the ADDTS request frame keeps track of 
the number of LC members in each LC and stores the largest value among them. The 
minimum bandwidth requirement can be derived, which is the number of LC members 
within the largest LC times the bandwidth of a TXOP. This is in the sense th a t the 
number of mesh nodes within the largest LC determines the number of CT groups. In 
addition, the type of RR (i.e. soft or hard) for the new RTSN can be decided.
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Figure 5.5: Shared available bandwidth
The determination process of the RR mode is specified in 5.4.2. Based on the local 
bandwidth requirement and the up-to-date shared available bandwidth in the CFP, a 
mesh node will continue the signalling if the shared available bandwidth can support 
the demand. Otherwise, it will discard the ADDTS request frame.
5.4.1.2 A D D T S R esponse Process
ADDTS response process initiates if destination can receive ADDTS request frame and 
the updated available bandwidth can meet the bandwidth requirement to guarantee 
the QoS. CT recognition is processed in each mesh node from the destination to the 
source. Please refer to 4.3.1.2 for the detailed procedure.
Since the information regarding the number of LC members in the largest LC can be 
transferred to the destination, the full admission decision can be taken in each node 
after their local CT information is updated. Each mesh node will refresh its available 
bandwidth in case tha t other surrounding routes have claimed dedicated resources 
during the elapsed signalling process. The response frame will be forwarded to the 
predecessor node if the requested bandwidth can be supported by the shared available 
bandwidth. Once a mesh node finds tha t the shared bandwidth can not satisfy the 
requested bandwidth, it discards the ADDTS response frame. Fig. 5.6 shows the 
entire AC process.
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Figure 5.6: Admission control process 
5 .4 .1 .3  A D D T S  S y n ch ro n iza tio n  P ro cess
If the ADDTS response frame can reach the source and the shared available bandwidth 
is enough to support the RTSN, the source node will admit the RTSN. It computes 
the parameters to  be set such as the services start time and size of reserved TXOP 
for scheduling the transmission of the RTSN along the route. Besides tha t, a session 
ID will be embedded in ADDTS synchronization frame for differentiating the RR for 
different RTSNs. Then, using increased transmission power, the source forwards the 
synchronization frame toward the destination in order to disseminate the updated re­
source state information to the mesh nodes along the route and the nodes within the 
contending region of the tagged QoS route. This will help the bandwidth estimation 
for other upcoming RTSNs pumping into the networks within the contending region.
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5 .4 .2  S o ft R e s o u rc e  R e s e rv a t io n
In order to enhance the bandwidth efficiency, the soft reserved bandwidth in the CFP 
can be shared by several RTSNs and each of the RTSNs can receive guaranteed QoS. 
In order to distinguish between the hard and soft RR, the RMI is acted in each mesh 
node and it has the functionality of determining the size of TXOP for RTSNs. The 
determination of hard and soft RR follows the same as the single-hop solution.
To differentiate the types of reserved bandwidth in the CFP, the ROI is assigned to 
each reserved TXOP. The ROI is equal to 1 if the bandwidth is reserved in each SI and 
its value set to 0 if the bandwidth is reserved following soft manner.
" -------------- -^-----------------   ■ s,
RTSN 3 idle SHOP
RTSN 2 m m  RTSN 1 
RTSN 4
Figure 5.7: Soft resource reservation
For a soft reserved TXOP, since it can be shared by different reservation owners, peri­
odicity is used to represent the maximum SHOP of this soft TXOP. As shown in Fig. 
5.7, the second allocated TXOP in the CFP is reserved following soft manner and it is 
shared by RTSN 2 and 4. The periodicity of the soft TXOP is 2. Similarly, it can be 
figured out that the periodicity of the third allocated TXOP is 4 and 3 of its SHOPs 
are available for reservation. The information such as the RR type for each TXOP and 
the available SHOP within each soft TXOP will be cached and updated in a resource 
table embedded in each mesh node.
The soft RR is implemented during the signalling process. Given that a RTSN with 
loose throughput demand generates from a source, ADDTS request process initiates 
and the signalling message traverses each mesh node along the route. After being 
directed by RMI to reserve soft resources, the preliminary AC will check whether the 
available SHOPs in existing soft reserved TXOPs can be allocated to the RTSN. The 
existing soft TXOPs can be found by searching ROI which is equal to 0. Note th a t there 
are two situations of detected soft resources: (i) soft resources exist along the route
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with different periodicities, (ii) soft resources exist along the route but the bandwidth 
is reserved following hard manner in certain mesh nodes along the route.
For the first situation, shared available soft bandwidth (i.e. SHOP) in each mesh node 
will be updated and the ADDTS request frame gets forwarded if the shared bandwidth 
in a mesh node can satisfy the QoS requirements of the RTSN. Once the updated shared 
soft bandwidth can not suffice the QoS demands in a certain node, DACA endeavours to 
find out whether a new soft TXOP can be reserved using spare bandwidth in the CFP. 
If either the available bandwidth in the soft reserved resources or a new soft TXOP can 
be provided for the RTSN when ADDTS request process ends, the ADDTS response 
frame will be broadcasted from the destination to the source in order to validate the 
soft RR. If source node can successfully receive the ADDTS response frame and it 
can also provide the necessary bandwidth, the RTSN is adm itted and the updated 
parameters of soft RR will be disseminated by ADDTS synchronization process. Once 
neither of the resources (i.e. available soft resources or new reserved soft resources) can 
be provided at a certain node, the corresponding ADDTS frame will be discarded. For 
the second situation, the resources tha t are used in both soft and hard manners can 
not be reserved for a new RTSN. When the resources are detected to be set as hard 
manner, ADDTS request process needs to check the spare bandwidth in  the CFP and 
the admission decision will be taken with the help of ADDTS response process.
5.5 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the performance of DACA in both single-hop and multi-hop communi­
cations are evaluated through ns-2 simulations.
5 .5 .1  P er fo rm a n ce  o f  D A C A  in  S in g le -H o p  C o m m u n ic a tio n
This sub-section evaluates the performance of DACA in single-hop communication. 
DACA is compared with basic AC scheme mentioned in ED CA/RR [67] and EDCA in 
term of delay and throughput performance over single-hop scenarios. The simulation 
parameters are shown in Tab. 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Simulation parameters
Parameter (units) Value
Propagation model 
Transmission range (m) 
Channel capacity (Mbps) 
Antenna 
MAC protocol 
Interface queue size (packets) 
D ata packet size (bytes) 
Traffic application
Two ray ground 
250 
11
Omni-directional 
IEEE 802.11e EDCA 
50 
512
CBR over UDP
In the simulations, DACA is supported by IEEE 802.11 EDCA MAC protocol. All 
the nodes within the network are stationary. The network topology consists of several 
senders and each of them has a RTSN to be sent. Besides that, NRTSNs are trans­
mitted from certain senders in order to investigate their impact on the performance of 
RTSNs. All the senders are randomly deployed within each other’s transmission range. 
A receiver resides within the transmission range of each sender. CBR applications are 
used in all the traffic sessions. The size of generated UDP packets is 512bytes.
Simulation scenario I is created for evaluating the delay guaranteeing supported by 
DACA. The size of SI is set to 10ms and delay bound of each RTSN is pre-defined 
as 5ms. The required scheduling rates of RTSNs and NRTSNs vary from 400kb/s 
to 1800kb/s. In simulation scenario II, RTSNs with different QoS demands arrive. 
Several of them are made to be transm itted in the CAP because of the insufficient 
CFP bandwidth and switched to CFP later. This is for investigating the capability of 
dynamic RR supported by DACA.
In order to prove the effectiveness of resource sharing and optimal RR, in simulation 
scenario III, 7 RTSNs with the data rates of 400kb/s transm it in the CFP. Meanwhile, 
another 17 RTSNs with selected lower data rates (i.e. 50kb/s, lOOkb/s and 200kb/s) 
pump into the network one by one with 50s interval. The delay bound of each RTSN 
with loose throughput demand is set to 5ms. In simulation scenario IV, 20 RTSNs 
with randomly selected rates chosen from the interval [50,400] pump into the networks 
in order during the first 50s. At the time of 300s, the first 5 of the adm itted RTSNs 
stop their transmissions while other sessions keep on transm itting until the end of the
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simulation time. In simulation scenario V, different number of RTSNs are selected with 
the data rates that are randomly chosen from the interval [50,400]. The rates of these 
RTSNs are uniformly distributed. The first 30% of the admitted RTSNs will finish 
their transmissions in the middle of the entire simulation time.
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Figure 5.8: Delay under different required scheduling rates in scenario I
Fig. 5.8 shows the delay performance of RTSNs in simulation scenario I. The delay 
of RTSNs with basic AC and DACA outperform EDCA. For example, when required 
scheduling rates are lOOOkb/s, basic AC and DACA RTSNs experience about 72% and 
88% less delay respectively compared to EDCA. This is due to the dedicated RR for 
RTSNs, which leads to collision avoidance. In contrast to basic AC scheme and EDCA, 
the delay performance of RTSNs with DACA is strictly controlled under delay bound. 
Thus, it performs better than basic AC scheme which can not satisfy delay bound. As 
shown in Fig. 5.8, when the data rates of RTSNs increase from 400kb/s to 1200kb/s, 
DACA RTSNs can still have bounded delay while basic AC RTSNs experience about 
14% more delay and exceed by approximately 149% compared to the delay bound. This 
is because DACA can decide the bandwidth that satisfies particular delay bounds for 
different RTSNs.
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Table 5.2: Dynamic RR with DACA in scenario II
Traffic
Scenario
Readmitted 
RTSN (kb/s, ms)
CAP CFP T for NRTSN (kbps)
T (kbps) D (ms) T (kbps) D (ms) Before After
1 (700, n/a) 302.80 657.72 696.26 10.64 97.10 396.632 (700, 8.0) 698.25 7.97 397.14
3 (1300, n/a) 301.98 659.60 1296.24 11.21 96.84 392.654 (1300, 8.0) 1297.53 7.93 395.51
5 (1900, n/a) 302.67 660.24 1896.37 11.76 97.02 396.676 (1900, 8.0) 1896.91 7.96 397.81
Tab. 5.2^ shows the performance in simulation scenario II. In each traffic scenario, 
several RTSNs are made to be transm itted in the CAP because of the insufficient CFP 
bandwidth. Performance of these RTSNs transm itting in the CAP is devastated due 
to the channel contention with other sessions and the limited CAP duration in each SI. 
After switching to the CFP, each RTSN can obtain guaranteed QoS with their specific 
demands by reserving minimum bandwidth. On the other hand, enhanced performance 
of NRTSNs can also be achieved after the RTSNs switch to the CFP.
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Figure 5.9: Throughput of RTSNs in the CFP in scenario III 
Fig. 5.9 demonstrates the throughput performance of RTSNs transm itting in the CFP
^Note that in Tab. 5.2, T and D stand for throughput and delay respectively. The bracket in the 
second column shows the demands of throughput and delay bound for the RTSNs.
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in simulation scenario III. DACA outperforms basic AC scheme in terms of bandwidth 
utilization. As shown in Fig. 5.9, after all the sessions arrives, the to tal CFP capacity 
usage supported by DACA receives approximately 35% improvement compared to basic 
AC scheme. By using basic AC scheme, hard TXOPs are always reserved for RTSNs 
even if they can not fully utilize the resources. Therefore, when the TXOP allocation in 
the CFP saturates, additional RTSNs with loose throughput demands tha t arrive later 
can not be admitted in the CFP. In contrast to basic AC scheme, DACA can decide 
RTSNs to share a Soft TXOP without any conflicts that the CFP can accommodate 
additional RTSNs. This gives rise to higher efficiency of bandwidth utilization in terms 
of the CFP capacity.
Table 5.3: Average delay for RTSNs with different rates in scenario III
D ata rate (kb/s) Average delay (ms)DACA Basic AC
50 4.973 5.569
100 4.964 5.568
200 4.925 5.567
Tab. 5.3 shows the average delay for the RTSNs with different rates in simulation 
scenario III. It can be seen tha t reserving soft resources to these RTSNs does not affect 
their guaranteed QoS and the unused SHOPs can be assigned to additional RTSNs. 
This can result in higher bandwidth efficiency.
Fig. 5.10 shows the throughput performance of RTSNs in the CFP in simulation 
scenario IV. It suggests tha t DACA outperforms basic AC scheme even in such dynamic 
environment. Because of effective resource sharing, CFP capacity usage contributed by 
the adm itted RTSNs with DACA is higher (about 37% improvement) than with basic 
AC scheme before 300s. After certain RTSNs with dedicated bandwidth in the CFP 
stop transmitting, DACA can support MAC scheduler to accommodate the RTSNs 
in the CAP. These RTSNs can be switched to utilize suitable CFP bandwidth when 
certain RTSNs with dedicated bandwidth in the CFP finish their transmissions and 
release their occupied resources. Consequently, compared with basic AC scheme which 
can merely reject RTSNs when the CFP bandwidth is not available, CFP capacity 
usage supported by DACA achieves about 130% improvement after the dynamic traffic
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change.
Fig. 5.11 demonstrates the CFP throughput contributed by the adm itted RTSNs in 
simulation scenario V where different number of RTSNs pumping into the network.
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Figure 5.12: Number of admitted RTSNs in scenario V
DACA RTSNs produce higher throughput in the CFP compared with basic AC scheme 
before the end of transmission for the first 30% of RTSNs. As shown in Fig. 5.12, 
DACA can decide efficient resource sharing, making the CFP be reserved by nearly 
twice as many RTSNs as basic AC can accommodate. Furthermore, after the first 
30% RTSNs stop transmitting, the RTSNs transm itting in the CAP can be switched 
to utilize the released bandwidth in the CFP. This gives rise to a higher efficiency of 
bandwidth utilization compared with basic AC scheme.
5.5.2 Performance of DACA in Multi-Hop Communication
In this sub-section, performance of DACA in multi-hop communication is evaluated. 
DACA is compared with basic AC scheme [67] and EDCA for delay and throughput 
performance over random scenarios.
In the simulations, AODV routing protocol is used for setting up the routes for data 
transmissions. Service interval is 10ms. CS range is set as 550m which is more than 
twice as much as the transmission range. All the traffic sessions use CBR applications 
and generate UDP packets with the packet size of 512bytes.
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Table 5.4: Simulation parameters
Parameter (units) Value
Propagation model 
Transmission range (m) 
Carrier sensing range(m) 
Channel capacity (Mbps) 
Antenna 
Routing protocol 
MAC protocol 
Service interval(s) 
Interface queue size (packets) 
D ata packet size (bytes) 
Traffic application
Two ray ground 
250 
550 
11
Omni-directional 
AODV 
IEEE 802.11e EDCA 
0.01 
50 
512
CBR over UDP
In order to study the performance of multiple RTSNs supported by DACA in a random 
environment with other competing sessions, a WMN with 400 mesh nodes is set up. 
Each node is randomly uniformly deployed in a 5.0 x 5.0 km^ area. Four Internet 
gateways are located within the network, connecting the WMN to a wired network. 
Tab. 5.4 shows the simulation parameters.
In order to investigate the delay guaranteeing of multiple RTSNs supported by DACA 
within a random deployed multi-hop environment, in simulation scenario VI, 15 RTSNs 
with fixed data rates of 400kb/s are transm itted from randomly selected source nodes 
to one of the Internet gateways. Meanwhile, several background sessions are trans­
mitted from randomly selected source nodes within the network. The rates of all the 
background sessions are identical and their traffic loads vary from 50kb/s to 500kb/s. 
The delay bound of each RTSN is 20ms.
To study the effectiveness of resource sharing and optimal RR in a random environment, 
in simulation scenario VII, different number of RTSNs are deployed in several selected 
routes, the traffic load of each RTSN is randomly uniformly selected from the interval 
[50,400].
Fig. 5.13 shows the average delay performance of RTSNs in simulation scenario VI. 
Through contention-based environment, RTSNs with EDCA receive degraded delay 
performance and their performance is getting worse as the traffic loads of background 
sessions increase. For instance, EDCA RTSNs experience about 15% more delay when
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Figure 5.13: Average delay of RTSNs in scenario VI
the traffic loads of background sessions grow from 200kb/s to 400kb/s. In contrast 
to EDCA, RTSNs with basic AC scheme receive the worst delay performance which 
attributes to the interference from the background sessions and the interruptions of 
transmissions become more obvious along with the increment of the background ses­
sions’ traffic loads. For example, basic AC RTSNs experience about 27% more delay 
when the traffic loads of background sessions increase from 200kb/s to 400kb/s. Because 
of admitting RTSNs without implementing interference detection, basic AC RTSNs suf­
fers from collisions and additional deferral time. Compared with EDCA and basic AC 
scheme, guaranteed delay can be provided for the RTSNs supported by DACA. When 
the traffic loads of background sessions are 300kb/s, DACA RTSNs experience about 
94% and 97% less delay compared to EDCA and basic AC scheme respectively.
Fig. 5.14 demonstrates the average throughput of RTSNs in simulation scenario VI. Be­
cause of interference and channel contention, EDCA shows the worst performance and 
the impact of the traffic loads variation from the background sessions is less obvious 
than with basic AC scheme. Although basic AC scheme can provide high through­
put for RTSNs when the traffic loads of background sessions are low. However, their 
performance is getting worse as the traffic loads of background sessions increase. For
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Figure 5.14: Average throughput of RTSNs in scenario VI
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Figure 5.15: Throughput of adm itted RTSNs in scenario VII
instance, basic AC RTSNs receive about 29% less throughput when the traffic loads of 
background sessions increase from 50kb/s to 250kb/s. Functionalities like interference 
avoidance and CT help RTSNs with DACA to achieve the best throughput performance.
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Figure 5.16: Number of admitted RTSNs in scenario VII
DACA RTSNs receive approximately 578% and 77% more throughput compared with 
EDCA and basic AC scheme respectively when background sessions have the rates of 
300kb/s.
Fig. 5.15 shows the CFP capacity utilization for the admitted RTSNs in simulation 
scenario VII. As the number of arrived RTSNs increases, CFP capacity usage for basic 
AC scheme soon becomes saturated when the third RTSN is admitted. This partially 
attributes to the fact that each dedicated TXOP can only be utilized by one node and 
the bandwidth can not be reused by other nodes which can transm it data simultaneously 
without collisions along the same route. This will result in low efficiency of spatial 
reuse. Moreover, bandwidth over-reservation occurs when certain RTSNs with loose 
QoS demands obtain redundant resources. In addition, due to the hard RR, dedicated 
TXOP can not be utilized by other RTSNs even if the bandwidth temporarily becomes 
unused. As for DACA, bandwidth in the CFP can be used more efficiently by the 
nodes along a route because of the CT mechanism and more spare bandwidth can 
be left for sustaining other RTSNs traversing within the contending region. Further, 
optimized RR for meeting QoS demands and the resource sharing also contribute to 
its high performance. As shown in Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16, DACA can admit up
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to 10 RTSNs maximally and achieve much higher CFP capacity usage compared with 
basic AC scheme. For example, when the number of RTSNs reaches 12, CFP capacity 
supported by DACA can produce about 230% more throughput compared with basic 
AC scheme.
5.6 Chapter Summary and Discussions
This chapter proposed a DACA with soft RR for hybrid MAC RR schemes in IEEE
802.11-based WMNs, in order to solve the issues of bandwidth efficiency while consid­
ering the QoS guaranteeing of RTSNs with diverse QoS demands. W ith the support of 
optimal and soft RR, DACA can decide the QoS for RTSNs according to their specific 
QoS demands (i.e. delay and throughput) and resource sharing in order to ensure high 
level of bandwidth efficiency.
DACA can make RR decision according to the specific QoS demands of RTSNs and 
let MAC scheduler to implement the RR. Simulation results over single-hop and multi­
hop scenarios in various network conditions indicated tha t DACA outperforms basic 
AC scheme in term of guaranteeing specific QoS requirements such as delay bound. 
For example, in single-hop scenario I with RTSNs having delay bound requirement, 
DACA RTSNs can receive bounded delay (less than 5ms) while the basic AC RTSNs 
experience about 145% more delay on average compared to delay bound (i.e. 5ms). In 
addition, DACA can determine optimized RR for RTSNs to meet their specific QoS 
requirements and resource sharing in order to improve bandwidth efficiency. Simula­
tion results demonstrated that in random multi-hop scenario VII with RTSNs having 
different QoS requirements, DACA with the decision of optimized RR and resource 
sharing can support MAC scheduler to enhance the efficiency of bandwidth utilization 
by approximately 172% on average compared with basic AC scheme.
The proposed DACA has several benefits compared with other conventional AC schemes. 
First, it can collaborate with the MAC scheduler and support optimized RR and ad­
ditional RR mode (i.e. soft RR). Chapter 2 suggested tha t routing protocol can not 
implement resource scheduling. Thus, conventional AC implemented via routing can 
not enable improved resource scheduling. On the other hand, DACA can provide more
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admission options for RTSNs with distinct QoS requirements. For instance, in con­
ventional AC schemes, once available resources can not be provided for a RTSN, the 
corresponding session will be rejected. They do not consider the level of QoS demands 
of a RTSN. However, in the proposed DACA, a RTSN with loose QoS demands can 
be temporarily degraded and transm itted in the CAP but with priority access using 
EDCA. It can be later switched to the CFP when available CFP resources become suf­
ficient. Due to these advantages, the application of DACA in other QoS provisioning 
schemes can be anticipated.
Although DACA performs well in WMNs with nodes having limited or no mobility, 
its performance has not been evaluated in WMNs with mobile nodes. The mobility 
function of nodes will incur challenges for DACA. For instance, the information of 
soft reserved TXOP can hardly be synchronized among the mobile nodes. This can 
lead to over-utilization or under-utilization of CFP resources. Consequently, further 
improvement of DACA must be conducted in order to accommodate the impact of 
node mobility.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter summarizes the works tha t are proposed in this thesis. Also, a number of 
future work directions for further developing the research within this thesis are outlined.
6.1 Conclusions
As a new technology, WMNs receive much attentions and are being developed rapidly 
in these years. Different from traditional wireless ad-hoc networks, in WMNs, a mesh 
node can operate as a router rather than merely being a host. Thus, they can forward 
data coming from other nodes which are not covered by the direct transmission range 
of their destinations. This makes the wireless mesh networking a fitting candidate 
for multi-hop communications in distributed wireless environments. Although owning 
the advantages such as high reliability, robustness, low cost and extended coverage, 
WMNs still suffer from the issues, for instance, interference, low efficiency of spatial 
reuse, low bandwidth efficiency, etc. Along with the growing demands of multimedia 
applications, how to guarantee the QoS for RTSNs while achieving high bandwidth 
efficiency becomes a hotspot in W^MNs. This thesis addressed this problem in IEEE
802.11-based WMNs, from the MAC protocol point of view.
To date, many routing and MAC protocols are proposed for improving the QoS for 
RTSNs in WMNs. However, they can only increase the chances of channel access for
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RTSNs rather than ensuring their desired bandwidth. In order to serve the latter 
purpose, Many works have devised routing or MAC solutions by implementing service 
differentiation on RR. This thesis surveyed the existing RR schemes including routing 
and MAC protocols. The survey suggested tha t routing protocols have their inher­
ent limitations in terms of RR because they can not genuinely manage the resource 
scheduling. In terms of MAC RR schemes, issues such as implementation complexity 
and back-haul access prevent the centralized schemes from extensive application. The 
contention-based RR schemes in the category of distributed RR schemes suffer from 
interference, deferral and back-off overheads due to the nature of medium contention. 
In order to eliminate these issues, RR should be made following contention-free based 
channel access and the reserved duration should be separated from contention-based 
environment. To this end, this thesis focuses on hybrid MAC RR scheme in order to 
mitigate the problem arising from medium contention, and thereby to guarantee the 
QoS for RTSNs.
Some works in literature proved tha t hybrid MAC RR schemes can provide guaranteed 
QoS for RTSNs in single-hop communication. However, there is no systematic study on 
their performance and system optimization. Further, there are many challenges such as 
interference, bandwidth over-reservation and resource sharing tha t prevent hybrid MAC 
RR schemes from providing guaranteed QoS and high bandwidth efficiency in WMNs 
with multi-hop communication. Thus, by solving all these issues in hybrid MAC RR 
schemes, guaranteed QoS and improved bandwidth efficiency should be implemented 
in WMNs.
Consequently, targeting at hybrid MAC RR schemes, this thesis first provided a theo­
retical study for hybrid MAC RR schemes in order to evaluate their guaranteed QoS 
provisioning for RTSNs and investigate system optimization in single-hop communica­
tion. Further, the thesis proposed a distributed hybrid MAC RR scheme to guarantee 
the QoS for RTSNs in WMNs with multi-hop communication by solving the problems 
of interference and low efficiency of spatial reuse. Eventually, a DACA is proposed for 
hybrid MAC RR schemes in order to enhance the bandwidth efficiency by deciding the 
optimized bandwidth to meet guaranteed QoS for RTSNs according to their specific 
QoS requirements and resource sharing.
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Following the aforementioned clue, this thesis first proposed an analytical framework to 
evaluate hybrid MAC RR schemes with guaranteed QoS for RTSNs with different traffic 
loads and studied overall network capacity by considering different system parameters, 
such as SI and TXOP size. The proposed analytical framework models the QoS (i.e. 
delay and throughput) performance of RTSNs with dedicated resources in distributed 
environment, and also achieves the optimization purpose to make the hybrid MAC RR 
schemes reserve the maximum number of TXOPs while meeting the QoS demands of 
each RTSN. The theoretical and simulation results of guaranteed QoS performance for 
RTSNs were proven tha t the proposed analytical framework precisely models the QoS 
performance of RTSNs. In addition, theoretical results also demonstrated tha t the 
optimum network capacity can be achieved by optimizing system parameters such as 
SI and TXOP size. The optimal parameters such as size of SI and allocated resources 
were proved valid to enhance the system performance of hybrid MAC RR schemes. As 
a result, this work proved tha t guaranteed QoS and enhanced bandwidth utilization in 
wireless single-hop communication can be achieved by using hybrid MAC RR schemes.
Although the effectiveness of hybrid MAC RR schemes for providing guaranteed QoS 
for RTSNs in single-hop communication was validated, its application in WMNs with 
multi-hop communication is still a challenging issue. To address the problem, this the­
sis proposed a distributed hybrid MAC RR scheme named EDCA-DMRR; a scheme 
that can guarantee the QoS performance for RTSNs. It employs an interference avoid­
ance mechanism tha t is supported by explicit signalling. The signalling messages are 
broadcasted in turn  by the nodes along a route where a RTSN traverses through. Using 
increased transmission power, the message sent by a node can be decoded by its in­
terfering counterparts, thereby the interference relationship can be identified. Further, 
with the support of an interference avoidance mechanism, CT can be implemented by 
the nodes without interference relationship. They can forge a CT group and transm it 
data simultaneously without any collisions. On the other hand, by using a CAP back-off 
algorithm, the fairness toward other types of sessions can be ensured. The performance 
of EDCA-DMRR was compared with EDCA, ED CA /RR and DARE. Simulation re­
sults demonstrated tha t EDCA-DMRR outperforms EDCA and ED CA /RR in terms of 
delay, throughput, packet loss ratio and fairness. Although performing similarly with
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DARE in terms of delay, RTSNs with EDCA-DMRR receive significant improvement 
in terms of throughput and packet loss ratio compared to DARE. Consequently, by 
solving the issues of interference and low efficiency of spatial reuse in hybrid MAC 
RR schemes, this work validated that guaranteed QoS can be provided for RTSNs in 
WMNs. As a result of the guaranteed QoS performance achieved by EDCA-DMRR, 
extensive application can be expected in WMNs or other distributed ad-hoc wireless 
networks.
Although hybrid MAC RR schemes were proved effective in achieving QoS guaran­
teeing in WMNs, network bandwidth is not utilized efficiently because resource over­
reservation and effective resource sharing have not been resolved. To address these 
issues, this thesis proposed a DACA with soft RR for hybrid MAC RR schemes suit­
able for IEEE 802.11 WMNs; a scheme for improving the bandwidth efficiency through 
deciding optimized resources to guarantee QoS for RTSNs with particular QoS demands 
and resource sharing. DACA is able to determine the optimized bandwidth tha t can 
provide guaranteed QoS performance for RTSNs. In addition, DACA decides soft RR 
by which multiple RTSNs with loose throughput demands can share an identical TXOP 
and receive guaranteed QoS. The performance of DACA was compared with basic AC 
scheme that is represented by EDCA/RR as well as EDCA. Simulation results proved 
tha t DACA outperforms both EDCA and basic hybrid MAC scheme with regard to 
the QoS guaranteeing for RTSNs and the bandwidth efficiency. Hence, this work in­
dicated tha t by addressing the problems of bandwidth over-reservation and resource 
sharing in hybrid MAC RR schemes, enhanced bandwidth efficiency in WMNs can be 
implemented.
6.2 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis for guaranteeing the QoS for RTSNs while providing 
high bandwidth efficiency in WMNs has opened up a number of new challenges tha t will 
require even further research. Some of the challenges tha t are worth to be investigated 
following the present work of this thesis are listed as follows.
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• The proposed EDCA-DMRR can provide guaranteed QoS for RTSNs in WMNs 
with nodes having no or limited mobility by solving the issues of interference 
and low efficiency of spacial reuse. However, the mobility of nodes is not consid­
ered in this protocol. Therefore, to investigate the impact of mobility of nodes 
in EDCA-DMRR will be a part of the future work. To maintain the guaran­
teed QoS performance of RTSNs with the consideration of node mobility, proper 
mechanisms need to be incorporated with EDCA-DMRR.
• The proposed EDCA-DMRR can implement service differentiation on RR in sin­
gle channel condition. Since multi-channel WMNs have similar QoS issues with 
single channel WMNs, EDCA-DMRR can be extended and employed in multi­
channel WMNs. For instance, the negotiation of the resource state information 
can be achieved in a separate channel. This can result in lower collision proba­
bility and more channel capacity in the channel for data transmission.
• EDCA-DMRR and DACA considered to guarantee the QoS for RTSNs and ensure 
high bandwidth efficiency within one WMN. However, the end-to-end communi­
cations between two nodes may traverse through multiple networks via gateway or 
other devises. The inter-networking communications are not taken into account 
in EDCA-DMRR and thus need further investigation.
• The analytical framework in Chapter 4 investigated the QoS performance of RT­
SNs with EDCA-DMRR in multi-hop communication. Apart from studying the 
performance of high-priority sessions in the CFP, analytical framework can also 
be devised for the sessions transm itting in the CAP. To evaluate the performance 
of a session in the CAP, the analytical framework needs to consider the impact of 
channel contention and collision among the sessions within the interference range.
• EDCA-DMRR and DACA required the support of explicit signalling. To alle­
viate the overhead incurred by this signalling, some of its functionalities can be 
implemented by the routing protocol. Thus, the QoS performance of RTSNs can 
be further improved. To solve the issue of how to incorporate a routing protocol 
with EDCA-DMRR is another open topic.
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